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ABSTRACT
Three elementary teachers made changes in their mathematics teaching by
learning more mathematics content knowledge designed for mathematics teachers, and by
adopting professional development teaching roles. Recent professional development
programs have demonstrated that elementary teachers need content knowledge for
teaching. By learning more mathematics with clear definitions, concept interconnections,
and multiple models and themes for teaching mathematical concepts, the teachers
improved their understanding of mathematics and changed their teaching behaviors in the
classroom.
This seven month study examined the three teachers during their professional
development experience in the Massachusetts Mathematics Institute. Data collection
included pre/post tests, an assignment designed for teachers to test out new content
knowledge in their classrooms, written evaluations, interviews, and classroom
observations. The pattern analysis is presented as case studies of three elementary
mathematics teachers. Results indicated that specially designed content knowledge for
teachers changed mathematics teaching and learning in the classroom.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION: ELEMENTARY MATHEMATICS TEACHING AND LEARNING:
The Need for Change
According to the National Research Council’s report “Everybody Counts,”
average students in other countries learn as much mathematics as the best students in the
United States. The performance of the top 5% of U.S. students is equaled to the top 50%
of Japanese students. It is only in the United States where people believe that special
abilities are needed to learn mathematics. Yet today’s world and the jobs in it require
more mathematics than ever before (NRC, 1989). With mathematics learning at risk, the
teaching and learning of mathematics must be an important priority and investment for
the future.
The 20

th

century’s growth of technology has amplified the role of mathematics

(NRC, 1989). In our integrated global economy, mathematics and science supply the
basic forms of knowledge that are needed to solve problems and support the growth that
will define America’s future (Before It’s Too Late, 2000). Unfortunately U.S. children
are behind their counterparts in Europe and Asia, and they are losing ground (Stevenson
& Stigler, 1992).
TIMSS studies confirm U.S. students perform lower in mathematics when
compared to students in other countries (TIMSS, 1996; Stigler & Hiebert, 1999). Yet,
Stigler and Hiebert also note that teaching methods are very different as well.
American mathematics teaching is extremely limited, focused for the most part on
a very narrow band of procedural ski 11s... Students in Japanese classrooms spend
as much time solving challenging problems and discussing mathematical concepts
as they do practicing skills. (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999, pp. 10-11)
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A project staff member with Stigler and Hiebert summarized the differences he noticed
between teachers in Japan and teachers in the United States. For a Japanese teacher, there
is the mathematics on one hand and the students on the other hand. In the United States,
there are the students and there is the teacher with many interactions. He had trouble,
however, finding the mathematics (Stigler & Hiebert, 1999, pp. 25-26). American
mathematics teaching needed to improve and the improvement required more knowledge
of mathematics.
Liping Ma considered that the learning gap between Chinese and American
students might not be limited to students. As she emphasized in her book, Knowing and
Teaching Elementary Mathematics, teachers’ knowledge directly affects mathematics
teaching and learning and mathematics content knowledge might be particularly lacking
for many elementary teachers in the United States. She concluded that to improve
mathematics education for students, there needed to be improvement in the quality of
their teachers’ knowledge of school mathematics (Ma, 1999).
In Ma’s study, not one of a group of above average U.S. teachers displayed a
profound understanding of elementary mathematics (Ma, 1999). Ma found a striking
contrast in the mathematical knowledge between the two groups of teachers. As a whole,
the knowledge of the Chinese teachers seemed connected while that of the U. S. teachers
seemed fragmented (Ma, 1999, p. 107). The U.S. teachers did not demonstrate knowledge
about many interconnections between mathematical topics.
In addition to their performance in ‘doing mathematics,’ the Chinese teachers
showed a knowledge of fractions that was markedly more solid than that of the
U.S. teachers in other ways. The Chinese teachers were aware of abundant
connections between fractions and other mathematical topics. They were aware of
how a fraction can be written as a division expression in which the numerator is
the dividend and the denominator is the divisor. They were also aware of the
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relationship between decimals and fractions, and were very skillful in converting
between the two number forms. Moreover, they were aware of how the models of
division by fractions are connected to the meaning of multiplication with fractions
and to whole number models of division. (Ma, 1999, pp. 81-82)
Ma’s study concluded' that elementary mathematics is construed differently in
China and in the United States. Chinese teachers could describe why algorithms made
sense as well as how to carry them out. They tended to justify explanations with symbolic
derivation and discuss relationships among the four basic operations of arithmetic. U.S.
teachers’ responses showed a common view that elementary mathematics is “basic,” an
arbitrary collection of facts and rules which are used to arrive at answers (Ma, 1999, pp.
123-124). U.S. teachers taught the successful calculation procedure as the primary goal of
elementary mathematics teaching.
Deborah Loewenberg Ball also identified insufficient mathematics subject matter
knowledge as the problem for teachers being unable to describe the meaning of division
of fractions in her 1990 study involving prospective elementary and secondary teachers.
The prospective teachers searched for particular rules rather than the meanings that
comprised those rules (Ball, 1990). Elementary and secondary candidates had significant
difficulty with the meaning of division with fractions, suggesting that the understanding
of the teacher education students was rule bound and compartmentalized. No elementary
candidates were able to generate a mathematically appropriate representation for division.
In the Stein et al. study, limited mathematical knowledge about functions and
graphing by the teacher led to elementary instruction which was characterized by few
conceptual connections and weak modeling. Such a classroom situation failed to lay
groundwork for future mathematical relationships associated with the concept being
taught (Stein, Baxter, & Leinhardt, 1990). Two ideas can be considered from this study:
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First, elementary mathematics concepts are not always easy and are interconnected to
previous as well as future mathematical concepts. Second, the teacher’s lack of subject
matter knowledge had affected his instruction in the classroom.
From revised summer institutes in California (Burmester & Wu, 2001) and from
focusing on improving mathematics subject matter knowledge, mathematics presenters
learned that elementary teachers found it difficult to abide by precise definitions, did not
have the habit of asking “why,” were afraid to use theorems, found proof by contradiction
difficult to understand, and had little or no hands-on experience with geometric objects.
Elementary teachers need strong understanding of concepts and topics above as
well as below their teaching grade levels. The study of algebra, as a key element in
understanding mathematical systems, and learning algebraic concepts through concrete
models, is within the grasp of primary students (Lawson, 1990). Blanton & Kaput think
that since most elementary teachers have little experience with the connected aspects of
algebraic reasoning, they have become the products of the type of school mathematics
instruction that needs to be replaced (Blanton & Kaput, 2005, p. 414).
The Needs of Elementary Teacher Preparation
Even elementary school mathematics can no longer be considered just the
learning of arithmetic calculations; it is the development of number sense.
Number sense builds on arithmetic as words build on the alphabet. Numbers arise
in measurement, in chance, in data, and in geometry, as well as in arithmetic.
Mathematics in elementary school should weave all these threads together to
create in children a robust sense of numbers. (NRC, 1989, p. 46)
As children understand number sense, they learn to solve arithmetic problems in a variety
of ways - sometimes mentally, sometimes estimating, and other times calculating with a
pencil or calculator. The important part is that students need to know when to use which
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approach. All K-12 levels of mathematics learning are part of a universal and necessary
education (NRC, 1989).
Mewbom summarized research concerning the role of mathematics content
knowledge for the preparation of elementary teachers in the United States. She reasoned
that while the prospective teachers were able to perform mathematical work such as
calculations, many were unable to provide conceptual explanations for the tasks they
performed, leading to the conclusion that many elementary teachers did lack conceptual
understanding of the mathematics they are expected to teach (Mewbom, 2001, p. 30).
The NCTM asserts that mathematics teaching at any level requires that teachers
have an extensive knowledge of mathematics, especially the knowledge of both the
content and discourse of mathematics (NCTM, 1991, p. 132). The Mathematical
Education of Teachers (MET Project) report included two themes that pertained to
content knowledge for teachers: First, school mathematics contains intellectual substance.
Second, the mathematical knowledge needed for teaching is of a special nature (Lewis,
2001). The report made several recommendations for K-12 teachers, some of which are
listed below:
1) Teachers need mathematics courses that will develop a deep understanding of the
mathematics they will be teaching.
2) The quality (more than the quantity) of the mathematics courses is very important.
3) Courses should focus on mathematical ideas and develop sense in analyzing
conceptual relationships.
4) Teachers should develop the habits of mathematical thinking and demonstrate flexible
and interactive teaching styles.
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5) Teacher education should be considered an important part of the mathematics
department.
6) Teacher education should be seen as a partnership between mathematicians and
mathematics educators.
7) Teachers need to continue to develop their mathematics teaching and learning through
formal coursework as well as self-directed study.
It was noted that K-4 elementary teachers should take at least nine semester hours on the
fundamental ideas of elementary mathematics (Lewis, 2001, pp. 402-403)
In the 1993 National Survey of Science and Mathematics Education, ninety-eight
percent of college coursework for elementary teachers was in “mathematics for
elementary school teachers” or “methods of teaching mathematics.” However, only three
out of ten elementary teachers had training in geometry or probability and statistics which
are strong NCTM suggestions beginning in primary grades (Weiss, 1994, p. 3). The
profile of science and mathematics education in the United States concluded that
elementary teachers felt comfortable with reform strategies, such as cooperative learning.
They did not feel comfortable teaching many of the elementary mathematics and science
content subjects.
Subject matter preparation is rarely the focus of any phase of teacher education
(Ball, 1988; Ball, 1990). According to Ball’s 1988 study, the idea that prospective
teachers do not need to relearn the elementary and secondary curriculum because
concepts such as place value and division are basic and easily understood is a problem
(Ball, 1988). Ball’s analysis of the mathematics involved in division of fractions showed
that elementary content is anything but simple (Ball, 1988, p. 23). Ball suggested that
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revisiting the mathematics content needed for teaching is important for developing
teachers’ correct understandings of the underlying principles of mathematics.
A second assumption from Ball’s study - that elementary and secondary school
math classes (K-12 childhood learning) can serve as sufficient subject matter preparation
for teaching mathematics - is also a problem. Study participants remembered fragments
of rules, tricks and definitions that were unconnected and therefore, not helpful. Most did
not find meaningful understanding or even the beginnings of such understanding from
their previous K-12 learning.
The findings here simply reinforce what these data ought to suggest: that relying
on what prospective teachers have learned in their pre-college mathematics
classes is unlikely to be adequate for teaching mathematics for understanding
(Ball, 1988, p.24)
A third assumption - that teacher education students are of poor academic quality
- was refuted by data collected from mathematics majors who were not planning to teach.
These math majors also struggled with making sense of division with fractions,
connecting mathematics to the real world, and coming up with explanations that go
beyond the statement of rules.
A more plausible explanation for the problems experienced by the math majors is
that even successful participation in traditional math classes does not necessarily
develop the kinds of understanding needed to teach if, as is often the case, success
in these classes derives from memorizing formulas and performing procedures.
(Ball, 1988, p. 24)
The prior suggestions that subject matter knowledge for teaching occurred before college,
in liberal arts classes, or from teaching itself, was not working; subject matter preparation
needed to be the central focus in teacher training.
Once in their teaching role, elementary teachers receive little professional
development in mathematics. On school budgets, professional development is considered
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a luxury item (Before It’s Too Late, 2000). Teachers are granted little time for lesson
preparation, individual study time, and joint lesson planning.
High-quality professional development ought to be the lifeblood of American
teaching; instead, it is used only to provide the occasional, anemic transfusion.
(Before It’s Too Late, 2000)
Preparation for elementary school teaching is a life-long activity which must
combine teachers’ experiences as K-12 students, as undergraduates (pre-service), and as
in-service professionals who continue to learn from experiences throughout their careers
(Mathematical Preparation of Elementary School Teachers, 1994). A coordinated effort
by the mathematics professional societies can initiate necessary improvement in the
mathematical preparation of elementary school teachers. There is current agreement on
the characteristics of strong programs for elementary teacher training:
1) Mathematics departments should take seriously the challenges and obligation
of courses intended for prospective elementary school teachers.
2) Prospective elementary school teachers need to learn a broad range of
elementary mathematics from an advanced perspective.
3) Mathematics courses for prospective elementary school teachers should do
more than cover a list of topics; they should help future teachers make sense
of mathematics.
4) Mathematics departments should provide prospective teachers with extensive
opportunities to reflect on the important connections among content,
pedagogy, and learning.
5) All college and university mathematics teaching should model the pedagogy
that will be expected of future teachers.
6) College courses for prospective teachers should illustrate the way
mathematics is practiced.
7) Colleges and universities need to provide all prospective elementary school
teachers with significant opportunities to learn how to teach children of
diverse racial, ethnic, and linguistic backgrounds.
8) Courses for prospective elementary school teachers should include significant
coverage of the contributions to mathematics of diverse cultural and ethnic
groups.
9) College and university mathematicians need to develop effective working
relationships, based on mutual respect, with those who have a stake in school
mathematics. (Mathematical Preparation of Elementary School Teachers Issues and Recommendations, 1994)
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The mathematical preparation of elementary school teachers is a very important and
necessary goal. Professional mathematics societies can help to provide leadership in
meeting this goal as they work together with mathematics educational efforts
(Mathematical Preparation of Elementary School Teachers, 1994).
Current plans for professional development in Massachusetts involve a proposed
$50 million investment in high-quality content training, focusing on mathematics and
science at the elementary and middle school levels (The Unfinished Agenda, Feb.2005).
This second phase of educational reform for Massachusetts - to improve teaching and
leadership - will also include the state’s public and private colleges and universities
taking the lead in establishing rigorous programs to recruit and prepare teachers. Since
nearly half of the teacher workforce of Massachusetts will turn over during the next
decade, a competent teaching force would be a benchmark for higher education (The
Unfinished Agenda, Feb. 2005).
Recommendations for Massachusetts teachers of mathematics and science
include: raising pre-service mathematics and science course requirements for elementary
school teacher candidates; requiring pre-service teachers to pass Massachusetts Tests for
Educator Licensure (MTEL) math and science tests; and providing intensive content
training and coaching in mathematics to current teachers in grades 3-8 and follow the
mathematics priority with an equal commitment to science training and coaching (World
Class, 2005, June).
What is Content Knowledge for Teaching?
Many previous testing instruments aimed at measuring teacher content knowledge
had identified computational ability rather than knowledge as it is actually used in
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teaching (Hill, et al, 2004). In the Hill et al study, initial efforts were made to design an
evaluation instrument which would measure teachers’ actual content knowledge for the
classroom. The implication was made that elementary content knowledge is connected to
specific problems that occur when teaching elementary school mathematics, such as
division by fractions. How the teachers understood division of fractions and then how
they could explain division of fractions might be considered content knowledge for
teaching.
The partnership between California’s Mathematics Professional Development
Institutes (MPDI) and the Study of Instructional Improvement (SII) piloted new content
knowledge test items. The Hill et al authors wrote the items for the content knowledge
measurement. The program staff for the professional development program was
knowledgeable mathematically and focused on mathematics content. The teachers
worked together on problems that come up in classrooms during the teaching of
elementary mathematics. The study did not identify how the teachers gained content
knowledge. The study findings did indicate that elementary teachers learned mathematics
within a professional development program.
Three examples of the content knowledge items were documented (Hill et al.,
2004). The items were designed as multiple-choice for ease with scoring. One of the three
items (the second of three) is shown here (Hill et al., 2004).
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Imagine that you are working with your class on multiplying large numbers.
Among your students’ papers, you notice that some have displayed their work in
the following ways:
Student A
35
x 25
125
+75
875

Student B
35
x 25
175
+700
875

Student C
35
x 25
25
150
100
+ 600
875

Which of these students would you judge to be using a method that could be used
to multiply any two whole numbers?

a) Method A
b) Method B
c) Method C

Method would
Method would
work for all
NOT work for all
whole numbers_whole numbers_I’m not sure
1
2
3
1
2
3
1
2
3

Figure 1. Content Knowledge Test Item from Hill et al.

This type of measurement problem asks the teachers to figure out the process used for
each of the three methods based on what the teacher understands about multiplication and
place value and then judge whether each method can be used for any two whole numbers.
Such a thinking process requires a great deal of content knowledge and it directly
concerns the teaching and learning of mathematics. How do teachers acquire this type of
content knowledge for teaching?
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CHAPTER II
WHAT IS APPROPRIATE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT FOR ELEMENTARY
MATHEMATICS TEACHERS?
Elementary Teacher Knowledge
Interconnections among Topics and Concepts
Teachers’ understandings of mathematics directly influence their ideas about what
to teach and how to teach it (NRC, 2000). Their deep understanding of mathematics
content, therefore, is a critical component for the teaching and learning of mathematics.
Limited subject matter knowledge leads to elementary instruction which is characterized
by few conceptual connections and weak modeling (Stein et al., 1990). Program staff for
Summermath (an in-service program designed to put teachers in the unfamiliar role of
guiding students to explore and make sense of mathematics) noticed that teachers whose
own mathematics backgrounds were weak had difficulty posing worthwhile problems or
asking questions appropriately (Mosenthal & Ball, 1992, p. 353).
Participants to the NRC workshop, Knowing and Learning Mathematics for
Teaching, agreed that elementary teachers should not view mathematics instruction as
limited and narrow, but rather as fluid and connected (NRC, 2001). In their workshop
discussions they focused on identifying “big ideas” in mathematics rather than trying to
list individually what elementary mathematics teachers should know. A “big idea” is a
statement or concept that is central to learning mathematics and links various
mathematical understandings into a coherent whole (Charles, 2005). Teachers who
understand the big ideas of mathematics would translate that knowledge to their teaching
practices by connecting new ideas to big ideas (Ma, 1999). The NRC group identified the
following topics as “big ideas” of mathematics:
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•

Multiplicative structures, including multiplication, division, fractions, decimals,
percents, ratio and proportion, connection between rational numbers and repeating
decimals;

•

Structure of the number system, number sense, decomposition/place value, using
benchmarks to estimate numbers;

•

Systems of operations, operation sense, structure of operations, properties of
operation systems (i.e., operations as an interconnected system rather than
experiencing operations individually or in isolation);

•

Similarity, scaling with respect to dimension;

•

Geometric measure, including area, finding area by dissection of figures,
comparison of polygonal areas, perimeter, volume;

•

Uses and concepts of variables;

•

The notion of proof (NRC, 2001, p. 145).

NRC participants believed that the connections between topics and “big ideas” were
powerful pieces that teachers should recognize and that powerful mathematical ideas can
evolve by connecting multiple representations (NRC, 2001, p. 145).
Teachers need to recognize and take advantage of opportunities for making
connections in the curriculum, to help children understand interrelationships
between concepts. (NRC, 2001, p. 145)
Rogers had stated that knowledge alone was only the beginning. In his review essay, he
noted, “Many a college professor is knowledgeable of his or her subject matter without
being able to decompress it in a way that makes it accessible to the naive mind” (Rogers,
2001, p. 477). Mathematics teachers must know and be comfortable explaining the
interconnections between mathematics concepts.

Extensions of Mathematical Knowledge
Teaching also requires some extended knowledge of mathematics so that teachers
know not only the concepts students have already learned and will be working on for that
school year, but also mathematics concepts for following school years. Extended
mathematical knowledge allows teachers to shape student strategies that lead to important
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and future mathematics concepts (NRC, 2001, p.145). Mathematics needs to be
understood in both its extended picture structure and as clusters of interconnected smaller
parts with their even smaller details.
Learning usually starts with details that later build into clusters of knowledge.
Teachers themselves first learned the structure of mathematics from details (small facts of
mathematics knowledge, such as what numbers are or the memorized sums of frequently
used addition facts) which later grouped into smaller then larger bundles of facts and
information (described as patterns and rules). As mathematics learning continued, these
larger bundles or clusters finally combined into big ideas (concepts that are foundational
to many other topics). In order to understand mathematics deeply, teachers must be fluent
within the structure and be able to work forward, backward, and among the knowledge
pieces, bundles and concepts (NRC, 2001).
Knowledge of mathematics builds on itself. “Knowledge of addition is necessary
for learning multiplication, multiplication is necessary for division, division is necessary
for fractions, and all are needed for algebra” (Parker & Baldridge, 2003, p. iv).
Mathematical concepts that have attached together as old concepts, then form into new
arrangements which require the knowledge of the old concepts as decomposed
assemblies of yet older concepts. With much practice, concepts chunk together into larger
concepts (Parker & Baldridge, 2003, p. v) and teachers can then fluently move up and
down this hierarchy of the knowledge that they teach.
The structure of mathematics can be viewed as a landscape with both horizontal
interconnections and vertical extensions of knowledge (Figure 2).
Learning the necessary locations, the connecting roads and the history of a new town is
similar to learning the landscape of mathematics. On first arrival in the new town, one set
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of destination directions suffices and later backtracked until new routes (perhaps
shortcuts) are learned. Long-time residents add depth of time knowledge about the new
town as it evolved into its present state of development.
In a similar fashion mathematics learners begin understanding smaller then larger pieces
of information about mathematics. They make interconnections between concepts, such
as the relationship between repeated subtraction and division. They understand the
similarities and differences between fractional notation and ratios. They learn how
mathematics evolved its structure over years, and logically developed and conformed
itself to human needs.
2

Mathematics extending up and down through levels of understanding.

<->•

Interconnections between mathematics concepts and even between subject areas
within mathematics.
Details (such as addition or multiplication facts) within interconnections.

Figure 2. Mathematics as a Three-Dimensional Landscape
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Deep understanding of mathematics for teachers means the flexible understanding
of mathematical facts and details, bundles of smaller then larger patterns and rules, and
big concepts, plus the capabilities of moving forward and backward among the
interconnections and extensions of knowledge. Deep understanding means understanding
mathematics as it evolved from its beginnings through several levels above and below the
teacher’s teaching level.
Expert teachers know the structure of their disciplines, and this knowledge
provides them with cognitive roadmaps that guide the assignments they give
students, the assessments they use to gauge students’ progress, and the questions
they ask in the give and take of classroom life. (NRC, 2000, p. 155)
The professional development purpose or content for mathematics teachers is
specialized in that teachers must know mathematics from many directions and from many
levels and also understand it deeply enough to teach it. The mathematics to be taught
must be relearned with that purpose in mind.

Representations, Models, and Problems
Besides knowing how to work within the interconnections and extensions of
mathematics, teachers need to constantly construct and use instructional representations
of subject matter knowledge which may be portrayed verbally, symbolically, graphically
or concretely. Representations mean a wide range of models, such as activities, questions,
examples, and analogies that convey information about the subject to the learner. “In
teaching for subject matter understanding, the teacher’s aim is to represent the discipline
appropriately (McDiarmid et al., 1989, p. 194).
The concept of instructional representations tightens the connection between
subject matter knowledge and method, and between what teachers know and what
they do. (McDiarmid et al., 1989, p. 197)
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Teachers also need to collect and utilize a variety of standard problems that have
been proven to lead to greater mathematical understanding (NRC, 2001, p. 153). They
need to know the multiple instructional representations for mathematics ideas and which
classic problems lead to particular mathematical knowledge (McDiarmid et al., 1989,
p.202). Such concept modeling is unfortunately not often found in standard curricula
(NRC, 2000, p. 170). A variety of appropriate representations, models and problems are
the toolbox that good teachers work with in conducting their mathematics lessons.

Making Sense of Mathematics
Finally teachers need to develop the very mathematical reasoning that they wish
their students to develop (Ball & Bass, 2003).
The good teacher of mathematics is a problem solver and possesses the tools to
solve mathematical problems (NRC, 2001, p. 138)
A Lakatosian approach to elementary school mathematics engages students in reasoning,
presenting and testing out mathematical arguments (Atkins, 1997, p. 6). The teacher’s
role in this instance required deep mathematical content knowledge to facilitate this type
of mathematical discourse.
In Ball (2000), Lampert described the teaching role she believed necessary for
good mathematics instruction as one in which the teacher’s students will develop
mathematical skill and mathematical confidence.
•

The teacher asks questions that promote thinking about what numbers and
symbols mean.
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•

The teacher brings students’ ideas about solving or analyzing problems
into a public forum in the classroom.

•

The teacher referees arguments about whether ideas are reasonable.

•

The teacher supports students’ intuitive use of mathematical principles.

Teaching mathematics content is not easily separated from developing a culture of
mathematical sense making (Ball, 2000).
As a teacher Lampert stated that understanding means sense-making (Brandt,
1994) and that sense-making involves communication - being able to explain your
thinking so that someone else understands your ideas.
...I make it a classroom requirement that students use their own ways of deciding
whether something was mathematically reasonable in doing the work. If one
conceives of the teacher’s role in this way, it is difficult to separate instruction in
mathematics content from building a culture of sense-making in the classroom,
wherein teacher and students have a view of themselves as responsible for
ascertaining the legitimacy of procedures by reference to known mathematical
principles. (Lampert, 1986, p. 339)
Hiebert agrees that the most important role for the mathematics teacher is creating
a classroom in which all students reflect on mathematics and communicate their thinking
and actions within mathematics (Hiebert et al., 1997, p. 29). Making sense of
mathematics needs to be part of learning mathematics.

Teacher Beliefs about Mathematics
Beliefs are not knowledge, but they do affect teaching roles in the classroom
(Thompson, 1992). Many prospective elementary teachers believe that mathematical
ability is innate and that many people simply cannot be good at mathematics (Ball, 2000,
p. 371).
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Most American teachers hold the belief that mathematics is a static body of
knowledge, involving rules and procedures that are applied in order to get correct
answers (Stipek et al., 2001, p. 214). Mathematics is then a discipline characterized by
detailed facts, accurate results, and infallible procedures. Yet mathematicians and
philosophers define mathematics as a mental activity involving conjectures, proof, and
refutations (Thompson, 1992, pp. 127-128).
Long-held mathematics beliefs can be challenged when learners are given the
opportunity to take control of their own learning and construct their own understanding
of mathematics (Raymond et al., 1991). Raymond’s study described the effects of an
innovative mathematics content course on the beliefs of elementary education majors at
Indiana University. Using problem solving as its base, the course forced students to find
their own ways of making sense of mathematics and encouraged them to reflect on any
mathematical challenges. Results indicated that student beliefs about the nature of
mathematics can fluctuate when they are continually asked to reflect on questions that
arise in mathematics (Raymond et al., 1991).
Influencing teacher beliefs is essential to changing teachers’ classroom practices
(Stipek et al., 2001). Schoenfeld’s teaching-in-context model (Schoenfeld, 1998)
included teacher beliefs as one of its three major components (beliefs, goals, and
knowledge). Schoenfeld reasoned that beliefs serve as a backdrop for teacher goals and
that the teachers access various kinds of knowledge in the service of those goals.
Teachers’ ideas about mathematics, mathematics teaching, and mathematics
learning directly influence their notions about what to teach and how to teach it an interdependence of beliefs and knowledge about pedagogy and subject matter.
It shows that teachers’ goals for instruction are, to a large extent, a reflection of
what they think is important in mathematics and how they think students best
leam it. (NRC, 2000, p. 164)
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McDiarmid brought pre-service teachers to observe Ball’s third grade teaching,
describing her work as “confronting beliefs” of the students in order that students make
sense of and understand the mathematics (McDiarmid, G.W., 1990). This experience led
the pre-service teachers to reconsider their own beliefs about what it meant to teach
something. Their original belief about the teacher’s role was to tell, show, or explain
procedure, propositions, facts, and ideas, yet Ball’s third-grade students felt comfortable
expressing their beliefs, doubts, puzzlements, and understandings in class, and they even
felt comfortable changing their beliefs within mathematics.
Since teacher beliefs about mathematical teaching and learning affect teaching
practices, professional development programs designed to help teachers implement
mathematical inquiry must consider teacher beliefs because teachers filter their own
learning through their beliefs (Ball, 2000).
There is widespread agreement that elementary teachers need deep understanding
of mathematics content knowledge (Ball, 1990; NCTM, 1991; Weiss, 1994; Ma, 1999;
Mewbom, 2001; NRC, 2001). Deep understanding of mathematics requires teachers to
work fluently within the three-dimensional structure of mathematics by making
interconnections among topics and concepts and extending mathematics understanding
for the learner by shaping student strategies that lead to higher levels of mathematics.
Teachers need to understand and utilize various representations, models, and problems
that help students work successfully within math’s structure, and they need to understand
that making sense of mathematics is one of the main processes for teaching and learning
mathematics.
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Professional Development for Elementary Teachers
The Need for Professional Development
The United States lacks a unified system for developing professional knowledge
in education and for giving teachers opportunities to learn about teaching (Stigler &
Hiebert, 1999). The most recent professional development programs have increasingly
brought in subject matter for careful study by teachers and teacher educators (Cohen,
2004).
The means of grounding professional development in subject matter, student work
and classroom practice, the balance among these, the settings for the work, the
explicit intentions for these choices, and the subject matters focused on are varied.
(Cohen, 2004, p. 3)
Putnam and Borko maintained that teacher learning in professional development
should be grounded in the teaching practice - participants should interact with the
materials and the representational systems they use, and they should interact with each
other (Putnam & Borko, 2000). Such authentic activities would foster the necessary
thinking and problem solving skills. Learning with teacher tools and learning within peer
groups would make it possible for groups to accomplish cognitive tasks beyond the
capabilities of any individual member (Borko et al., 1992).
From a two year study of teacher learning in the professional development
program, “Developing Mathematical Ideas (DMI),” Cohen concluded that teachers need
to develop a strong knowledge base of the mathematical topics in and beyond their own
grade levels by using the professional development time for working within peer groups
(Cohen, 2004, p.7 9). Teachers did learn mathematics from their seminar work and they
did bring this new mathematical knowledge into their lesson planning. Their study of
complex mathematical ideas in DMI helped the development of important concept
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implications in the classroom. Teachers noted that learning often involved frustration,
and that moments of frustration were often valuable to developing a deeper understanding
of mathematics (Cohen, 2004).

Some Types of Professional Development
At the beginning of and during a teaching career, teachers usually receive general
knowledge from both pre-service and in-service education programs. During the teaching
years, teachers also gain a type of mentoring knowledge from the act of teaching itself or
even from brief teaching and learning discussions with peers. Such informal pieces of
knowledge might be labeled “teaching experiences.” For teachers to change or improve
their classroom practices, their own classroom environment must be the prime location
for their learning - doing mathematics, teaching mathematics, making sense of
mathematics, and reflecting on such actions (Ball, 2000; Ball & Bass, 2000).
Specialized professional development of particular curricula and manuals help to
develop a teacher’s “curriculum knowledge,” which is subject-specific. The University of
Chicago School Mathematics Project (UCSMP, 1998) examined curricula from other
countries to improve U.S. mathematics education for students in grades K-12, ultimately
developing the Everyday Mathematics curriculum for elementary grades.
The Everyday Mathematics curriculum encourages teachers and students to
systematically investigate data gathering and analysis, probability, geometry, and algebra
through exploration and learning. It requires teacher sensitivity to the subject of
mathematics and knowledge of a variety of teaching tools. It also establishes a framework
for dialogue about mathematics between teachers and students and among students
themselves. Evaluations of the program showed that teachers increased their mathematics
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instruction time and saw improvements in student achievement, motivation, confidence,
attitudes, and accuracy (UCSMP, 1989, p. 13).

Professional Development for Teacher Content Knowledge
Of the seven teacher knowledge categories identified by Shulman, three pertain to
content knowledge (Shulman, 1987). Subject matter knowledge for mathematics is
knowledge about the discipline of mathematics, including key facts and concepts.
Pedagogical content knowledge for mathematics contains the ways of representing the
subject of mathematics, making it understandable to others. As an example, teachers use
pedagogical content knowledge when they know which concepts are the most difficult for
students to learn. The third content knowledge is curriculum knowledge and pertains to
the knowledge teachers have about the scope and sequence of curriculum programs.
Content knowledge for elementary mathematics teachers is often considered to be
arithmetic basics. However, recent books, written particularly on elementary teachers’
content knowledge, list topics such as reasoning and proof, connections, representation
(Brumbaugh et al, 2005) data management, transformations and symmetry (Haylock &
McDougal, 1999). One such book, Elementary Mathematics for Teachers, (Parker &
Baldridge, 2003) focuses on the overall structure of the elementary mathematics
curriculum and the knowledge of how the unique features of elementary mathematics
influence teaching.
According to Parker and Baldridge, elementary school mathematics should be
viewed as an upward spiral with two major phases rather than a scattering of topics.
Grades K-4 should thoroughly cover the basics of addition, subtraction, multiplication.
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division, fractions, and a little geometry, while Grades 5-7 should be the preparation for
abstract mathematics that starts with algebra (quadratic equations and polynomials) in
grade 8 and Euclidean Geometry with proofs in Grade 9 (Parker & Baldridge, 2003, p.
iii). The authors also suggested that elementary teachers keep this upward spiral of
subject matter in mind, always thinking about how the lesson will help students get to
algebra and geometry.
As they thought about mathematics content knowledge for teachers, the
Mathematics Teacher Preparation Content Workshop, held on March 19-21, 1999, at the
National Academy of Sciences, discussed the following two questions:
•

What is the mathematical knowledge teachers need to know to teach well?

•

How can teachers develop the mathematical knowledge they need to teach well?
(National Research Council, 2001, p. 3)
Many NRC participants expressed their thinking that teachers need deep and

substantial knowledge of mathematics content in order to teach well (NRC, 2001, p. 2).
One workshop group found it difficult to separate mathematical knowledge from the idea
of mathematical instincts, sensibilities, and dispositions. They identified five major
instincts, sensibilities, and dispositions that they thought were crucial to any teacher of
mathematics:
1) The teacher maintaining mathematical habits of mind
2) The teacher possessing the ability to create a classroom community of
mathematical discourse
3) The teacher maintaining the view of mathematics as fluid, dynamic, and
connected
4) The teacher possessing the ability to solve mathematical problems
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5) The teacher possessing the ability to make wise classroom decisions (NRC, 2001,
p. 137).
Some emerging assertions from the content workshop were:
Teachers need to develop a deep, interconnected understanding of the
mathematical content knowledge they are expected to teach (NRC, 2001, p. 133).
The power of mathematical knowledge for teachers becomes apparent in their
decision making as they interact with students (NRC, 2001, p. 134).
The preparation of teachers needs to explicitly connect mathematical knowledge
to the recurrent tasks of teaching (NRC, 2001, p. 135).
It would seem that mathematical interconnections are important for teachers to know.
There is a teaching role that teachers play in the classroom involving ongoing decisions
that require content knowledge. Finally, teacher preparation and professional
development needs to connect mathematics content knowledge to the act of teaching.
Professional development features need to meet the goals of increasing teacher
content knowledge. To do so, there must be clear understanding and knowledge about
what content knowledge for teaching means. In the recent Hill & Ball evaluation of
California’s Mathematics Professional Development Institutes (MPDIs), new models
were created for measuring teacher content knowledge (Hill & Ball, 2004). In the
groundbreaking research by Hill, Rowan, and Ball (2005), teachers’ mathematical
knowledge (content knowledge for teaching) actually predicted student mathematics
achievement in the first and third grades of the study (Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005).
Research and development is currently working on instruments to assess teachers’
mathematical knowledge (Hill et al., 2007). The authors illustrated what content
knowledge for teaching looks like, using the upper elementary topic, division of
fractions, by the following description.
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Begin with the problem, 5/6 divided by 1/3. To teach this division to students,
teachers first must be able to perform the division procedure themselves. This is not
enough knowledge to have, however, because teaching requires more than students
watching the teacher perform the division of fractions algorithm. Teachers must be able
to represent division of fractions and explain the procedure in multiple ways. Teachers
should also be able to explain why the quotient may be larger than the dividend and/or
the divisor in some cases. Students may develop individualized methods for dividing
fractions and teachers must be able to judge whether the student method is valid. Student
errors would need on-the-spot mathematical reasoning and analysis by the teacher.
A teacher may pose a word problem that corresponds to 5/6 divided by 1/3 so that
students think about the reasonableness of solutions. The teacher might use the number
line to represent the division of fractions procedure.
To use the number line representation.. .a teacher needs to be able to map each
element of the computation to the representation: Where is the 5/6, the 1/3, and
the 2 I/2? Why does this representation model division? How many l/3s are in
5/6?
In addition... explaining this representation requires an understanding of central
mathematical ideas such as the meaning of division and attention to the unit. (Hill
et al., 2007)
The number line model, however, does not explain the invert and multiply algorithm. The
teacher might then explain the inverse relationship between multiplication and division
and describe the knowledge that multiplying by 1 does not change the value of the
number. The teacher might demonstrate the following:
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Figure 3. Invert and Multiply Algorithm

Another way of explaining the “invert and multiply” algorithm is the partitive
interpretation - what number is 5/6 one-third of! This also can be represented on the
number line.
If 5/6 is one-third of the length of the whole, then the length of the whole can be
found by putting together three lengths of 5/6, in other words, multiplying 5/6 by
3, which is equivalent to 5/6 x 3/1, which is precisely the invert-and-multiply step.
(Hill et al, 2007)
Teachers must understand the meaning of the different operations and various
ways of representing the operations. They must determine which representation or
explanation would be most appropriate at the time. From this description of teaching 5/6
divided by 1/3, there is a great deal of knowledge for teachers to know when teaching
mathematics.
The Hill et al article identified three types of content knowledge for teaching:
1) Common Content Knowledge - the mathematical knowledge teachers are
responsible for developing in students as wells as Specialized Content Knowledge
- the mathematical knowledge that is used in teaching, but not directly taught to
students
2) Knowledge of Content and Students - the amalgamated knowledge that teachers
possess about how students learn content
3) Knowledge of Content and Teaching - the mathematical knowledge of the design
of instruction, includes how to choose examples and representation, and how to
guide student discussions toward accurate mathematical ideas. (Hill et al., 2007,
pp.132-133)
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Hill et al caution that valid assessments of teachers’ content knowledge should remain
tied to what teachers do in their teaching.

Recent Professional Development Programs
Recent professional development programs, focusing on teacher subject matter
knowledge (Graebell & Phillips, 1988; Jones & Holder, 2001; Wilcox et al., 1992;
Bohlin, 2001; Langbort, 2001; Bumester & Wu, 2001), involved teachers in mathematics
problem solving activities where presenters served as role models. Results from a Florida
study (Graebell & Phillips, 1988) showed a statistically significant increase in teacher
participant mathematics knowledge. Teachers reported spending more time preparing to
teach and feeling more comfortable with mathematics during the school year after the
summer institute experience.
One professional development program (Mosenthal, 1995) centralized its work in
constructivism for teachers. The Summermath program placed teachers in the role of
learner so that teachers would develop conceptual understanding of and the ability to
solve mathematical problems. Teachers’ new mathematics content knowledge was gained
through the teachers actively working on the challenging problems and discussing their
understanding and learning within peer groups. Summermath teachers reported using
manipulatives more, using improved questioning techniques (especially the “why” behind
the mathematics being done), selecting better problems that challenge students, and
starting student thinking about extensions to problems (Mosenthall, 1995).
The Elementary Mathematics Study (Wilcox et al, 1992) taught subject matter
knowledge to pre-service elementary teachers. Prospective elementary teachers enrolled
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in three nontraditional mathematics courses in number theory, geometry, and probability
and statistics. A methods course and curriculum seminar created a learning community
for participants to reconsider their ideas about mathematics education. The main goal for
the study was to demonstrate the feasibility of developing a more conceptual level of
mathematics content knowledge and the pedagogy about the teaching and learning of
mathematics in beginning elementary teachers. The professional development staff
concluded that the pre-service teachers needed more actual teaching experiences in order
to begin to develop a disposition to ask critical questions about curriculum and
instructional strategies.
A teacher leadership model focused on teachers who intended to become
mathematics specialists at the elementary level (Bohlin, 2001; Langbort, 2001). In
California, these teachers experienced mathematics as learners in a collaborative setting,
solving open-ended problems and investigations that illustrated how mathematics
concepts can be embedded in the exploration, solution, and extension of simple problems.
Elementary teachers reported increased confidence and understanding in mathematics
(Bohlin, 2001, p. 160).
At about the same time, 1999, the Vermont Mathematics Initiative (VMI) began
its three-year Masters Degree program in education with a specialty in K-6 mathematics.
Each year elementary teachers enrolled in four VMI courses, 3 credits each, two during
the summer and one each semester during the academic year. VMI courses were
mathematics content intensive, providing teachers with broad and deep understanding of
mathematics. The high-quality course materials in topics such as algebra, number theory,
probability, trigonometry, statistics, and calculus, took teacher knowledge beyond the K-
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6 mathematics curriculum in a way that related higher-level mathematics to the K-6
classroom. As described by the VMI director, “Primary teachers need to know algebra,
trigonometry, probability and calculus to understand why and what they teach in grade
school” (VMI web site, 2003).
Successes from the recent professional development programs indicate that
professional development does improve teachers’ subject matter knowledge and that
professional development’s curriculum ought to be the actual content knowledge that
elementary teachers use - base ten, basic operations, logic of rational numbers, properties
of geometric shapes (Schifter, 2001; Borko, et al, 1992), problem solving (Fennema &
Franke, 1992), precise definitions (Wu, 2002; Usiskin, 2004), mathematics applications,
extensions, and the knowledge about why elementary concepts arose over time and how
they changed (Usiskin, 2004).
Teachers’ professional development should have teachers acting like
mathematicians (Schifter, 2001), so that the role of doing mathematics is experienced and
then practiced. Teachers should evaluate their own understanding of elementary
mathematics (Fennema & Franke, 1992), develop their logical reasoning (Wu, 2002) by
making sense of the mathematics to be taught, understand mathematics interconnections
(Wu, 2002), use the interconnections flexibly (Ma, 1999), and construct explanations or
representations of that understanding (Borko et al., 1997).
Professional development facilitators, by modeling good mathematics teaching,
affect teacher beliefs (Ball, 2000). Teachers should enhance their content knowledge by
experiencing exemplary mathematics teaching models (Shulman, 1987), and develop
their new teacher beliefs within peer learning communities (Borko et al., 1997). Teachers
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should practice and develop their own teaching roles about questioning, analyzing
problems in public forums, and facilitating mathematical argument in student discussions
(Lampert, 2001).
Massachusetts Mathematics Institute
Preliminary Study
The Massachusetts Mathematics Institute (MMI) is one of the most recent
professional development programs for elementary teachers focusing on content
knowledge for teachers. MMI uses the first phase of the Vermont Mathematics Initiative
course materials, comprising three courses, all designed specifically for elementary
teachers to increase their level of understanding of mathematics and strengthen their
mathematics instruction in the classroom.
The very first MMI institute was held for two weeks in August 2003 and
followed by three Friday/Saturday call-back sessions during the fall. The three courses
completed were “Mathematics as a Second Language,” “Functions and Algebra,” and
“Number Theory.” Twenty-eight elementary educators (26 female and 2 male) from 9
school districts in central Massachusetts (urban and suburban) participated. Two MMI
participants (one third-grade teacher and one Kindergarten teacher) had emphatically
stated that the MMI experience affected the way they think about mathematics and how
they teach mathematics. Both were willing to participate in a pilot study during the spring
of 2004. A third teacher from Milford, who did not take the MMI math courses, was
interviewed for comparison purposes.
Data was gathered from five sources: results of the pre/post mathematics tests,
“MMI in Your Classroom” assignment to augment the mathematics in a lesson, daily and
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final evaluations of MMI by participants, 10-12 hours of classroom observation, and
interview transcriptions.
The pre-test was taken by all MMI participants on August 4, 2003 with the same
test given as post-test on November 22, 2003. Questions included examples and word
problems with ratio, percent, slope, x-intercept, fractions, functions, graphing line,
coordinate points, and inequalities. There were a total of 28 selected questions on the
inventory.
The pre-test showed an overall 67% correct answers from all teacher participants,
with the majority of incorrect responses (9 out of 11) coming from the Functions and
Algebra questions. The two study volunteer teachers each scored 61% and 83% on this
pre-test. The overall post-test results showed 79% correct answers, a gain of 12% for
mathematics content performance. Out of the nine troublesome function problems,
teachers improved on six. The two study volunteer teachers each scored 68% and 92%
respectively on the post-test. The study teacher who had taken college calculus I and II
showed a higher starting percentage (83%) with a gain of nine percentage points (92%).
Out of the eleven “problem” test items, she had difficulty with only seven, and these she
improved her score on four of the seven (post test). The volunteer study teacher with two
college courses (a basic math course and a mathematics education course) started at 61%
and made a gain to 68% correct responses. She had difficulty with all eleven “problem”
test items and improved on only one during the post test. Pre/post test results
demonstrated that teachers were getting more mathematics knowledge from their MMI
experience.
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In the MMI in Your Classroom assignment, participating teachers were asked to
take a current lesson of their choice and augment the mathematics being taught. Teachers
were asked to include the original objectives, the new objectives, the changes they made,
how they planned to assess the students so that the new objectives were achieved, and a
copy of the original lesson.
Each MMI in Your Classroom assignment was summarized in a four column table
in order to see patterns and share the summary results with all teacher participants
(Appendix B). The third column, “Reasons for New Objective or Changes,” showed
some teachers connecting their elementary “What’s My Rule?” work to actual function
terminology and graphing the results of the rule, thereby connecting algebra with
geometry. One third grade teacher created a function machine problem; the students
produced input and output data and the class graphed the results.
More mathematics vocabulary was added to lessons, and objectives were tied to
the mathematics that had been learned. “Extending” the mathematics was mentioned in
four teachers’ summaries. One kindergarten teacher described extending her usual bear
graph with its number of bears compared to the number of ears each bear has (counting
by two’s) so that her kindergarten students created (with her guidance) a coordinate graph
of the results. In doing this, she pushed the development level to include counting
numbers of two’s (from 2 through 20) as well as asking students to see “counting by
two’s” graphically.
MMI teacher participant evaluations were taken daily and at the end of each of the
three mathematics courses. The final MMI evaluation consisted of three pages with seven
essay-type questions and a scale rating (1-5) of the institute as a whole.
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The daily evaluations by teachers described their learning of mathematics content
and how they planned to utilize their new math knowledge in the classroom. Math
knowledge included connections between and among math concepts, extending math
concepts to higher levels, the adjective/noun theme developed by one of the presenters,
and connections to the real world through problem solving.
I realize even more than before how significant it is to provide real life word
problems so that students can connect the importance of what arithmetic or
geometric computations they are learning with the real world. For example, the
slope “stuff’ wasn’t meaningful to me until I solved the Celsius-Fahrenheit
problem.
After each of the three MMI courses participating teachers were asked to
complete a six-question open-response evaluation. Elementary teachers identified the
Functions and Algebra course as the most difficult of the courses. When asked how well
this course had met their needs and expectations, teachers responded:
Until taking this course I was not aware of the limitation of my thinking about our
math curriculum. My hope is that now I will be looking for ways to extend
lessons to integrate algebra and geometry. The geometric graphing of functions
will be powerful because the students will see algebra in a new way.
It has given me a much stronger understanding of mathematics. Concepts that I
had previously learned were built upon. I have shifted my thinking in a way to see
mathematics as connected, not isolated.
Teacher participants were asked if they believed they had learned a great deal of
math and if there were lasting benefits to this learning.
I have seen graphs in a whole different light. I always viewed graphs as an
addition to a lesson not as a part of the lesson. I see that problem solving can be
taught on many levels and as a life skill...I plan to continue learning more
mathematics by taking more courses and professional development.
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How have the MMI course topics helped in your mathematical thinking, learning,
and/or teaching?
The work we did this week strengthened my understanding of the connections
among arithmetic, geometry, and algebra. Although I’ve seen the power of having
students share the diversity of paths they took to solve a problem, I now also see
the power of helping them to see the solutions written in a variety of forms charts, equations, graphs, etc. I also see the importance of graphing in the math
my kids will face down the line and intend to build in more opportunities for
graphing throughout the year.
The fourth question asked what MMI needed to improve. One teacher responded
that even more connections should be drawn between the higher level mathematics they
were doing in MMI to the fundamental mathematics they are teaching to students. When
asked what was particularly successful in MMI, teachers responded that the variety of
presenter helped their learning. They were able to see mathematics through a variety of
teaching roles.
The final evaluation rating scale between 1 (lowest) to five (highest) on the value
of the institute earned ratings from three to five. Out of the twenty-two final evaluations,
sixteen participants scored MMI with a rating of “4.” There were three ratings of “3,” and
three ratings of “5.” The two study volunteers each rated the institute at “5.”
The second Final Evaluation question pertained most closely to the goals set out
by MMI and was asked in three parts: a) How has the MMI experience changed your
relationship with mathematics? b) Is the current MMI program enough to make a
significant difference in one’s classroom teaching of mathematics? c) Has your own
teaching changed as a result of MMI? Please give specific examples. The MMI presenters
were trying to learn more about how increased mathematics content knowledge was
affecting the mathematics teaching in classrooms.
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Categories emerged from analyzing these three parts of the question. Teachers
described making connections between multiplication and geometry, connection from
one concept to another concept, or between algebra and geometry for the first time in
their own learning. These connections gave motive to the mathematics and satisfied the
frequently heard question (especially by teachers) of “why are we learning this”.
Teachers expressed feeling more confident about knowing more mathematics, knowing
where their students’ mathematics was going to. Teachers acknowledged seeing
mathematics with a fuller picture (more details, more connections). Specific themes from
the two main presenters were noted and appreciated: the “undoing” of addition causing
the introduction to subtraction, that idea that geometry graphing aids problem solving by
showing a bigger picture of the problem and its extensions, and the “adjective/noun”
theme.
I now can see a connection between all of the different math “classes” rather than
treating them as separate entities. In other words, I see more of a relationship
between arithmetic, algebra, geometry, etc. I am now able to transfer that
knowledge to my children through my teaching.
I now realized that problems can be solved graphically and I never made that
connection before. MMI has definitely made a difference in how I look at the
curriculum. I can see where many of the skills we teach in the lower grades are
headed now and how important the groundwork is. I would like to continue
courses to solidify what we have learned and improve my proficiency.
Ten to twelve hours of observation were made for each study volunteer teacher as
she taught mathematics. Categories, themes and patterns were generated from the
observation notes after each session. Teachers did use the adjective/noun theme and made
frequent connections from arithmetic to geometry and even to algebra. Teachers
frequently asked their students how they had solved their mathematics problems and
whether someone had solved the problem in a different way.
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The two teacher participants, as well as one additional teacher who did not attend
MMI were interviewed for one hour regarding how they met the six NCTM standards for
teaching mathematics: worthwhile mathematical tasks, the teacher’s role in discourse, the
student’s role in discourse, tools for enhancing discourse, learning environments, and
analysis of teaching and learning (NCTM, 1991).
Interview questions were organized into three main categories: eight questions
concerning the MMI experience, ten questions about classroom observation notes, and
six questions about teacher beliefs and roles. Examples included: Have the new details
from MMI given you a fuller picture of mathematics? How would you describe this?
How do you prepare students for the mathematics they will be working on in the future
(near future)? What are your beliefs about mathematics? What role, therefore, do you
take in order to teach mathematics? Did your role change as a result of your MMI
experience?
Both observations and interview transcriptions were analyzed for findings about
mathematics content learning from MMI, knowledge of the roles that MMI instructors
presented to teacher participants, and teaching changes that teachers made after
completing the three math courses of MMI. Both study volunteer teachers reported on
three themes of mathematics learning from MMI: multiple and varied perspectives about
teaching and learning mathematics, interconnections among math concepts and math
courses, and knowledge about math extensions (Appendix B).
Five themes about the MMI instructors’ beliefs and/or roles were reported by the
study volunteer teachers: problem solving and making sense of practical situations, using
geometric graphing to help solve problems and connect to algebra, “doing” and
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“undoing” mathematical procedures to understand the evolution of mathematics, the
adjective/noun theory, and finally the plateaus associated with the learning of
mathematics (Appendix B).
Comparisons between the two MMI study teachers and one non-MMI study
teacher showed similar backgrounds in mathematics, although the non-MMI teachers had
fewer years of teaching experience (Appendix B). The non-MMI study teacher did
describe a “typical” mathematics lesson prescribed in many math curriculum texts, while
the two MMI study participating teachers described understanding mathematics more
deeply. The MMI study teachers described giving more emphasis to inquiry, making
sense of mathematics, making connections between mathematical concepts and courses,
and extending the mathematics they teach to higher levels.
Elementary teachers probably consider themselves more pedagogical experts than
content experts as they must teach several subjects each day. MMI demonstrated that
learning more subject matter knowledge (especially content knowledge about the
mathematics that elementary teachers use) improved the mathematics teaching role in the
classroom.
The Purpose of the Study
The Massachusetts Mathematics Institute experience supplied a rich amount of
mathematics content knowledge, practice, and understanding which supported the
learning of well-organized concepts and inquiry procedures. Understanding how and
when to put knowledge to use as well as its applicability are important characteristics for
teachers. The question arises: To what extent did the elementary teachers in MMI master
the mathematics content presented? As new and deeper mathematics understanding
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promoted changes in their teaching roles -how did the teachers develop the mathematical
knowledge to teach well?
A formal study of the Massachusetts Mathematics Institute would provide both
“before” and “after” data collection to identify and describe particular teacher thinking
and behaviors that changed as a result of more mathematics knowledge. Such a study
would help to answer the question: To what extent do elementary teacher goals and
behaviors change as a result of increased mathematics knowledge? What are the
processes and mechanisms for such changes?
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CHAPTER III
METHODS
Introduction and Purpose
From the MMI pilot study the participating teachers’ enthusiasm created a need to
understand more about how the MMI experience helped teachers improve their teaching
and learning of mathematics. Pilot study results identified data categories that both MMI
participating teachers richly described in the interview transcriptions, MMI documents,
and classroom observation notes. The unique theories (especially the adjective/noun and
“undoing,” themes) termed by one of the MMI text authors were noted by all of the
teacher participants taking the first MMI institute. Teacher comments during the institute,
their classroom teaching, and their interviews often highlighted the variety of problems
that they worked on during the institute and how these problems and their ensuing
discussions allowed them to make interconnections between mathematical concepts.
Teachers concluded that mathematics made more sense to them after taking MMI.
Classroom observations demonstrated that they used the sense-making idea often in their
questioning. The two study participants held positive beliefs about mathematics
understanding and expressed the idea that they now could extend the mathematics they
taught to higher levels.
More information was needed to compare what actually changed in their teaching
protocols and how it changed. To what extent do elementary teachers master the MMI
content? To what extent do elementary teacher goals and behaviors change as a result of
increased mathematics knowledge? What are the processes and mechanisms for such
changes?
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By interviewing and observing teachers as they worked through the MMI
institute, a base line description of teacher knowledge and attitude could be noted, and
data collection during the institute might identify the smaller steps of learning that the
teachers experienced as they worked through the mathematics. Detailed descriptions
could indicate the changes the teachers had made in their mathematics teaching and
learning.
The case study method offered the means of investigating how teachers changed
their teaching role after increased knowledge of mathematics. Case study, a unit around
which there are boundaries (Miles & Huberman, 1994, p. 25), focuses on insight,
discovery, and interpretation (Merriam, 2001). Qualitative case studies are characterized
as particularistic (focused on a particular program or person), descriptive (the interaction
is portrayed over time and involves detailed description of what is being investigated),
and heuristic (the description promotes the readers’ understanding of the phenomenon
under study). In this particular case, the study was limited to both the MMI program and
each of three participating elementary teachers. Descriptive case study was particularly
suitable in describing process (Merriam, 2001, p. 33) - the process within the teaching
and learning context and the process of how the MMI program had been implemented by
teachers in their classrooms. This case study describes the processes and mechanisms for
the changes that teachers made in their goals and behaviors after learning more
mathematics knowledge. More specifically, the study describes the changes and/or
additions teachers made in their teaching roles after participating in subject matter
specific professional development.
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In studying the complexity of teaching and learning, the case study method can
help identify evidence of mathematical learning and emphasize teaching changes by
concentrated attention on individual teachers within the context of their teaching. Case
study can describe individual teachers with various viewpoints, and illuminate their
reactions to common experiences. Case studies can also help to explain why an
innovation works or fails to work. It can summarize and make conclusions for future
knowledge (Merriam, 2001, p. 31). Case studies have proven useful for evaluating
educational programs. Through it, one can better understand how an intervention, such as
MMI, could bring about change (Merrian, 2001, p. 41).
A report from the Center for the Learning and Teaching of Elementary Subjects at
Michigan State University used case studies of two teachers trying to change their
teaching (Gross, 1993). Two different teaching roles and two different approaches toward
teaching and learning required the case study methods of description, analysis, and
interpretation. In that instance the researchers’ goal was to gain better understanding of
the processes involved in teaching and learning elementary mathematics. The different
teaching contexts and varied teacher beliefs made it important to describe each teacher
through a case study method.
This study concerns three elementary teachers who took the professional
development, Massachusetts Mathematics Institute, during the late fall of 2005 and
spring of 2006. The district and the teachers wanted to improve mathematics teaching and
learning. The MMI professional development focus was on mathematics content
knowledge for teaching. Did the MMI experience change teaching behaviors in the
classroom? This case study seeks to understand and gain insight about the following
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research questions for each of three elementary teachers who completed the mathematics
professional development course: To what extent do elementary teachers master the MMI
content? To what extent do elementary teacher goals and behaviors change as a result of
increased mathematics knowledge? What are the processes and mechanisms for such
change? Data sources include pre/post testing, course and interview documents, course
instructor and pre/post teacher interviews, and teacher pre/post classroom observations.
Document Data
MMI Pre-Post Test (Course Document)
The MMI Pre-Post Test (Appendix C) was given to all MMI course teachers on
the first and last sessions of the institute. Both pre and post tests contained the same 27
items, covering topics of number line, bases, rate, ratio, proportion, fractions, decimals,
percent, greatest common factors, least common multiples, area model, division,
estimation, making sense of division and fractions by constructing a word problem for a
division of fractions example, and responding to a mathematical teaching situation where
a student states that 0.42 is larger than 0.9 because 42 is more than 9. The test contained
some items from the original MMI course as well as test items designed by the MMI
course instructor. The test was expected to provide data about the mathematics content
learned by teachers after completing the MMI institute.
To ease any math anxiety, teachers were told that the pre/post test results were
also being used to evaluate the MMI program. Individual test results would remain
confidential and available only to MMI staff. Teachers were given as much time as they
needed to complete the test. Calculators were not allowed so that all mathematical
thinking could be assessed. When a teacher had completed the test and checked their
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work, they went to another room location to continue other mathematics work and/or
reflect with their district teaching peers.

MMI in Your Classroom Assignment (Course Document)
The MMI in Your Classroom assignment (Appendix D) asked teachers to prepare
and conduct a lesson, focusing on mathematics concepts, models, and themes that they
had been learning during the MMI course. MMI in Your Classroom was given on three
occasions during the institute, twice in the middle of the professional development
sessions and once more at the end. The format for the assignment remained the same - to
summarize a lesson that was affected by recently acquired mathematics knowledge. As
part of the assignment, teachers were also asked to create two problems to assess their
students’ learning and include student work samples of performance along with teacher
reflective comments. The intention for using the MMI in Your Classroom assignment
was to document the mathematics teaching that was occurring in classrooms while
teachers completed the MMI institute.
MMI in Your Classroom assignments were mandatory for teachers who had
applied for university credits attached to the MMI course. Teachers were asked to share
the results of their MMI in Your Classroom assignments within small peer teaching
groups before handing them in to the MMI course instructor. The MMI instructor created
a data base of all MMI in Your Classroom assignments as a district resource for teachers.
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MMI Final Evaluation (Course Document)
The MMI course’s final evaluation (Appendix D) consisted of six questions on
three pages with space provided for each question as well as the stated option of
continuing the response on the reverse side. Teachers were asked to be specific in
answering the questions completely. Time was given for the final evaluation process on
the last MMI course session.
The first two questions on the evaluation most directly connected to the course’s
mathematics content and teaching. Question #1 asked about teaching behavior changes
that resulted from the MMI course:
Are there any specific ways that you plan to teach mathematics to your students
differently as a result of having taken the MMI course? This is the most
important question so please be specific. Thank you. Some possible topics
include:
i.
Numbers as adjectives modifying nouns
ii.
The geometry of the number line
iii.
The many ways of expressing division (fractions, rates, ratios, “out of,”
etc.)
iv.
Understanding of the 4 operations with whole numbers, fractions,
decimals, negative numbers
v.
Problem solving using the mathematics we have learned (MMI Final
Evaluation Question #1)
Here the number line, adjective/noun theme, and specifically the many ways of
expressing division are listed for teachers to comment upon. Teacher responses would
describe any teaching with the number line model, the adjective/noun theme, and
understanding of the division concept.
Question #2 asked teachers to describe any changes to their thinking about
mathematics as a result of their MMI experience:
How well has this course met your needs and expectations? Describe the overall
value of the MMI experience. For example, did you learn a lot? How has your
mathematical thinking and/or disposition toward mathematics changed as a result
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of your MMI experience to date? What do you see as lasting benefits, etc. ((MMI
Final Evaluation Question #2)
The inference is here for teachers to evaluate their own learning of mathematics as well
as their teaching of mathematics. Teacher responses would indicate the practicality of
MMI for teachers of mathematics and whether teacher thinking about mathematics had
changed as a result of the MMI course.
Question #3 asked teachers to compare the MMI institute to other professional
development courses taken so far:
Please compare this course to other professional development courses you have
taken. What would you like to see from other courses added to this one? How
might this course have offered you professional development in ways that other
courses have not? (MMI Final Evaluation Question #3)
Teachers were asked to judge the usefulness of the MMI course to their mathematics
teaching. Teachers could identify whether or not their needs were met and they could
describe appropriate improvements. Since MMI described a newer approach to
professional development, teacher responses to the newer approach would assess the
effectiveness of the program.
Questions #4 & #5 asked teachers to list specific improvements and indicate what
worked well and what shouldn’t be changed in the MMI course:
What about MMI to date that should be improved? (MMI Final Evaluation
Question #4)
What about the MMI to date that is particularly good and should not be changed?
(MMI Final Evaluation Question #5)
MMI wanted teachers to be specific and explain in detail how MMI provided appropriate
professional development and how it could improve. If teachers needed to explain a more
individual learning experience, the sixth evaluation question provided the opportunity for
teachers to suggest or add general comments. Teacher responses would document
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teachers’ mathematics learning and beliefs, connecting them with mathematics teaching
changes in the classroom.

Interview Questionnaire Document
A Study Package for Examining and Tracking Changes in Teachers’ Knowledge
(Kennedy et al, 1993) presented three types of data collection instruments - an interview,
observation guide, and questionnaire. These data collection instruments were used in the
National Center for Research on Teacher Education (NCRTE) Teaching Education and
Learning to Teach (TELT) study. The study package was offered as a “do-it-yourself
guide” for researchers to use for examining teacher learning and it was used as a guide to
design the pre/post interview questionnaire (Appendix D) for the MMI study. The
questionnaire items were designed to promote mathematical conversation and gain
insight into teacher thinking about mathematics. Questions involved teachers responding
to unanticipated student questions, teachers examining student work, and teachers
planning approaches for mathematics teaching.
Sections 1 & 2, added to the questionnaire, were designed by the researcher after
the MMI course and classroom observations were completed so that teachers would take
time and reflect on the questions and respond with thoughtful details rather than answer
within oral interview time limitations. Section 1 questions asked about teacher learning of
mathematics:
1. How would you describe what mathematics is? Would a diagram help you to
describe or define what mathematics is?
2. What mathematics did you learn in the MMI institute? Please try to give
specific examples.
3. How has mathematics changed for you after taking the MMI institute? Has
MMI helped you to understand new things about mathematics?
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If teachers found it difficult to define mathematics, they were asked to draw a diagram.
The second question permitted the time and space to describe learning about a
mathematics concept if the teacher had not originally understood it before. The third
question tried to elicit teacher awareness of changes that occurred in their teaching and
learning of mathematics.
The second section, again only used for the post-interview questionnaire, was
designed by the researcher to identify differences in teacher understanding of
mathematics and the teaching of mathematics.
1.

How has MMI affected your mathematics teaching? (If possible, please
include one or two specific descriptions.)
2. What would you say your class has had difficulties with? Is there anything in
MMI that helped?
3. Does MMI make a significant difference in your classroom teaching of
mathematics? If yes, please describe how and if not, what else would you say
is needed.
4. Do you feel more confident teaching mathematics after taking MMI? If yes,
please describe how your confidence grew and if not, please describe what is
uncomfortable about mathematics for you.
5. When working on an “MMI in Your Classroom” assignment, how did you
augment the lesson with more mathematics?
Similar questions were asked in various ways so that individual teachers might be able to
connect their thinking to specifics that occurred for them. Teachers were asked if they
gained mathematics confidence as a result of the MMI course and were asked to describe
how they augmented their MMI in Your Classroom lessons with more mathematics.
The third section of the Pre/Post Interview Questionnaire, titled “Teacher
Thinking” (Appendix D), contained seventeen statements that included: teacher
viewpoints with mathematics (#1 and #2), how mathematics is learned (#3-11),
prerequisite knowledge for teaching mathematics (#12-14), and strategies for teaching
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mathematics (#15-17). Teachers were asked to indicate their agreement or disagreement
to the seventeen statements by circling one of the numbers scaled one through seven. The
number “1” indicated “strongly disagree and the number “7” indicated “strongly agree.”
If the teacher was unsure of their response, they were asked to circle the middle number
of “4.” Directions also indicated that teachers could add comments to their choices.
During the pre-interview, study teachers made oral choices for each scaled item,
sometimes offering a reason for their choice. These choices were recorded in the
interview transcriptions and stored in the study teacher’s binder of data. The Teacher
Thinking section was again given to the study teachers before the post-interview whereby
they could take more time to evaluate their final choices. Post-interview responses for the
Teacher Thinking section were again stored in each teacher’s binder of data.
The fourth section of the Pre/Post Interview Questionnaire, titled “Content
Knowledge Problems” (Appendix D), contained six classroom situations involving
multiplication errors, perimeter & area, division by fractions, division by zero, an
algebraic expression, and a student’s unique method of subtraction, as well as a seventh
situation containing four different mathematics teaching roles. The seven items in section
four were taken directly from the Kennedy guide and related to the work of teaching
mathematics.
The first problem situation asked the teacher to respond to several students’
difficulties with multiplying 123 times 645. In this example, students kept “forgetting to
move the numbers over on each partial product line. The teacher was asked what they
would do in that situation. The teacher responses would indicate understanding of place
value, decomposition of numbers, multiplication, and estimation. The teacher might
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respond by using smaller numbers for multiplication so that students could understand the
place value. The teacher could also represent the multiplication process using the area
model, so that students would connect multiplication to area and connect partial products
to sections of area. The teacher could also ask students to estimate the answer before
working on the problem to check their calculation work.
The second Content Knowledge Problem asked teachers to respond to a student’s
novel idea about perimeter and area. The student in the problem had identified a theory
that as the perimeter of a closed figure increases, the area also increases. The teacher
might agree with the one instance that the student had shown, but the teacher needed to
know about proof vs. one or two examples to fully respond to the student’s idea.
The third Content Knowledge Problem asked teachers to generate a representation
for division of fractions. The teacher is first asked how they would solve 1 3A divided by
V2 and what is difficult to explain about the procedure. The teacher is finally asked to give
a good situation or story or model for 1 % divided by V2. Explaining division of fractions
is very difficult. If a teacher understands division and understands fractions, the teacher
should be able to relate a story problem or a representation model for the division by
fractions example.
In problem item #4, the teacher is asked to respond to the student question, what
“7 divided by 0” is. A procedural response would state that there is a mathematical rule division by zero is impossible. However, there isn’t any mathematics in that particular
response. Using a conceptual approach, the teacher could remind the student that division
is the inverse of multiplication and that the division example can be written as
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multiplication,_x 0 = 7. The student might understand that there aren’t any numbers
that get multiplied by zero and give the result of seven.
The fifth problem - how to solve x/0.2 = 5 - asked the teacher to help student
understanding of concepts and procedures, and even solving equations. It would be useful
for the teacher to first ask the student about their thinking in this problem. It would be
interesting to see if elementary teachers, who would not normally be teaching this type of
mathematics, would be able to solve the equation and make sense of the decimal within
the fraction and the unknown value of “x.” Knowledge about the relationships between
multiplication and division would also be helpful in this problem.
Another teacher response to a student’s novel idea is required in the sixth Content
Knowledge Problem. The student’s “simpler method” does work generally, but it is
important that the teacher discover the student understanding of subtraction and their
comfort with the standard subtraction algorithm. This type of problem solving is common
for mathematics teachers, yet it involves much mathematics. Teachers must figure out if
the student’s theory is mathematically correct as well as discover if student understanding
is conceptually accurate.
The seventh and final Content Knowledge Problem presented four short teaching
role descriptions and asked the teacher which teaching role description would be most
successful in teaching for understanding. Teacher responses should initiate discussion
about the need for varied teaching roles, depending on the actual circumstances in the
classroom. Teachers need to acknowledge and understand their own teaching role
characteristics and leam new behaviors that would help mathematics teaching.
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The purpose of these seven Content Knowledge Problems was to identify tasks
that represented actual teaching situations and sample the teachers’ knowledge about
mathematics content knowledge and mathematics teaching knowledge.
The fifth section of the interview questionnaire, titled “Rules of Thumb”
(Appendix D), contained five statements that students often hear in mathematics
classrooms. Teachers might compress mathematics understanding into a short statement
that remains more a “rule” than a mathematical explanation. The five Rules of Thumb
were taken directly from Kennedy and chosen for appropriate elementary teaching
content. Teachers were asked to respond to each of these five Rules of Thumb:
•

You can’t subtract a larger number from a smaller number.

•
•
•

Any number divided by itself is 1.
When you multiply any number by 10, just move the decimal point one
place to the right.
Always do the same thing to both sides of the equation.

•

To divided fractions, invert and multiply.

The first Rule of Thumb is not true, but the answer is a negative number.
Elementary teachers need to understand that this subtraction statement can cause students
problems later in their mathematics work. Such a misstatement could affect a student’s
ability to compute 23-15. The second and third Rules of Thumb are both true (except in
the case of “0” in the second Rule of Thumb), but a detailed explanation of “why” is
necessary for student understanding. Place value understanding requires more than rules
and procedures which become lost without deep understanding of the mathematics.
The fourth Rule of Thumb is true and it also requires teacher explanations about
the relationship of equality. A T-chart of data could model the concept of “adding three to
both sides” or “dividing both sides by two,” and the relationship of equality would still be
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maintained. Even when simplifying or solving the equation, the equality relationship
stays the same.
The last Rule of Thumb is a widely known rule and one that actually reminds
students to perform division of fractions correctly and efficiently. The teacher must be
certain to explain and model division of fractions very carefully and in multiple ways.
Students must understand the meaning of division and how it relates to fractions, even
though they will use the “invert and multiply” rule as a reminder.
The sixth and final section of the Pre/Post Interview Questionnaire, “Selected
MMI Pre/Post Test Items” (Appendix D), contained five of the 27 MMI pre/post test
items. The three study participants had already experienced these five problems during
the MMI pre-test. During the pre-interview, the teachers solved parts or all of the
problems with both oral and written work. As teachers learned more mathematics
throughout the MMI course, their solutions to the same problems over time might show
evidence of that learning. These five problems were part of the questionnaire materials
that were given to teachers before the post-interview and collected at that time.
Sections #3-6 of the interview questionnaire were given twice to three study
participants. During the first time, teachers answered sections #3-6 orally and
transcriptions were made of their responses. One week before the post-interview, teachers
were given copies of sections #1-6 and asked to complete them before the post-interview.
In this way teachers could manage the time required to answer the questions in more
detail and the researcher was assured that responses would be made to important
questions. Teachers’ written responses to sections #1-6 could be discussed during the
post-interview, if time permitted.
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The Instructor Questionnaire
The MMI course instructor had been asked to complete the teacher Pre/Post
Interview Questionnaire so that comparisons could be made between his responses and
those of the study teachers. He was specifically instructed to answer the items as he
would want his course teachers to respond. The MMI course instructor’s responses to the
Teacher Thinking, Content Knowledge Problems, and Rules of Thumb sections are
documented in Appendix D.
Interview Data
Teacher Pre-Interview Questions
The Teacher Pre-Interview Questions (Appendix E) were designed from the
Kennedy study guide and asked teachers about their experiences with learning
mathematics as well as teaching mathematics. Examples are shown below.
What do you remember about learning math in elementary school (materials used,
your teachers, feelings about math class, how you felt about yourself in relation to
others in your class? (Pre-Interview Question #1)
What mathematics courses did you take in college? How would you describe
each course for material learned, your teachers, how you felt about math, and how
you felt about yourself in relation to others in your class? What stands out to you
about math in college? (Pre-Interview Question #3)
The teachers’ background of doing and learning mathematics would affect their attitude
towards mathematics (Kennedy et al., 1993). The teacher’s attitude about mathematics
would also affect how the teacher taught mathematics (Kennedy et al., 1993). Teacher
backgrounds in mathematics vary, so it is important to document teachers’ previous
educational experiences with mathematics.
The pre-interview questions also asked teachers to describe their beliefs about
what mathematics is and what it means to be “good at mathematics.”
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How would you describe what mathematics is? Would a diagram help you to
describe or define what mathematics is? (Pre-Interview Question #7)
I’d like you to think of someone you know who’s good at mathematics. Who is
it? Why do you think this person is good at mathematics? What does he or she
do? What’s your hunch about why this person is good at math? Can you give an
example? (Pre-Interview Question #4)
If a teacher of mathematics could not describe adequately what mathematics is, then
perhaps they only understood mathematics as a collection of rules and formulas.
Someone who is considered “good at mathematics” may be someone who is fluent only
in those rules and formulas. It was necessary to learn more about each study teacher’s
attitude toward mathematics as this would affect their teaching of mathematics.
Since the MMI course had already begun, teachers were also asked questions
about the MMI course - what was emphasized in the course so far, and why it was
important for them to leam.
What are the main pieces of mathematics teaching that are emphasized in the
MMI course? Why are they important? (Pre-Interview Question #9)
How do you think MMI is going so far? What would you say teachers are having
difficulties with? Why? (Pre-Interview Question #12)
How does the adjective/noun theme connect with mathematics teaching and
learning? How does the “undoing” theme connect in mathematics? (PreInterview Question #13)
With initial positive reactions by teachers for the MMI course, it was necessary to gather
details about what teachers noted and learned during the MMI course. The teachers were
approximately four weeks into the first MMI course, Math as a Second Language
(sometimes, referred to as, Making Sense of Numbers), when the pre-interviews took
place. These four weeks had allowed teachers time to test out some MMI models or
themes and it was important to see if they had started to use any MMI mathematics
knowledge.
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Two of the three study teachers were using the Singapore Math Program and the
MMI course instructor had made favorable comments about the Singapore Math Program
- therefore one question was asked (of the two teachers) in the teacher interviews - how
MMI might be connected with the Singapore Math style of learning. “How is MMI
connected to Singapore Math (Pre-Interview Question #9)?” The MMI course instructor
had mentioned that he thought the Singapore Math program was the best he had seen so
far concerning the teaching and learning of mathematics concepts. The researcher was
interested in how the teachers perceived the Singapore Math Program with respect to the
MMI course.
Teachers need to know the most important concepts for their grade level and they
need to have strategies for teaching these concepts (Kennedy et al., 1993). Two of the
interview questions directly asked about the important grade level concepts and the
strategies for teaching them.
What are the key mathematical concepts that the teachers need to understand?
What experiences help teachers to leam these key mathematical concepts? What
does a typical math lesson need to have? (Pre-Interview Question #10)
For successful mathematics teaching and learning, what should teachers be doing
in their classrooms? What manipulatives do you think are helpful in the teaching
of mathematics? (Pre-Interview Question #11)
It was important to document a baseline of knowledge that each study teacher already
possessed. It was also important to document any personal teaching strategies teachers
might already possess when teaching mathematics.
The final questions of the Pre-Interview centered on the teachers’ understanding
of mathematics and what they do to help students understand mathematics.
There may be topics that you understand better than others. Can you think of
something in mathematics that you feel that you yourself understand really well?
When/where did you leam it? How do you think you came to understand it well?
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What about the other side of this? Can you think of something in mathematics
that you feel you really don’t understand very well? Can you tell me more about
it? What about it makes you feel that you really don’t understand this? Did
when/where you were supposed to have learned it play any role? Why do you
think you didn’t get it? (Pre-Interview Question #14)
When students can’t figure out something, what do you do? (Pre-Interview
Question #15)
Why do you ask for “another way” to solve a problem? (Pre-Interview Question
#16)
Teachers know when they understand something well enough to teach it; they also know
when they do not quite understand what they must teach. It was important to document
the mathematical strengths and weaknesses of each study teacher. Pre-interview question
#16 referred to an already evident pattern from all three of the study teachers - they often
asked their students to describe another way of solving a mathematics problem. The
researcher wanted to identify where they learned that strategy.
The Pre-Interview Questions were asked immediately after the first set of
classroom observations and were approximately sixty minutes in duration. The pre¬
interviews were audio-taped and transcriptions were made from those tapes. Pre¬
interviews took place during lunch breaks and special teacher coverage times as well as
during after-school hours.

Teacher Post-Interview Questions
Nine Post-Interview Questions (Appendix E) were compiled by the researcher to
focus data collection on teacher identification of the learning acquired from the MMI
course and, if possible, how the learning was acquired.
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What does deep understanding mean to you? How does a person acquire it? How
would an elementary teacher use this type of understanding in his or her teaching
of mathematics? (Post-Interview Question # 1)
Post-interview questions were the last formal data collection piece; it was important to
ask teachers about this very recent professional development experience. It was also
important to gather detailed data for case study descriptions.
Please tell me some specific things you learned from MMI that you didn’t know
before you took the course. How have these helped in your mathematics
teaching? (Post-Interview Question #2)
The MMI course goal was to improve mathematics teaching in classrooms. The
MMI course was designed for teachers to learn more mathematics as well as mathematics
teaching methods. It was important to learn what the teachers actually learned from MMI
and used in their classrooms.
How did you use the MMI professional development learning in your classroom?
How did you use the instructor’s math models of number line, area model,
comparison model, etc.? What happened in your MMI in Your Classroom
assignments? (Post-Interview Question #3)
What changes have you made in your teaching of mathematics since participating
in MMI? (Post-Interview Question #4)
It was also important to learn what changes the teachers felt they had made in their
teaching behaviors with mathematics as a result of the MMI course.
The MMI course instructor emphasized that students need much practice to learn
mathematics well. He also emphasized that students must make sense of mathematics and
must understand mathematics well, so that they might make use of higher mathematical
knowledge in the future.
The MMI course instructor has emphasized practice, persistence, and working
through math slowly to make sense of it. What is your reaction to these ideas?
(Post-Interview Question #5)
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It was important to document whether teachers used practice and sense-making in their
mathematics teaching and also account for why and how they used those methods.
Most of the teachers from the first MMI course. Making Sense of Number,
elected to take the next MMI course, Making Sense of Algebra, taught by the same MMI
course instructor. The teacher post-interviews took place near the end of that second
MMI course. One study teacher had noted in her pre-interview that she saw learning
threads connecting elementary mathematics to junior/high school mathematics. The
researcher wanted teachers to describe those threads and interconnections if they could.
What did you find in the second MMI course that connects to elementary
mathematics? What is your reaction to the instructor’s emphasis in the second
course on “rate?” (Post-Interview Question #6)
The MMI course instructor noted that “rate” was a very important concept in elementary
mathematics (MMI Course Notes). Rate became an even more important concept in the
second MMI course on algebra. It was important to learn if teachers noted the importance
of rate and what rate looked like at the various mathematical levels.
The seventh Post-Interview Question concerned any changes in attitudes about
mathematics.
Why do you think a person would say they can’t learn mathematics or they’re not
good at mathematics? (Post-Interview Question #7)
The study teachers could identify changes in their attitudes about mathematics and the
teaching of mathematics. It was important to leam if they could also identify how those
changes came about.
Teachers were asked about concept focus during mathematics teaching. It was
important to know if the concepts emphasized in the MMI course were also being
emphasized in teachers’ mathematics lessons.
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At the very beginning of a mathematics lesson, do you have a focus or
idea/concept that you want students to have by the end of the lesson? (PostInterview Question #8)
In other words, was the teacher focusing on mathematics concepts more and focusing less
on mathematical rules and procedures.
The last Post-Interview Question was designed to gain information about each
study teacher’s teaching context.
What are things that happen in elementary school that take the focus away from
mathematics? (Post-Interview Question #9)
Teaching and learning mathematics requires focused thinking with attention on details
and understanding. It was important to know each teacher’s teaching context and how it
affected the classroom’s mathematics teaching and learning.
The post-interviews were approximately forty-five minutes in length and were
conducted during lunch, special teacher coverage, or during after-school time slots. The
post-interviews were audio-taped and transcriptions were made from the tapes. All
interview transcriptions were stored in teacher designated binders along with each
teacher’s classroom observation notes and course documents.

MMI Course Instructor Interview
The MMI course instructor was also interviewed (Appendix E: Special MMI
Course Instructor Questions) in order to identify the mathematics learning he hoped the
teachers would attain and use in their classrooms. He first was asked the same questions
pertaining to mathematics background that the teachers were asked from the PreInterview Questions. It was necessary to understand his background in mathematics and
his knowledge about mathematics.
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The instructor was also asked about the school district that requested the MMI
course. “What does the school district want you to do for the district and for its teachers
(Special MMI Course Instructor Interview Questions)?” It was important to learn about
the district concerns and teacher needs that were being asked for from the professional
development program.
The instructor was asked several questions about how teachers leam mathematics
and leam to teach mathematics, as well as about the MMI course design.
How do you think teachers actually leam mathematics? (Special MMI Course
Instmctor Interview Question #2)
What are the main pieces of mathematics teaching that you are emphasizing in
this revised MMI? (Special MMI Course Interview Question #3)
You have brought in Singapore Math...Do you really like that? (Special MMI
Course Instmctor Interview Question #4)
What would you hope that I would be seeing from the teachers that I am
observing that relates exactly to what you’re teaching? Have you seen any of that
in the MMI in Your Classroom assignments? (Special MMI Course Instmctor
Interview Question #5)
It was important to leam about the MMI course design, especially since this instmctor
had altered the original MMI course to emphasize models and themes that he felt would
help the teaching and learning of mathematics in the classroom. It was necessary to
understand the reasons for his course design choices and what results he hoped would
emerge.
The instmctor was asked about course progress, since seven of the eight daily
sessions had just been completed. He was also asked about the daily evaluations which
gauged how teachers were feeling about the current session and also asked for problem
areas that the course instmctor could address.
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How do you think MMI is going for you right now.. .so far, in these seven days?
When teachers use the daily evaluations, are they highly rating the content?
(Special MMI Course Instructor Interview Question #6)
Teacher reactions to the daily MMI work would be found in the daily evaluation, but
teachers usually noted that the course was going along fine (MMI Course Instructor
Interview). Teachers did not write details or many negative comments which the course
instructor actually wanted. The course instructor wanted negative comments because he
believed that truth could be found in the teacher negative comments. The negative
comments might contain more details for the instructor to assess, so that improvements
could be made.
The final question for the course instructor was about the pre-tests in general. It
was important to understand if the results of the pre-test had affected the design and
presentation of the MMI course. After discussing the interview questions, the course
instructor spent the rest of the ninety minute interview time responding to the pre/post
interview questionnaire items that the study teachers would respond to. The course
instructor interview was audio-taped and transcriptions were made from the tape. The
course instructor’s interview transcription and corresponding email messages were
organized by date into a binder. Observer comments concerning subject matter were
added to the margins of the interview transcriptions and email message print-outs during
the data analysis.
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Observation Data
MMI Course Notes
The MMI course. Making Sense of Number, took place on the following Tuesday
and Saturday dates during the 2005-2006 school semesters: November 29. December 6.
10, and 17, 2005, January 10, 17, 21, and 31, 2006. The five Tuesday sessions ran from
7:30AM - 2:30PM and the three Saturday sessions ran from 8:00AM - 3:00PM. Lunch
was scheduled for 30 minutes around 12:00PM.
The MMI course instructor taught mathematics by lecture, demonstration, and
small group problem solving as well as asking teachers to share their mathematical work
on a projector machine. Mathematics problems and examples were created by the MMI
instructor throughout the course. Each of the instructor's original problems and examples
highlighted the concepts, models, and themes that he wanted emphasized, making it more
evident that these concepts, models, and themes were what the instructor wanted teachers
to learn. Five continuous original problem examples are shown below.
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.

Using Cuisenaire rods, demonstrate how to compute 3x4. Can you do this in
a way that resembles multiplication on the number line?
Using the notion that multiplication is simply repeated addition, use your
Cuisenaire rods to demonstrate the value of 3 x Vz. What does this
computation look like on the number line?
How would you use the same idea to compute 3 x 1 Vz on the number line?
Use the ideas that you have just developed to estimate 2 % x 3 Vz on the
number line.
Compute the exact value to 2 !4 x 3 Vz and compare your answer to your
estimate from the previous problem. (Course Notes, 1-10-06)

The researcher attended all sessions except the first, which had included the pre¬
test for the teachers, and took notes on the instructor's oral and written teaching for MMI
sessions 2 through 8. Notes were taken systematically, recording the events, actions, and
interactions of the MMI instructor and course teachers as they occurred - a running
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method to capture as much detail as possible (Rossman & Rallis, 1998). Observer written
comments were few at the beginning and became slightly more numerous as the sessions
proceeded.
During lunch and directly after the MMI session, elaborations were made to the
raw data to include details that were missing during the note-taking process. This was
also the time that the researcher collected handouts and homework assignments that
pertained to the day’s mathematical work. Pre-session time allowed the researcher to
access the MMI instructor for clarification of field notes or purpose of the assignments
for that day. Field notes and class/homework assignments from each session were
organized by dates into two binders to describe and record the progression of the MMI
course. More detailed written commentaries were added to the course notes after the
MMI course was completed. These commentaries identified several concepts, models,
and themes that the MMI instructor used frequently during the MMI course sessions.
The MMI course notes were taken to document the mathematics content and
teaching methods that MMI used for the professional development course. The
instructor’s curriculum design and teaching role choices were presented as the teaching
model to the teacher audience. The course notes described the interactions that the
instructor and teachers experienced while teaching and learning mathematics. It was
important to obtain a detailed description of this complex teaching and learning setting in
order to identify goals and patterns and gain meaning about the MMI professional
development program.
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Teacher Classroom Observations
Pre-classroom observations began during the first week of December 2005 and
ended February 1, 2006. The schedule for observations depended upon when
mathematics was taught for each of the three study participating teachers as well as the
location of their three schools. The fifth grade teacher taught two 90 minute mathematics
classes each morning (she was the only study participant teacher in her building), while
the first and second grade teachers taught their single 90 minute mathematics classes in
the afternoon (each of them were in two other school buildings within the district). A
total of 35 pre-observation hours were made of the three regular education teachers as
they taught mathematics.
The days and times for post-observations followed the same teacher scheduling
with an additional restriction that all observations be completed before the state testing
program began in May. Post-classroom observations began the second week of March
2006 and ended just before the start of May 2006. A total of 42 post-observation hours
were completed with the same three classroom teachers.
The three teachers taught mathematics by lecture (fifth grade teacher),
demonstration (first, second and fifth grade teachers), and small group problem solving
(first and second grade teachers), as well as asking students to orally share their
mathematical work (first, second and fifth grade teachers). Notes were taken
systematically, recording the events, actions, and interactions of the teacher and students
as they occurred - a running method to capture as much detail as possible (Rossman &
Rallis, 1998).
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Elaborations were made to the raw data the same day as the observation to include
details that were missing during the note-taking process. The researcher collected student
handouts at the same time that the students began their work. Small amounts of time were
allowed before and/or after the lesson to access the teacher for clarification of field notes
or purpose of the assignments for that day. Each teacher’s field notes were organized by
dates into a binder to describe and record the teaching observations. Written
commentaries were added during analysis. These commentaries identified several
concepts, models, and themes that the MMI instructor used frequently during the MMI
course sessions.
Observation notes were taken to document the mathematics content and teaching
methods that the teachers used in their mathematics teaching. The teaching role choices
became the mathematics teaching model presented to the students. The observation notes
described the interactions that the teachers and students experienced while teaching and
learning mathematics. It was important to obtain a detailed description of this complex
setting in order to identify goals and patterns and gain meaning about each teacher’s
teaching and learning behaviors.
Site
This study took place in a small urban school district (identified as a high poverty
area) with school enrollment just under 6000 and with approximately 500 full-time
equivalent teachers. When the Massachusetts Education Reform Act (ERA) was passed
in 1993, this school district floundered within a culture of low expectations and low
performance. Performance on the state testing for mathematics had been rated at low.
About the time of this study approximately 70% of the student population ranked in the
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Needs Improvement and Waming/Failure levels (1999-2002). Approximately 20% of the
school population performed at the Proficient level and approximately 7% of the students
performed at an Advanced level.
With leadership and funding from the ERA the district had streamlined their
central administration and redirected monies to directly affect teaching and learning.
Class size was reduced and leadership roles created to develop the talents of individual
teachers and to improve the communication between teachers and administration. The
district developed benchmarks combined with quarterly pre and post tests in order to
track individual student progress. Through these item-by-item district test analyses,
teachers could receive immediate feedback on individual student progress. After focusing
district-wide efforts on English Language Arts, the district directed its focus on
mathematics.
The Massachusetts Mathematics Institute (modeled on the Vermont Mathematics
Initiative) was designed as an intensive professional development program for
elementary-school teachers, giving participants “a deep understanding of K-6
mathematics content set in the context of elementary-school instructional practice (MMI
flyer, 2006).” The goal was to provide a perspective on mathematics:
Everything makes sense, rather than relying on memorization of arcane rules and
procedures. Because skills and understanding are inseparable, MMI relentlessly
emphasizes the why associated with every how and demonstrates that
comprehension trumps memorization. (MMI flyer, 2006)
The MMI program content paralleled the first two Vermont Mathematics Initiative (VMI)
courses and the full VMI curriculum was available in a new Lesley University master’s
program. The district partnered with Lesley University and Mass Insights to provide
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mathematics professional development to all of their K-12 teachers. Many of the study
district’s K-12 teachers were enrolled in the Lesley University master’s program.
This study took place with the district’s third cohort of teachers taking the MMI
beginning course. Making Sense of Numbers. Starting at the end of November 2005, fullday math classes for K-12 teachers were held on six Tuesday (7:30AM - 2:30PM) and
three Saturday (8:00AM - 3:00PM) sessions throughout the school 2005 - 2006 year.
Math classes for the teachers were structured into a combination of lessons by the
instructor with written work being done in small and large group formats. Homework
practice was assigned each afternoon and due the following class.
Massachusetts Mathematics Institute
The Massachusetts Mathematics Institute (MMI) is the centerpiece of the Math
Achievement Partnership (MAP), a statewide program started by the Mass Insight
Education and Research Institute, also in connection with Lesley University’s new Center
for Math Achievement and other school district and university partners. The goal of MAP
is to raise students’ mathematics proficiency to match international peers (MMI flyer,
2003-2004). To do this, mathematics teachers need to understand and feel confident with
mathematics.
The MMI program is designed to give participants a deep understanding of
mathematics content; even math-challenged and math-phobic individuals can achieve a
high level of comfort and proficiency with mathematics. MMI provides teachers with the
content necessary to meet the NCTM standards and teach effectively with any
mathematics curricula that schools use.
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Elementary teachers should recognize that this is a unique and valuable
opportunity to dramatically improve their understanding and teaching of
mathematics. (MMI flyer, 2003-2004)
MMI is modeled on the first two courses of the Vermont Mathematics Initiative
(VMI), a successful 3-year master’s program. The value of the VMI and MMI
approaches is noted on the VMI web page:
Participants begin to view themselves as mathematicians, to view mathematics as
part of their lives, and to see the world around them in a mathematical light.
These transformations take place, in part, through a curriculum that is deep in
mathematics content, and the impact of these transformations in the teachers’
classrooms and schools is far-reaching. (MMI flyer, 2006-2007)
MMI includes two courses designed specifically for elementary teachers. Each
course involves eight intensive 8-hour classroom sessions along with substantial
homework assignments. Participants receive a stipend, Professional Development Points,
and optional graduate credit from local colleges and universities. Both courses may be
transferred into Lesley’s master’s degree program in elementary or middle-school
mathematics (MMI flyer, 2006-2007).
Course 1: Mathematics as a Second Language lays the groundwork for all
subsequent math courses.
Using language as a cornerstone, its objective is to provide a solid conceptual
understanding of the operations of arithmetic, as well as the interrelationships
among arithmetic, algebra, and geometry. Topics include place value and the
history of counting; inverse processes; the geometry of multiplication; the many
faces of division; signed numbers; exponents; the one-dimensional geometry of
numbers; rational vs. irrational numbers; prime numbers and the fundamental
theorem of arithmetic; function machines; arithmetic vs. algebra; and solving
equations. Examples from number bases other than 10 illuminate the key concept
of place value. All topics are taught in the context of the mathematics curriculum
in the elementary grades. (MMI flyer, 2006-2007)
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Course 2: Functions and Algebra builds upon the mathematics learned in
Mathematics as a Second Language and lays the algebraic foundation for all further
mathematics learning.
Participants will obtain a deep understanding of the critical concepts of variable
and function, utilize functions in problem solving, appreciate the pervasiveness of
functions in the mathematics curriculum as well as everyday life, and engage in
problem-solving activities that relate directly to the elementary classroom. Topics
include patterns, functions, tables, and graphs; inverse functions; linear functions
and proportions; slope; the algebra and geometry of straight lines; using the “rules
of the game of mathematics” to solve equations; simultaneous equations;
inequalities; and quadratic and other nonlinear functions. (MMI flyer, 20062007)
An important component, not listed in the mathematics topic areas, is the “Classroom
Connection,” a lesson or activity that is tested out back in the teacher’s classroom.
There are key principles that underlie the MMI program and they relate to
linguistics, for example, numbers are adjectives that modify nouns. One of the two
authors of the Vermont Mathematics Institute’s (VMI) text, which is used in the
Massachusetts Mathematics Institute, defined his adjective/noun theme.
Most people see numbers as adjectives rather than as nouns. For example, when
asked to describe what is meant by the number three, they’ll hold up three fingers
or talk about three people, etc. They do not see “three-ness” by itself (that is, as a
noun). This concept can play a huge role in how people perceive mathematics.
For example, most people see a million and a billion as naming big numbers but
they have no idea of the size of these numbers, either absolutely or relatively. So
we can sharpen their perception by having the adjectives modify “seconds.” In
this context a million seconds is about 12 days but a trillion seconds is about 31
years! If we change the noun from “seconds” to “days,” the magnitude of a
million really stands out. Namely it will not be a million days since the birth of
Jesus until the 26th century. MMI uses this theme throughout the entire study of
arithmetic. (Email reply, 7-20-04)
A second key principle is that numbers have two primary operations - addition and
multiplication. The same author described this second key principle as “undoing.”
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The concept of “undoing” is used to explain subtraction and division in simpler
terms. For example, once students leam how to add, the term subtraction suggests
a completely different topic. However, “5 - 3 =_” is just another way to ask the
question “3 +_= 5.” It is the latter form that we call “unadding.” The beauty is
that it unifies addition and subtraction in the sense that the two operations become
different sides of the same coin. In particular, the “mysticism” of such questions
as 5 - (-3) vanishes once we understand that it is simply a way of asking for the
number that has to be added to (-3) to yield 5 as the sum. (Email reply, 7-20-04)
Other key principles include the fact that arithmetic, geometry, and algebra are all
connected, arithmetic is derived from the nine properties of arithmetic, and a deep
understanding of place value is crucial (Instructor’s Manual for Mathematics as a Second
Language, Executive Summary draft, email, 9-4-04).
Revised MMI
The MMI instructor for this study had taught with the original MMI instruction
team members since January, 2004 (MMI flyer, 2003-2004). He studied mathematics and
computer science at Yale University and received his PhD in Applied Mathematics from
MIT in 1994. He was currently tutoring mathematically challenged students in the
Cambridge, MA area as well as teaching MMI mathematics courses.
During his interview he stated that he always enjoyed mathematics throughout his
educational background and never lost interest in it.
I loved math from the beginning. My father got a Master’s degree in mathematics
and from a very young age I liked math and wanted to be a part of it. Math was a
big deal to me and so I never lost interest in it. (MMI Course Instructor
Interview, p. 1)
He also noted that he was always interested in teaching.
I always liked teaching people - tutoring. I did that while I was at Yale, less so at
MIT, but I always knew that it was something I liked. It’s been great what is
happening here [teaching the MMI course], because, for example, I would put
teaching way above computers (in terms of what I would love to do). I’d rather
be teaching than programming. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p.2)
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The MMI instructor did not believe that people could be either good or bad at
mathematics. From his teaching experiences, he believed that people were previously not
educated appropriately in mathematics.
In the past there’s been a lot of procedural stuff. You just look around here. I’m
trying to teach people to teach concepts and they can’t let go of the fact that they
know a procedure and that’s what they want to tell their students. So, we were
taught procedurally; some of us loved it and succeeded. (MMI Course Instructor
Interview, p. 4)
He also noted that in the United States, it wasn’t currently “cool” to be good at math. He
thinks of math as a science and compared it to literacy.
When I’m working with these MMI students, I have a concern that they don’t
understand the numbers in a meaningful way. They can do operations with them,
but if you’re talking about 2.03 vs. 2.3 or mixed numbers, for these things they
learned procedures. Do they know what the number is as a number and do they
know how to think about it that way? I equate that to - do people know what the
letters of the alphabet are and the issue of can you teach words before people
know letters? (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 5)
The course instructor noted that his present MMI course is different than the
Lesley University course which was derived from VMI. The Lesley University version of
MMI uses a great deal of group work problem solving which involves much critical
thinking. This study’s course instructor focused more on teaching concepts for meaning
and particular models and themes that teachers should use to develop that conceptual
meaning. He created his own problems for course sessions and for homework practice.
Each time he taught his revised MMI course, he made changes to his presentations and
his changes were usually connected to a certain overall goal. The goal for this particular
MMI course was to lecture less and add in more group work. In discussing how he
thought teachers should learn mathematics, he described how his revised course differed.
1. Get the anxiety down. This must be a supportive environment.
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2. Teachers need to experience success and wherever they are [in mathematics]
is acceptable. The desire to try is raised by success.
3. With only 16 days for the two MMI courses, I am focusing on the primary
skills with concepts that I would like teachers to develop.
4. I am also focusing on what is relevant for teachers in Massachusetts - the
MCAS testing and the state frameworks. These are what they have to teach. If
they teach something in a certain way that in two years is going to matter for
the student, they will know that it’s important to think about some of the
things I’m teaching. All of this makes them want to learn.
5. I do focus less on critical thinking which is very important in the regular MMI
courses. I have chosen to show teachers fairly aggressively how to build up
their number sense. I’ve chosen this because kids don’t know what a fraction
is. It goes back to the alphabet thing; I want them to know the alphabet. I think
it pays to do that. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, P.7)
When asked via email how he designed the revised MMI course and what were the
specifics that he wanted teachers to learn, he listed seven points which described more
details of what he designed in his MMI course.
1. Importance of understanding the individual standards in the state frameworks.
This defines what the teacher is responsible for teaching, not the contents of
the course [school text] book.
2. Importance of learning fact families and multiplication tables. This includes
approaches to teaching them. Note that this is not new mathematical content
for the teachers.
3. Importance of using the number line in the classroom both for instructional
and diagnostic purposes.
4. Importance of practicing mental math skills and practicing computational
skills, in general - this can often be undervalued in today’s curricula.
5. Attempting to foster good habits such as checking an answer or expecting an
approximate answer.
6. More generally, there are certain types of content that a teacher has
completely assimilated for themselves which can make it hard for the teacher
to see the need to break it down into smaller pieces. A classic example would
be place value. Concepts from place value come so naturally to us that we
sometimes don’t think about why 100 follows 99. It just does. I try to allow
the teachers to discover and see the small steps so that they are better able to
communicate with their students.
7. There are some non-mathematical issues that I try to address: Be supportive
(if a student tries they should feel a degree of success). Be enthusiastic. [Think
about] how critical is the homework and [include] discussions about how to
ensure that it is done. (Email, 9-7-06)
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The instructor was describing the MMI course that he taught only two months ago. When
he was asked to comment more about his emphasis on the number line and the other
models and themes that he emphasized, he described basing his course on fixing
problems he had seen teachers and students having. As an example, he related that
students in a number of districts in Massachusetts have trouble finding numbers on the
number line.
If this is the case, it seems to me that there isn’t much point in trying to leam to do
computations with numbers one doesn’t understand. So, I place a focus on the
ability to find numbers on the number line. Students and teachers will often write
down answers that they would be unhappy with if they had estimation skills, so I
emphasize estimation and checking of answers. I believe that the skill of
estimation is extremely useful for building number sense, in general. I teach
models that I think will strengthen conceptual understanding of arithmetic
algorithms so that teachers understand not only how by why. The comparison
model is terribly important because so many students don’t leam it and they
cannot recognize word problems as subtraction problems. It is supposed to be
taught in 1st and 2nd grade and I see the problems that occur when it is not. So I
feel the need to emphasize it. There are also certain standard areas that students
do not do well in which we know from the MCAS: place value, fractions, and
decimals. This also helps me understand where to focus my attention.
(Email, 9-7-06)
Every year teachers in Massachusetts prepare students for the MCAS
(Massachusetts Comprehensive Assessment System) test which occurs in the late spring.
The MCAS mathematics test for elementary students involves two testing sessions; the
two test sessions occur on two successive days in classrooms. Test items include multiple
choice, short answer, and open-response problems. Previous test items are available over
the internet once test scoring is completed.
The MMI instmctor shared a third grade MCAS test (39 problems) with teacher
participants during the fourth MMI session contained. There were 29 multiple choice, 5
short answer, and 5 open-response problems. Concepts included making sense of place
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value, subtraction, multiplication, division, equality, and fractions. Models included the
number line, comparison model, and visual models such as, a lasagna pan, geometric
shapes, thermometer, clock face, and the more typical mathematical models (tables,
pictograph, bar graph and coordinate grid). Themes could be identified as knowing
number facts, estimating, and “undoing.”
The MMI course instructor also shared other packets of internet MCAS problems
during the first half of the MMI course. The packets consisted of his MCAS problem
selections from previous grade 4, 6, 8, and 10 MCAS tests that had references to MMI
emphasized number line and comparison models as well as the mathematical concepts of
multiplication, division, and fractions. In all, the MMI instructor shared six packets of
MCAS problems with the teachers.
Five out of the six packets included “MCAS Number Line Problems,” “MCAS
Multiplication Problems,” “MCAS Division Problems,” “MCAS Comparison Model of
Subtraction Problems,” and “MCAS Fractions Problems.” The chosen MCAS problems
showed teachers that students needed to understand mathematics in the ways that MMI
explained and presented mathematics. As an example, a fourth grade MCAS test item
asked students to determine the length of a truck model as the difference between two
numbers on a ruler.
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2001 Grade 4 - Number Line
Use the (diagram below to answer question 1P.

<E>

How long is the truck?
A. 5finches
B. 2| inches
C. 5t inches
D. 2j inches

Figure 4. Grade 4 MCAS Test Item: The Comparison Model for Subtraction

The comparison model for subtraction is clearly shown on the number line model in this
MCAS test item. A sixth grade test item example did not show the number line, but the
MMI teachers similarly experienced several presentations and problems with placing
numbers on the number line for assessing value just as in the sixth grade test item
example.
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2001 Grade 6 - Comparing Fractions

40)

Which has. the greatest value: — , 30°o. or O.ol?
3

-

B

30° o

C

0.31

D.

They all have exactly the same value.

Figure 5. Grade 6 MCAS Test Item: Assessing Number Values on the Number Line

Sixth grade students would find the number line model very useful in this problem.
This fourth grade example asked for MMI emphasized “estimating” and included
a circle model for a flower bed.
1999 Grade 4
S.

A gardener is planting a flower bed as shown.
The gardener has planted S5 tulips so far. What is the
BEST ESTIMATE for the total number of tulips that will
be in the garden?
A. 150-200
B. 300^100
C. 650-750
D. 1200-1300

Figure 6. Grade 4 MCAS Test Item: Estimation

Students were asked to create number sentences, in a way, create an MMI emphasized
theme - teacher (or student) creating a word problem in the next MCAS example.
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2000 Grade 4
10. Write FOUR different number sentences that follow these rules.
•

Each number sentence must show a DIFFERENT way of getting the number 42.

•

Each number sentence must contain AT LEAST TWO DIFFERENT OPERATIONS.

•

Use each of the four operations at least once.

An example is shown below*. You may not use rhis example as one of your four
number sentences.

Example: (8 *- 4) + 40 = 42

Figure 7. Grade 4 MCAS Test Item: Number Sentences

Finally, every teacher would say that they perform this example’s mathematical task.

1999 Grade 4
3~. How could Haley check this division problem?
329 R2

s) 2634

A. Multiply 2634 by 2; then add 8.
/

B. Multiply 8 by 329; then add 2.
C. Divide 8 by 329; then add 2.
D. Divide 329 by 2; then add S.

Figure 8. Grade 4 MCAS Test Item: Checking Division

Understanding the inverse operation (“undoing”) is certainly part of understanding
mathematics for teachers and for students.
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These five MCAS problem examples connected the MMI course work with the
mathematical teaching work that teachers in Massachusetts need. The second half of the
MMI course did not include MCAS problem examples because the pace for covering all
the mathematics topics before the MMI post-test had increased. Most of the 8th MMI
session consisted of review items and the post-test work. In order to complete the “Math
as Second Language” topics (signed numbers and exponents), a ninth session had to be
arranged.
Teacher Participants
Twenty-eight K-12 teachers comprised the district’s third cohort for the
professional development course. Making Sense with Numbers. Twelve of these teachers
worked in Special Education or English as a Second Language (3 teachers in the middle
schools and 9 teachers in the elementary schools). Of the regular education teachers, 3
teachers taught in the high school, 5 teachers taught in the middle school, and 8 teachers
taught in the elementary levels (1 Kindergarten, 2 at grade 1, 1 at grade 2, 1 at grade 3, 1
at grade 4, 1 at grade 5, and 1 at grade 6). Five of the thirty teachers agreed to participate
in this study - a grade one teacher, a grade 2 teacher, a grade 5 teacher, and two
elementary SPED/ELL teachers. It wasn’t until after the second full-day math session
that the five teachers had formally signed on for the study, and it was then necessary to
obtain as many classroom observations as possible before many more math sessions were
presented. With a very short time period available for pre-observations, the three regular
education classroom teachers had consistently defined schedules, and pre and post
observations and data collection were focused on them.
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Ms. Forest had just moved upward to teach first grade after six years of teaching
Kindergarten. The study year was also the first year that Ms. Forest had the use of an
overhead projector in her classroom and she used it often during teacher observations.
Ms. Forest only received one mathematics methods course during college before she
started to teach and she stated that the college course did not include any instruction on
how to teach mathematics. Ms. Forest was the only study teacher whose school was not
using the Singapore Math Program. Ms. Forest did not think of herself as good in
mathematics, yet she did serve on a district committee to construct quarterly assessments
for the first grade math program. Ms. Forest strongly believed in manipulatives and
visual models for learning mathematics. She was very enthusiastic about the MMI course,
noting particularly that MMI helped her to see how important the primary grade
mathematics skills were in the whole picture of mathematics learning. She mentioned that
she would welcome the MMI instructor to come into her first grade classroom and teach
her kids.
Ms. Knight was in her third year of teaching second grade and had already earned
her Master’s Degree. Her parents had encouraged her to attend college, and she went into
teaching because she had struggled so much with reading and mathematics in school. She
wanted to be a teacher so she could show students different ways of learning because no
one had ever shown her. Ms. Knight remembered getting black spots in front of her eyes
when she was called on in school. “I freeze up and get really nervous, and I can’t read
what’s on the paper (Knight Interview).” She mentioned that she still gets the black spots
sometimes. Ms. Knight took one mathematics methods course in college, Teaching
Mathematics and Technology in the Classroom” and she had served on the district
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committee for second grade mathematics assessment. Ms. Knight enjoyed using the
Singapore Math Program in her second grade teaching. Ms. Knight took the MMI course
because she thought she lacked methods for teaching mathematics. She was highly
enthusiastic about the MMI course and worked often in the MMI sessions with one
district high school teacher whenever she felt overwhelmed with the mathematics. She
noted that she learned well when collaborating with other teachers.
Ms. Lakett graduated college (with only one review mathematics course during
college) and worked six years troubleshooting for a travel agency at a nearby
international airport. She earned much money but wanted a more rewarding job. She
entered teaching later than other candidates (earning her certification in social studies)
and had been teaching for seven years (6 years at the fifth grade level and then one year
teaching just geography). During the study year Ms. Lakett began teaching two ninety
minute mathematics classes per day. She has already earned her C.A.G.S. degree and by
the end of the study year, she had also earned National Board Certification. She described
liking mathematics especially when she got something correct that was somewhat
complicated. She noted that she really liked mathematics word problems. She was
currently using the Singapore Math Program in her school and she was very fluent with
the “unibar” model from that program. Ms. Lakett tutored fourth grade students daily
before school in mathematics. She had high praise for the MMI course, describing it as
one of the most useful professional development programs that she had ever attended.
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Analysis
Patterns
Field notes from the revised MMI course identified repetitions of mathematical
topics and learning methods that the MMI instructor used again and again. During the
MMI Course Instructor Interview, the MMI instructor was asked if these repeated topics
and learning methods were the course design focal points. He agreed that the list items of
number line, area model, mental math, estimation, multiplication, and teachers creating
word problems were very important and should remain on the proposed list.
Yes, mental math! Estimation! You’re hitting them! Multiplication as repeated
addition! Teachers devising word problems. Bases and place value mean the
same thing. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 8)
The instructor altered the list word, “bases,” wanting it termed “place value.” He changed
the list item, Ten Rules of Arithmetic, to a focus on the distributive rule because he
believed that there was only one rule out of the ten that people really don’t understand
well - the distributive rule (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 8). He added the
concepts of rate and proportion.
Other things are the importance of rates and proportions and how that plays an
enormous role in algebra. Rates and proportions need to be emphasized through
the elementary school experience. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 9)
Forget about how to solve a proportion problem - it’s more important determining
that a problem is a proportion problem. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 10)
After a short discussion, the list item, “toward algebra,” became the comparison model
with subtraction because it also related to inverses.
Same as “what do you need to add to 6 to get to 8? That’s another item that is not
on your list that I really think is important, which is the comparison model of
subtraction. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 9)
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The instructor did not keep the greatest common factor and the lowest common multiple
items on the list because he felt he didn’t give them as much attention as they deserved
(MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 9). He wanted division to be seen as comparing two
numbers and he agreed that the adjective/noun theme should be on the list.
Division is comparing two numbers. Yes, adjective/noun theory! I would call it a
theme not a theory. (MMI Course Instructor Interview, p. 10)
The theme of “undoing” also remained on the list, although the instructor disliked the
terminology.
During this course instructor interview, much of the mathematics content that was
emphasized in the revised MMI course had been somewhat agreed upon and listed. The
emphasized list contained the concepts of place value, subtraction, multiplication,
division, proportion, rate, and distributive rule. The mathematics concepts of fractions,
decimals, and percents were added on as the course progressed. The list contained the
models of number line, area model, and comparison model - all identified as the MMI
preferred models that teachers would find helpful in their mathematics teaching. The list
also contained the MMI emphasized themes of estimation, mental math, adjective/noun,
“undoing,” and teachers creating word problems.

Patterns as Codes
The specific concept, model, and theme categories were identified by the MMI
instructor with assistance from the researcher. The concept of equality was added to the
revised MMI course’s emphasized list after the fourth MMI course session. During that
fourth session the instructor shared his handout titled, “What Does ‘Equal’ Mean?” He
noted that students learn “equal” as congruent, but it also means “balance.” Equality then
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became an item on the emphasized list. The themes of mathematical practice and number
fact knowledge were also added to the emphasized list as per an email correspondence
(Email, 9-7-06) with the instructor. Since the instructor had often asked teachers to show
their mathematics work during the course sessions and he often asked if someone had
performed the mathematics in another way, the additional theme, “more-than-one-way”
became the final item placed on the instructor’s emphasized list.
The emphasized list items were grouped into the obvious three categories: 1)
sense-making throughout the various arithmetic concepts ranging from place value
through proportion and including the less emphasized distributive rule, 2) the use of
visual models in math thinking, particularly the number line, area model, and comparison
model, and 3) themes and practices that the instructor believed would help eliminate
some common misunderstandings and failings usually found in elementary mathematics.
Grouping the emphasized list items into the categories of concepts, models, and
themes was important because it allowed the researcher to explain interconnections and
to predict pairings among concepts, models and themes (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The
final subcategories for concepts were identified as sense-making with place value,
subtraction, multiplication, division, equality, fractions, decimals, percents, proportion,
rate, and distributive rule. The final subcategories for models were identified as number
line, area model, and comparison model and the final subcategories for MMI themes
were identified as practice, estimation, knowing facts, mental math, adjective/noun,
“undoing,” more-than-one-way to work through a problem, and teacher word problems.
The course instructor wanted particular emphasized items starred because he thought they
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were “incredibly important” (more important than the other emphasized items) for
teachers to know (Figure 9).
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Concepts
SENSE
PV

s
M
D
EQ
FR
DEC
PER
P
R
DR

Meaning/Understanding for the following mathematical concepts
*Place Value
* Subtraction
* Multiplication
*Division
Equality
* Fractions
*Decimals
*Percents
* Proportion
*Rate
*Distributive Rule

Models
MOD
NL
Amod
Cmod

Math Models in general (includes manipulatives, bases, tally marks,
grids, tables, unibars, or diagrams,)
*Number Line
*Area Model
*Comparison Model

Themes
PRAC
E
FACTS
MM
A/N
UN
>1
TWP
SWP

Practice/Themes
*Estimation
* Knowing Number Facts
* Mental Math
Adjective/Noun Theme
Undoing (Reverse Direction)
More-Than One-Way
Teacher Word Problems
Student Word Problems

Figure 9. MMI Instructor Emphases
* Indicates the instructor’s rating of “incredibly important.” (9-19-06)
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Pattern analysis of the MMI emphasized concept, model, and theme categories
occurred during data collection (Merriam, 2001), as well as after the study was
completed. The constant comparative method provided the links between and among the
categories (Merriam, 2001). Symbol or word codes were designed for each of the
concept, model, and theme category items for ease in identifying them in the large
amount of data. Coding occurred in the MMI course notes, the MMI Pre/Post Tests, the
MMI in Your Classroom assignments, the MMI Final Evaluations, the Pre/Post Interview
Questionnaire, the interview transcriptions, and the teacher classroom observation notes.

Examples of Coding
Examples of coding are described as they occurred within the course’s teaching
notes and instructor-prepared problem sheets. In the coding process the codes were
assigned at both obvious and sometimes inferred locations within the problem or
dialogue. For example:
The comparison model (Cmod) involving Subtraction (S) was asked for in many
instructor prepared problems. In the following example, the number line (NL) was also
required as well as estimating (E) and finding the exact solution (EQ). The instructor had
noted to the teachers that students must understand that the comparison model indicates a
gap or a distance on the number line with regard to subtraction (MMI Course Instructor
Interview, p.10)
Using the number line, estimate the value of the solution. Do this by using the
comparison model. Next, compute the exact solution. Is your exact answer close to
your estimate? [N4-73] 1 3A - 2/3 =
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Figure 10. Problem Example: The Comparison Model of Subtraction Shown on the
Number Line

The adjective/noun theme (A/N) in elementary mathematics uses three principles
shown in the next example: 1) Numbers are adjectives that modify nouns. 2) Two
numbers may be added or subtracted only if they modify the same noun. 3) In
multiplication the adjectives are multiplied together and then the nouns are multiplied
together. The following example is another of the MMI instructor’s original problems.
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Using your rule for multiplying Adjectives and Nouns, determine the answer to the following problems: [N325]
3 gloops x 16 gloops =
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Figure 11. Problem Example: Adjective/Noun Theme
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During the MMI course the teachers were asked to show more than one (>1)
algorithm for multiplication (M) and make sense (SENSE) of the algorithms by
comparing related parts (Instructor Original Problems). Decomposing the number was
considered “undoing” (UN) the number (taking it apart). The Distributive Rule (DR)
partnered with the Area Model (Amod) and the Lattice Method (MOD) of boxes and
diagonal lines to separate place values (PV) show the process of multiplication in more
than one way.
Multiplication Algorithms [N3-22]
Determine the solution to the multiplication problem using the various algorithms and indicate how the algorithms
are similar by connecting related parts with arrows or lines.
a)

28 x 7

no)

3l8X7
lAlocUt.

*h I HO

Figure 12. Problem Example: Multiplication Algorithms
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CHAPTER IV
THREE CASE STUDIES
Case Study #1:
The First Grade Teacher, Ms. Forest, Adopting the Instructor’s Teaching Role with the
Number Line and Adapting the Instructor’s Use of the Comparison Model
Introduction
Mathematics Learning
Ms. Forest, the first grade study participant teacher, didn’t worry about
mathematics too much during her elementary school years. By sixth grade however,
mathematics had become a problem area for her.
In elementary school I really don’t remember much about math. I always did well
in math until about sixth grade. That’s when I started having more trouble with it.
From there on out it was just a problem area. (Forest Pre-Interview, p. 1)
It was during her high school years that Ms. Forest found her greatest
mathematical difficulty - geometry and proofs.
I just didn’t get it [geometry]! No idea what I was doing or why! No idea what
was going on! Algebra was fine. I struggled more in geometry than any other
class. I could do geometric shapes, but not proofs. (Forest Pre-Interview, p. 1)
Ms. Forest credited her high school geometry teacher with extra help every day after
school so that her geometry grade of D rose to her final grade of B. She said he had a way
of breaking the mathematical content knowledge down and making it understandable.
Ms. Forest’s background contained two people whom she described as good at
mathematics. Though not affecting her in a positive or negative manner, Ms. Forest said
her mother liked mathematics and was very good at mathematics. The second person, her
best friend, is an accountant who seems to “get math” without any problems.
My best friend...actually...is excellent at math! She is an accountant. She has
just always been good at math! In high school...when I had trouble...she is the
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one I went to. She just gets it! Her brain just... she is able to do it all! (Forest
Pre-Interview, p.2)
Ms. Forest identified some people as good at math while others are not. Unfortunately,
when asked to describe people she knows who are not good at mathematics, Ms. Forest
mentioned herself. She maintained that mathematics had never been one of her favorite
subjects.
Since Ms. Forest believed that math learning is difficult, she wanted to learn
many methods for teaching mathematics. She stated that hands-on mathematics makes
mathematics learning easier, especially in the elementary grades, and saw math models
(example, the number line) as part of “hands-on mathematics.”
I personally would like to see more hands-on things being talked about...with the
elementary grades...you know how the MMI course instructor uses the number
line for everything. I think something like that is really important, because it is
so basic and covers so many areas... (Forest Pre-Interview, p.4)
She whole-heartedly adopted the number line as a multi-purpose method which all
students could work with.
Some kids are able to solve [subtraction] with one method...some are able to
solve with other methods, example, we’ve done drawing of pictures and crossing
them out. Some kids are just able to memorize a fact.. .but, I found that the
number line was a method that every single student was successful with. It really
gave them a visual.. .which allowed them to see the whole [subtraction]
process.. .of taking the whole amount.. .then taking some away from that. (Forest
Pre-Interview, p. 11)

Teacher Development
In her college teacher training, Ms. Forest was not required to take any
mathematics content courses. The one required mathematics methods course asked the
college students to create mathematics lesson plans.
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I didn’t feel as if they were really giving us methods.. .they gave us a book.. .and
then said, “write lesson plans” pretty much.. .there was no real instruction on how
to break things down and teach it.. .and that was the only math course I was
required to take. (Forest Pre-Interview, p. 2)
In comparing the college math methods course to the MMI course, Ms. Forest
much preferred the MMI professional development course. Ms. Forest felt that she was
learning math teaching methods through her learning to understand mathematics better.
There is no comparison. I think I am getting a lot out of the MMI course. I
think it has caused me to get over a lot of my own fears and my own thoughts
about math. I think the way they break it down and the way they teach it is much
easier to handle. We’re not getting only methods...I think it is giving me a better
understanding of ways to understand math. (Forest Pre-Interview, p.2)
As stated before, Ms. Forest specifically took the MMI mathematics course to learn new
methods which would help her in teaching mathematics.
I thought MMI was going to give me new methods to help in teaching math. That
is the specific reason that I took the MMI course. I think MMI has done a whole
lot more. MMI has helped my understanding of math. I have been able to see
how what we start in the elementary grades spirals up all the way into high
school. I don’t feel like the skills that I am teaching now are necessarily isolated
from the things they are doing in high school. (Forest Pre-Interview, p.4)
Ms. Forest learned more than new teaching methods from MMI; she developed more
content knowledge for teaching mathematics.
Ms. Forest’s previous six years of teaching was at the Kindergarten level. During
this time her district provided professional development for teachers in using Cuisenaire
rods and in using the Singapore Math Program. Ms. Forest’s school does not use
Singapore Math, but she attended a brief overview on how the program works. She has
also worked on committees to put mathematical benchmarks together from the state
frameworks and to make quarterly assessments for the district’s first grade math tests.
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Ms. Forest disliked her school’s math program workbook and felt comfortable
with occasionally developing math materials on her own. One of the district’s math
coaches works in the room next to Ms. Forest’s first grade classroom; they have
collaborated on constructing math materials and teaching plans.
The MMI instructor had given us a game to try with our students. Fie
demonstrated it in class for obviously older students. There were four operations
in the game and it was called, “Magic Twenty-Four.”

I just tweaked it a little bit.. .and it kind of turned into a game for the first grade
kids. They thought it was a game because I called it the “Frame Game” instead of
actual subtraction work. It was fun for them and it also gave them the opportunity
to practice their subtraction facts. It’s just another way to use subtraction! (Forest
Pre-Interview, p. 12)
Figure 13. Magic Twenty-Four Game
Try to use the numbers below to make the
number
You can use any of the
following operations: -— (subfraciiDn)

Figure 14. The Frame Game (designed from the Magic Twenty-Four Game)
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Conclusions
Ms. Forest’s learning and teaching background in mathematics showed several
patterns.
•

Ms. Forest had difficulties with mathematics from the sixth grade on. She credited
her high school geometry teacher with breaking the mathematics down to smaller
parts to help with understanding.

•

Ms. Forest did not gain mathematics understanding for teaching in her college
mathematics methods course. She thought the MMI course gave her better ways
to understand and teach mathematics.

•

Ms. Forest took part in several types of professional development work - an
overview of the Singapore Math Program, serving on the district’s mathematics
benchmarks committee as well as the district’s quarterly assessment committee,
and designing mathematics test items for the district’s first grade quarterly test.

•

Ms. Forest wanted mathematical knowledge to teach mathematics well. She
needed visual models for mathematics teaching (she adopted the number line as a
multi-purpose model for teaching).

•

Ms. Forest gained confidence in her mathematics teaching. She worked with her
building’s math coach to discuss and adapt mathematics lessons that she learned
in the MMI course.
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Using the Professional Development’s Mathematical Models to Teach
Mathematics Concepts and Adopting the Professional Development’s Math Themes
The Research Question
To what extent did Ms. Forest’s goals and behaviors change as a result of
increased mathematics knowledge? Did Ms. Forest use newly gained MMI mathematics
content knowledge - MMI models and themes - to improve her teaching behaviors in the
classroom? From the classroom observation notes, Ms. Forest used the number line and
comparison models that were emphasized in the MMI course as well as the MMI themes
of students creating problems and mental math practice. From her MMI in Your
Classroom assignments Ms. Forest focused on using models, such as the number line,
function machines for addition and subtraction, and pan balances for equality. By
following the MMI instructor’s teaching role along with its models and themes, she
altered her classroom teaching behaviors feeling that she had gained useful mathematics
content knowledge for teaching.
I learned a tremendous amount. I have a much better understanding of the
concepts covered and I think this has made me a much better teacher. I am able to
explain concepts more effectively and I’m now able to give new ways to solve
problems. Other courses have given methods, but no explanation of why we
should use them. (MMI Final Evaluation, Forest)

The MMI course instructor thought that Ms. Forest gained knowledge of
mathematics as well. In his written analysis concerning her pre/post test results, he wrote
that Ms. Forest did shift her process of doing mathematics from procedural to more
conceptual methods.
She [Ms. Forest] has shifted dramatically from procedure to concept without
dropping the need for practice. The number line is clearly much more
present.. .so is the learning of facts and the working on word problems. Models
of operation are [also] much more present. (MMI Course Instructor notes)
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Ms. Forest had gained confidence in her mathematics teaching. She worked with her
building math coach to adapt MMI activities to her first grade level students.
The Number Line
Ms. Forest’s use of the number line in the MMI post-test helped her to raise her
test score from 51% in the pre-test to 93% in the post-test. She demonstrated learning
knowledge of the number line model most particularly in post-test item #13 (Appendix C:
Pre/Post Test Percent Gain of 100%). In the pre-test Ms. Forest was unable to use the
number line to show the required division process and she did not earn any points for her
response. In the post-test she was able to show the division process with the length of 2.4
above the number line and the dividing lengths of three-fifths below the number line.
Here she earned the maximum three points for the test item. Ms. Forest’s work for the
pre-test and post-test are shown below.
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Figure 15. Forest Pre-Test Item #13
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3 pts.

13) Use the number line to estimate 2.4 + - without making use of invert and multiply,
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Figure 16. Forest Post-Test Item #13

Ms. Forest estimated lengths for both the 2.4 decimal and the 3/5 fraction. She saw the
division process going on above and below the number line and this understanding of the
division process (the lengths above the number line are to be divided into the smaller
lengths below the number line) brought her to an estimated response of “larger than 4”
and “less than 5.”
Ms. Forest did not use the traditional algorithm of invert and multiply; she relied
on the number line visual and her knowledge about the meaning of division to make an
estimation response. The exact answer for this problem is four. Looking at the number
line markings between the “2” and the “3” it seems that Ms. Forest became confused with
fifths and tenths markings on the number line, causing her estimation to be higher in
value. However, with the test problem asking for number line and estimation skills only,
Ms. Forest did earn the maximum of three points for her post-test problem response.
Ms. Forest’s final evaluation comments showed that she regarded the number line
as a highly useful model for teaching. She noted that the number line model was one of
the specific ways that she now taught mathematics differently. She felt that the number
line was a highly effective tool for teaching mathematics content.
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Ms Forest’s interview comments also highlighted her use of the number line. In
her post-interview, when asked to describe specific things that she learned through the
MMI course, Ms. Forest replied that the number line was the most important. She had
never used the number line before in her previous six years of teaching.
The importance of the number line [has helped in my teaching]. That was the
biggest thing! I never used it before! One thing I’ll do at the beginning of the
next school year is introduce it right off the bat. That will be one of the first
things that I teach so that kids are familiar with it.. .and they will know how
to use it...be able to use it for addition and subtraction. (Forest Post-Interview)
The number line had become a permanent tool for Ms. Forest in her teaching and learning
of mathematics.
In the problem situations section of the pre/post interviews, Ms. Forest mentioned
the number line. In the Content Knowledge Problems section of the interview, which
asked the teacher to reply to a student who asks what the solution is for “7” divided by
“0,” Ms. Forest responded, “I would use the number line to show this and ask how many
zeros fit into seven.” Ms. Forest’s response indicated correct understanding about
division by zero and she used the number line to demonstrate the meaning of division on
the number line ultimately showing that division by zero cannot be defined.
It is also interesting to note that three out of five of Ms. Forest’s Rules of Thumb
interview post-responses related that she would use the number line to help mathematical
understanding. The following interview excerpts demonstrate this.
•

Rules of Thumb #1: You can’t subtract a larger number from a smaller number.
Ms. Forest replied, “Use the number line to demonstrate this is false.”

•

Rules of Thumb #2: Any number divided by itself is 1. Ms. Forest responded,
“Again, I’d use the number line to demonstrate why this is true.”
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•

Rules of Thumb #5: To divide fractions, invert and multiply. Ms. Forest stated,
“Too procedural! It is better to use the number line and ask how many times “x”
can fit into “y.”

Teaching with the Number Line
Ms. Forest embraced the number line model as soon as she learned it in the MMI
course. She used it to teach her first graders about the concepts of addition and
subtraction. She introduced the number line during one entire classroom observation and
used the number line as the main model in one of her MMI in the Classroom
assignments. She also referred her students to use the number line during other classroom
observations and in other MMI assignments.
Ms. Forest’s second MMI in Your Classroom assignment lesson introduced the
number line as another way to look at subtraction. After modeling the subtraction
expression, “7 - 4 =_,” on the number line, she asked individual students to model
other subtraction examples on the class white board using the number line. In this way
students practiced and discussed the number line model for subtraction. For this lesson
Ms. Forest had prepared an assessment worksheet which asked students to solve four
subtraction examples using sketched number lines. The assessment sample is shown
below.
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Figure 17. Forest Assessment of Subtraction with the Number Line

Ms. Forest assessed this particular MMI in Your Classroom lesson as
“interesting” in that, overall, her students performed subtraction examples better when
they used the number line model than they previously had done without the number line
model.
The most interesting aspect of this lesson is the overall success all my students
had. I have 2 students that struggle with every math concept we have covered.
This method provided them with a means to love problems and be successful. I
also have 6 students who speak very limited English. This method provided
students with a great visual method to understand subtraction and to solve
problems. (Forest, 2nd MMI in Your Classroom Assignment)
Ms. Forest attributed the number line as giving her students a visual model so they could
actually see the concept of subtraction in process.
When using the number line in her classroom Ms. Forest’s statements and
questions were similar to those of the MMI course instructor - “We have the length of six
and we are taking away the length of three. When we subtract, what are we trying to
find? How many are we counting back? We find that the difference of five and two is
what? What is the difference of seven and two?”
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In her second classroom observation, Ms. Forest reviewed beginning subtraction
and modeled the subtraction process with the number line. Students individually came up
to the overhead projector and drew the lengths for numbers on the number line in the
positive direction and subtracted the required length in the negative direction to arrive at
solutions. A textbook page provided practice and students were encouraged to use the
number line to help in this work.
The number line model was again used as a brief reference tool in a later lesson
on money. When students became confused about which coin had the greater value, they
were encouraged by the teacher to place each coin along a drawn number line. Out of
three coins (penny, nickel, and dime) students determined that the dime, though small in
size, was the biggest because it was farthest along the number line.
The Comparison Model
Ms. Forest already knew the comparison model indirectly. She scored two out of
three possible points for the MMI pre-test percentage problems, which used a comparison
approach. These problems did not use addition with a missing addend as most
comparison model examples do, but they did ask the solver to compare numbers and find
the missing pieces rather than perform a procedure in order to get an answer.

3 pUL

9) Compute:
(a.) 75 is 30% of what number?

/C>'/
(b.) 30 is what percent of 75?

3*0
(Jc^WhaFiF75% of 30?

Figure 18. Forest Pre-Test Item #9
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Ms. Forest solved #9(a) by comparing the numbers 75 and 30%. She saw that by
taking 1/3 of each of these two numbers, the two numbers being compared (25 and 10%)
became “25 equaling 10%.” If she wanted to know what number would be 100%, then
she must multiply these two numbers by 10: (25 x 10) = 250 and (10% x 10) = 100%.
She solved part (a) efficiently and with evidence of mathematical understanding.
In #9(b) Ms. Forest used a similar technique. She looked at both numbers - the
number 30 and the number 75. She figured out that 7.5 equaled 10% of 75 and that she
would need four (or 40%) of the 7.5 numbers to equal the required number of 30. She
therefore wrote down the answer as 40%.
Her comparison approach also worked pretty well for #9(c). Ten percent of 30
equals three, therefore 70% would equal 7 x 3 (or 21). Ms. Forest unfortunately wrote
down that 70% would equal 27 instead of the correct response that 70% equals 21. Ms.
Forest used the incorrect number, 27, and added to it the necessary 1.5 more (the 5%
more needed to add up to the 75%). Her final answer was 28.5 and this was incorrect.
However, in her MMI post-test response for the same test item #9, Ms. Forest
used diagram models to help her reason and keep track of amounts.
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Figure 19. Forest Post-Test Item #9

The MMI instructor wrote that Ms. Forest did better with percents when she used the
diagrams. She did earn the maximum point value (3) for her post test response.
In #9(a) Ms. Forest used a “unibar” (a Singapore Math rectangular model
designed for problem solving) to show the three equal 30% sections along with the
additional 10% section that would make the total 100%. She indicated that each 30%
section was matched with a “75” amount. Since the additional 10% is one third of 30%,
Ms. Forest also took one third of the 75, giving her “25” as the amount that matched the
10% section. Ms. Forest used this rectangle model even though her school did not use the
Singapore Math Program. She explained that she had a brief overview to the Singapore
Math Program, but she didn’t know very much about how the program worked (Forest
Pre-Interview, p. 4)
Ms. Forest’s “parceling” approach in this post test item was very similar to her
pre-test work. The difference in the post-test was that she used a diagram model. Ms.
Forest also solved #9(a) in a second way. She took the problem sentence, “75 is 30% of
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what number” and she wrote it out using math symbols, “75 = 30% times x.” She then
solved the expression using algebra, finding that x = 250.
In #9(b) and (c), Ms. Forest worked through the problems in a similar fashion to
her pre-test work, except that in the post-test she again used the “unibar” rectangle.
Knowing that 75% indicates % of something, she drew three out of four sections and
labeled the four sections as amounting to 30. She knew that two sections (or half) of the
30 is 15, therefore one section equaled half of 15, or 7.5. Her diagram work showed that
three out of the four sections (or 75% of the whole rectangle) would equal 15 + 7.5 or
22.5 for a final answer. Ms. Forest once again worked the problem out second way; in her
second approach she wrote out the expression .75 x 30 = x. The multiplying out of that
expression resulted in “22.5” as the correct response.
This test item asked for a comparison “approach.” The following number sentence
statements show the comparison approach in the first two parts:
a) : “30% x_=75”
b) : “_% x 75 = 30”
c) : “75% x 30 =_”
Figure 20. Test Item: Comparison Approach

Teaching with the Comparison Model
Ms. Forest introduced the comparison model with subtraction to her class when
her students became more familiar with subtraction on the number line. She did have
success with the model although some of her students still had difficulty with it.
Ms. Forest’s fifth MMI in Your Classroom Assignment was designed to provide
practice for addition and subtraction facts by using the model of a function machine. The
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teacher-designed worksheet for student practice showed a “creature” function machine
with two out of three numbers for the addition expression written in by the teacher
(sometimes the final solution was missing and sometimes one of the addends was
missing). One of the function machine examples is shown below.

Write the addition sentence
■i—■■ .-

j

. .i.-.

Figure 21. Forest Function Machine Design Model

Students were successful in figuring out which number was the solution to the
addition and they were also successful when the teacher provided the sum and either the
number to be placed in the machine or the number process that the function machine
would repeatedly do. Ms. Forest was pleasantly surprised when her students were able to
figure out the correct answers when one addend was missing (comparison model).
Ms. Forest extended this lesson by asking students to solve examples such as this
one: 4_+ 4 = 9.” Here the students worked with the comparison model; they compared
the two numbers and actually subtracted the two numbers (even though the addition sign
was there) to get the correct response of five. Twelve of her nineteen students were able
to correctly work through the comparison model examples. Ms. Forest had extended her
teaching goals; she used the comparison model in this lesson because of her work in the
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MMI course. She did not feel that all of the students would be successful, however. She
stated in her interview that this type of work seemed very abstract for first grade students.
Ms. Forest also used the comparison model in her classroom teaching. In the very
first classroom observation, Ms. Forest and her building math coach taught a lesson about
the missing addend with the first grade students. Students used two different colors of
unifix cubes to build two towers (each tower of a single color) so that the total number of
cubes used would equal ten. Teacher questions and comments often referred to how many
more cubes were needed to get to ten.
We have six, how many more do we need to make ten?
Check and see if these two numbers make ten.
After you have built your first tower, how many more to make ten? (Forest
Observation #1)
The first grade students listened to the repeated teacher comments and questions that
correctly introduced the comparison model approach to subtraction.
Mental Math
The MMI theme, Mental Math, was not assessed in the MMI pre/post tests.
However, during her post-interview, Ms. Forest was asked about changes she made in her
teaching since she began participating in the MMI course. She made a brief comment
about beginning to use the mental math theme demonstrated in the MMI course. “Mental
math...I’ve started using it. (Forest Post Interview)”
Ms Forest used mental math work mainly in later lessons (post observations).
However, there was one mathematics warm-up activity of mental math at an early
classroom observation (#3). On that day geometry shapes were part of the main lesson.
Ms. Forest wanted to review geometry vocabulary by engaging her students in this short
mental math exercise.
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Take the number of sides on a triangle.
Add to that number the number of sides on a square.
What is the sum? (Forest Pre-Observation #3)
When a student responded with the correct sum of “7,” Ms. Forest said, “Tell me how
you know that.” That same student replied, “I added the two numbers up.” Ms. Forest
continued, “Tell me the numbers that you worked with.” The student answered, “Three
and four equals seven.” Ms. Forest tried out another mental math problem with geometry
vocabulary to practice the procedure.
Take the number of comers on a circle.
Add to that number the number of sides on a square.
What number did you get?
Another student gave the answer of “4.” Ms. Forest used the same questioning procedure,
“Tell me how you know that.” The student responded that a circle doesn’t have any
comers. (The student said, “Because circles have no sides”) Ms. Forest asked, “What
number do we use for ‘no’ or ‘none’?” The student answered “zero.”
On two occasions during the post observations, Ms. Forest began her afternoon
mathematics lessons with mental math work for her first grade students. She wanted her
students to focus their thinking on mathematics. The first example (Observation #7)
involved the weekly spelling word list.
How many letters in the fifth spelling word?
Add that number to the number of letters in the first spelling word.
What number do you end up with?
In following the MMI instructor’s teaching role, Ms. Forest continued, “What did I ask
you to do first? What did I ask you to do next?” This questioning style was modeled on
the MMI course instructor’s questions when the teachers worked through their MMI
course mental math activities. Ms. Forest asked a second mental math problem next.
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Take the number of fingers on one hand.
Add to that the number of toes on one foot.
What is the sum of these two numbers?
Once again, Ms. Forest reminded students of the mental math steps. “What was the first
thing that I asked you to do? What did I ask you to do next? What did you get for an
answer? Ms. Forest followed the same mental math questioning style that the MMI
course instructor used.
One week later (Observation #9), Ms. Forest again began her mathematics lesson
with some mental math work. Ms. Forest used mental math as a warm-up activity as well
as a review activity. This mental math work connected to the topic of money which was
what the class was working on at that time.
What is the value of one penny?
Add to that the value of three pennies.
What do you get for an answer?
Ms. Forest maintained the MMI mental math style by always asking students about each
mental math step - which one was first and what came next.
Mental math was not assessed on the MMI pre/post test and Ms. Forest did not
specifically mention mental math on her MMI final evaluation form, nor did she describe
mental math in depth in her interviews. She did, however, use it several times during her
classroom teaching, indicating that mental math activities helped her students to mentally
focus on and think about mathematics and helped her to review mathematical concepts.
Ms. Forest used mental math as another useful method for teaching mathematics.
Student Word Problems
Ms. Forest often asked her first grade students to give her an example of a math
concept. She also often asked her students to create student word problems as a class
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activity for learning and understanding mathematical concepts. Ms. Forest learned about
student word problems from the MMI course and from her district’s quarterly test
committee work.
Ms. Forest learned to create appropriate word problems from MMI (Appendix C:
Pre/Post Test Percent Gain of 100%). Item #17 in the MMI pre/post test asked teachers to
write a word problem for the following division problem: 4 Vi divided by 3/8. In the pre¬
test Ms. Forest did not attempt the problem at all and received no points. In the post-test
Ms. Forest did present a word problem that correctly demonstrated the meaning of
division. She received the maximum three points for this and earned the following
comment by the MMI course instructor: “Significant improvement in understanding of
the division concept.”
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Figure 22. Forest Post-Test Item #17

In this post-test work for #17, Ms. Forest created a mathematically correct word problem
for 4 !4 divided by 3/8 and also solved the division as a self-checking process to see if her
word problem made sense.
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During the post interview, Ms. Forest was asked how she would respond to a
division by fractions example and also asked to create a story or situation where this
division example could be modeled. Her work on this problem is shown below.

?. Division by fractions is often confusing. People seem to have different approaches to
solving problems involving division with fractions. How were you taught to solve a
iroblcm like this one?
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Figure 23. Forest Content Knowledge Problem #3

Ms. Forest used the division with fractions algorithm, correctly divided 1 3A by Vi by
inverting the divisor then multiplying, and wrote that the algorithm for division by
fractions was “all procedural.” She also created a correct story problem that indicated the
meaning of division as dividing something into equal parts as well as repeated
subtraction. It is interesting that Ms. Forest also wrote that she would model the division
of fractions on the number line.
Teaching with Student Word Problems
To bring students into a mathematical thinking mode, Ms. Forest often asked for
mathematical examples from her students. For example, when one student responded that
shapes could be used to show a repeating pattern, Ms. Forest asked, “Can you give me an
example of that (Observation #4)?”
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In observation #11, the first graders were working with fact families. Ms. Forest
wanted her students to create number sentences with three fact family numbers: 4, 8 and
12. When one student responded with 8 + 4=12, Ms. Forest asked, “Who could write
another number sentence for this fact family?” A second student suggested, “4 + 8 = 12.”
Ms. Forest asked her students what the second student had done to create the second
number sentence. She wanted her students to see the commutative law.
Ms. Forest asked students to create story problems for these number sentences.
The first student chose, “I have eight muffins. I got 4 more. Altogether I have 12
muffins.” A second student bravely gave a subtraction story problem, “I have 12 rockets.
I gave 4 away. I have 8 rockets left.” The lesson continued in this fashion with various
number facts. Each time students were required to create both addition and subtraction
story problems from the fact family boxes.
The next classroom observation lesson saw Ms. Forest asking students to share
their student created subtraction word problems (previously completed as before-school
work). Student stories were brief yet correct, example: I have 9 fish. I ate 3.1 have 6 left.
Ms. Forest was particularly pleased with one story problem because it had a question at
the end of it: I have 9 cookies. I ate 3. How many cookies do I have left?
Ms. Forest’s lesson continued on from the subtraction problem sharing. Students
were asked to write a story about M&M’s, draw a picture to match the story, and include
the number sentence. Students shared these M&M stories and Ms. Forest commented on
the meaning of subtraction with her final question, “When we talk about having
something left, are we talking about adding or subtracting?”
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In a way Ms. Forest had tested out and modeled the act of creating mathematical
problems in an earlier classroom lesson (Observation #5). She had created several
groupings of pattern blocks, each time asking her students to first estimate the number of
smaller pattern blocks that would fit onto a surface area and then actually figure out the
number of blocks to cover that area. She created each successive pattern block grouping
after judging how her students performed in the first or previous arrangement.
The first part of this lesson showed Ms. Forest demonstrating the pattern block’s
yellow hexagon on the overhead projector. Ms. Forest focused on the mathematical
concept - the understanding of what makes up a “whole.” She told her students, “My
hexagon is the ‘whole’ because it is the ‘whole shape.’ I want to know how many small
green triangles will cover the area of my whole hexagon.” Student estimates ranged from
five or six with one student actually estimating eleven. One student volunteered to place
the green triangles onto the yellow hexagon to show that 6 triangles were needed to cover
the whole.
At this point in the lesson, Ms. Forest took three yellow hexagons and placed
them in a grouping, asking how many red trapezoids would cover the area of the new
“whole.” Ms. Forest had created a different “whole” which consisted of three yellow
blocks.
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Figure 24. Forest’s Three-Hexagon “Whole”

The unit for the “whole” had changed. She also changed the estimating unit - now the red
trapezoid. She asked students how many red trapezoid blocks would fit on this new
“whole.” She said, “I don’t want you to count. I want you to take a guess.” Student
estimates were all for “six” red trapezoids, except for one student who guessed “sixteen.”
Ms. Forest changed the “whole” and the “unit” one more time because she wanted
her students to practice the estimating and she wanted her students to see that a “whole”
could be represented by many different things. For this last time, Ms. Forest used four
blue parallelograms as the “whole,” and asked students how many green triangles would
fit onto this new “whole.” All student responses indicated that eight green triangles would
fit onto the four blocked “whole.” It seemed that the students were improving their
estimations as each “whole” area was worked through by the class. Ms. Forest had also
improved her ability to create mathematical problem situations in order to teach concepts.
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The Process for Teacher Change
The Research Question
What are the processes and mechanisms for Ms. Forest’s changes in teaching?
What are the catalysts that brought about any change? With evidence from classroom
observations and the MMI in Your Classroom course assignments, Ms. Forest did test out
the MMI course codes and continued to use them during the time of the study. When
asked how the MMI course affected her mathematics teaching, Ms. Forest wrote:
The number line is important. I use it to develop number sense with addition and
subtraction.
I learned ways to show fractions... new approaches to teach fractions as parts of a
whole. I have gained strategies.
I have a better understanding of concepts and how important these are to
developing more advanced concepts. (Forest Post Interview)

Ms. Forest’s teaching role had outwardly changed as a result of using these newly learned
methods. Were these new MMI methods the content knowledge that she needed to teach
mathematics well?
Previously, teacher content knowledge was measured by teacher education level,
certification status, number of postsecondary subject-matter courses taken, number of
teaching methods courses taken, and years of classroom experience (Hill, et al, 2005).
More recently the study of what teachers need to know about subject-matter content in
order to teach it to students is identifying not just actual mathematics content (e.g.,
subtraction, long division, perimeter) but also a “specialized” knowledge of mathematics
needed for the work of teaching. Hill, Rowan and Ball (Hill, et al, 2005) have defined this
specialized content knowledge as Content Knowledge for Teaching. Were the MMI
course codes part of the “specialized” content knowledge needed for teaching?
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The process for teacher change can be described by examining the teaching role
changes that occurred in Ms. Forest’s classroom teaching. The MMI codes, purposely
designed by the mathematician course instructor, could be part of the specialized content
knowledge needed for teaching mathematics.
Course Instructor’s Model of Teaching
The MMI course instructor verified that the twenty-five codes identified in this
study outlined his teaching role; they were the behaviors that he wished to see the
teachers using when they taught mathematics. All of his professional development
lessons included using codes from each of the three code sections - concepts, models,
and themes. In mapping out his entire professional development curriculum for the
course along with his use of codes, a time line of topics (Appendix F) showed groupings
of code behaviors which always involved the three code sections.
In mapping out one of the professional development days, for example, the
enlargement of the third day (Appendix F - Code Use Triad), data showed each lesson
taught that day continued the approach of utilizing codes from each of the three code
sections. To further the telephoto lens enlargement perspective, a final iteration of
examining a single lesson taken from the second day of professional development was
analyzed for code use. Comments from the instructor to identify each code were included
(Appendix F). Once again, math concepts were focused on, visual models were drawn or
used, and MMI themes were practiced or referred to. A Code Use Triad diagram outlined
the codes used in this lesson from the second professional development day.
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Following the Instructor’s Model of Teaching
Looking at Ms. Forest’s classroom observations and MMI in Your Classroom
assignments, the pattern for using the three types of codes also occurred. Ms. Forest was
testing out the new methods in her classroom teaching and in the MMI homework
assignments. With the encouragement of her desire to learn mathematics teaching
methods and the confidence gained from relearning some mathematics, Ms. Forest
adapted some of the MMI course instructor’s role to her teaching behavior. She used the
interconnections of the three designated code types (concepts, models and themes) in a
similar fashion to the MMI course instructor in order to teach lessons for math
understanding. Analyses of her lessons showed connections from the math concept to be
taught to the math models and themes taught by the MMI course instructor. The
following number line excerpt describes her adapting the MMI teaching role by adopting
the course instructor’s teaching role.
When the MMI course instructor taught the number line model to the teachers, he
began with the introduction, “The number line is important! It is a good way to
understand operations and a good way for teachers to understand what students
understand (MMI Course Session #2).” He distributed blank number line worksheets to
the teachers and demonstrated how to teach whole number addition and fractions addition
on the number line. He emphasized that a point on the number line is really a length. He
noted that the “unibar” from Singapore Math could be considered a “thick number line.”
He next demonstrated the subtraction process on the number line and included the
comparison model as another way to do subtraction - it means “finding the difference.”
The number line model with its lengths of line segments visually showed that the distance
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from one point to another is a gap or a difference between those two points. According to
the MMI course instructor, “The comparison model of subtraction is shown beautifully
with the number line.” Ms. Forest demonstrated the number line in a similar way to her
first grade students in the second observation by consistently drawing number lengths
when showing addition and subtraction and also using the word, “difference” in
explaining subtraction. The following table compares the questions and comments made
by the MMI course instructor and Ms. Forest when they were teaching the number line
model.
Table 1. The Number Line Model Questions and Comments

MMI Course Instructor

Ms. Forest

•

Instructional Comment: “A point on the
number line is really a length (Notes, p.
N2-2).”

•

Instructional Comment: “We have the
length of six and we are counting
backwards the length of three (Forest
Observation #2).”

•

Instructional Comment: “Do not say ‘take
away.’ You are measuring a difference or
a gap (Notes, p. N2-2).”

•

Instructional Comment: “What is the
difference between seven and two (Forest
Observation #2)?”

•

Instructional Comment: “The difference
is what needs to be understood as
subtraction (Notes, p. N2-2)”

•

Instructional Comment: “When we
subtract, we are looking to find the
difference (Forest Observation #2).

The MMI course instructor assigned many problem solving tasks which involved using
the number line throughout the entire MMI course to the participating teachers. The code
use triad diagram (shown below) outlined Ms. Forest’s code use for the number line
model excerpt.
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Models
•
•

Number Line
Teaching Role

Concepts
•
•
•
•

Counting
Subtraction
Equality
Sense Making

<^>
Themes
•
•
•

Practice
Estimation
Undoing

Figure 25. Forest: Code Use Triad for the Number Line Model Excerpt

The Practice of “Content Knowledge for Teaching”
According to the Hill, Rowan and Ball study, which concerned content
knowledge for teaching, mathematics teachers not only need to know how to calculate,
but they also need to know the “mathematical knowledge used to carry out the work of
teaching mathematics (Hill et al, 2005).” The MMI course focused on content knowledge
for teachers and the codes in this study were the instructor’s chosen concepts, models,
and themes to teach that content knowledge.
In the Hill et al study, content knowledge for teaching has several descriptions.
First, it is described as the teachers’ need to know how to use pictures or diagrams to
represent mathematics concepts and procedures to students. In comparing this need to the
MMI course, the MMI course instructor introduced the number line, the area model, and
the comparison model as strong and universal visual models that mathematics teachers
should use. He emphasized these three models, but he also used base ten blocks,
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Cuisenaire rods, and place value tables in bases other than base ten as viable models for
learning mathematics during his professional development teaching.
The study also described content knowledge for teaching as the teachers’ need to
know how to provide students with correct explanations for common rules and
procedures. The MMI course instructor is a mathematician and he provided clear
definitions (written as handouts and explained in class). His MMI models and themes
were his ways to think about, explain, discuss, and perform procedures in mathematics so
that students leam mathematics correctly and thoroughly.
The study’s definition of content knowledge for teaching also described
mathematics teachers’ need to know how to analyze students’ solutions and explanations.
The MMI course instructor promoted this type of teacher-work in his MMI in Your
Classroom assignment where he asked teachers to attach student work along with teacher
analysis of the mathematics learned.
Finally, the study’s definition of content knowledge for teaching described
mathematics teachers’ need to provide students with examples of mathematical concepts,
algorithms, or proofs. In the MMI course the instructor asked his teachers to provide
problem situations, demonstrate mathematics concepts in more-than-one-way, teach
multiple algorithms, and continually assess student understanding.
In the Hill et al study results, teachers’ mathematical behavior was assessed
through special items designed to measure content knowledge for teaching mathematics.
In matching their students’ mathematics learning to the study teachers’ content
knowledge for teaching, the study concluded that teachers’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching positively predicted student gains in mathematics achievement.
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In the MMI mathematics learning experience, teachers watched the course
instructor’s teaching role with emphases on his codes, actively practiced these codes
during their professional development sessions as well as tested them out in their
classroom teaching, and finally, were assessed with a pre/post test that was designed for
their using the codes. In comparing the MMI course instructor’s teaching and learning
behaviors with Ms. Forest’s teaching and learning behaviors, Ms. Forest did learn MMI
mathematics content knowledge for teaching. The following table compares and
describes the teaching and learning behaviors of the MMI course instructor and Ms.
Forest.

Table 2. Comparing Teaching Roles: The MMI Course Instructor with Ms. Forest

Ms. Forest

MMI Course Instructor

Goals

MMI
Course
Design

MMI
Assignments

MMI
Assessment

The instructor wanted the teachers to
use his methods of teaching (teaching
role).

Ms. Forest did want to leam methods to teach
mathematics well.

The instructor designed his professional
development so that the codes would be
seen, practiced and learned.
Teachers often worked in small groups.

Ms. Forest learned teaching methods by
watching other teaching roles and by
adopting those methods that she had just
experienced and judged would help in the
teaching of mathematics.

Course assignments were designed so
that teachers would use the codes to
solve practice mathematics problems
and so that teachers would create
teaching lessons showing learning of
the codes.

Ms. Forest created seven MMI in Your
Classroom lessons with student work
examples. These lessons and classroom
observations showed strong use of MMI
models and themes.

The MMI pre/post test assessment was
based on the code list. The final
evaluation asked for comments about
the code use.

Ms. Forest improved her MMI pre/post-test
scores by 42 points (51% up to 93%). She
stated that she had gained confidence, felt
more comfortable with math, and had learned
not just general mathematical knowledge but
also content knowledge for teaching math.

Ms. Forest knew that she had learned content knowledge for teaching from MMI.
In her post interview she commented, “The MMI course and the MMI in Your Classroom
assignments have made me a better teacher!” She had learned and practiced MMI
understandings and methods for teaching mathematics and her anxiety level was lowered.
“I feel more comfortable supplementing the curriculum with more of my own activities.”
Her teaching role had changed with the increase of knowledge and methods for teaching
mathematics.
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Ms. Forest had gained confidence by testing out these new understandings and
methods in her classroom. She felt a sense of success in teaching with the new methods
because she saw growth in her teaching role and growing positive results in her students’
mathematics understanding. She felt satisfied that the MMI models and themes were part
of her future mathematics teaching.
I have a much better understanding of the concepts covered [in the MMI course]
and I think this has made me a much better teacher. I’m able to explain concepts
more effectively and I’m now able to give new ways to solve problems. (Forest
Final Evaluation)
Ms. Forest had adopted the instructor’s teaching role with the number line and adapted
the instructor’s use of the comparison model.
Case Study # 2
The Second Grade Teacher, Ms. Knight, Adopting the Instructor’s Teaching Role with
the Number Line Model and with the Mental Math Theme
Introduction
Mathematics Learning
The second grade study participant teacher - Ms. Knight - felt that she struggled
with learning during her own school years. She had to work hard to “keep up” with her
learning, and she didn’t feel truly engaged in it at first. Her parents had encouraged her
two brothers (one older and one younger) and herself to graduate college and have
careers. She remembers that her older brother would help her with her homework.
My older brother is like the typical first bom.. .smart in everything.. .excels in
everything. I always knew that my brother was in the top group, but I was always
in the bottom reading group. We always had the same teachers.. .it just
kind of
happened like that. (Knight Pre-Interview)
She often visited her grandfather (living downstairs) who also helped her with
mathematics.
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I always went downstairs to do math with him [her grandfather] because...he
was just a math guru. He skipped grades in school...very bright. (Knight PreInterview)
Ms. Knight felt comfortable getting mathematics help from her older brother and her
grandfather. She remembers working often after school with either or both of them. Her
parents usually checked her homework, but also knew that she would be conscientious to
get it all done. If she still had problems with her work, they would help her also.
Ms. Knight admitted that she didn’t feel comfortable in school to ask questions
for her own learning.
In school.. .if the teacher called on me.. .1 would get blank spots in front of my
eyes (I still get that sometimes).. .and I freeze up and get really nervous and I
can’t read what’s on the paper... (Knight Pre-Interview)
Ms. Knight’s panic when called upon in class showed that she lacked confidence in her
abilities, especially in mathematics learning.
Ms. Knight’s sixth grade teacher was the first person from whom she began to
experience her own school learning capabilities. She began to see herself as engaged and
successful in school. She credits him with her entering the honors track in junior high
school. His class lessons were the first time she and the other students became engaged in
group work.
If I didn’t have him, I wouldn’t have gone into an honors track. I don’t know if I
would have seen myself as that kind of student and might not have become as
determined as I was.. .it’s really because of him.. .it was the first time I sat in
groups like this and we did group work. He paired me with another student who
really helped me a lot. He talked with my parents all the time. (Knight PreInterview)
Ms. Knight became successfully engaged in her school work and learned best when she
worked with others.
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During her following high-school junior and senior years, she had another
positive experience with a mathematics teacher who created study guides and practice
sheets for review.
I remember a couple of days before a test...I would stay after school...he would
review whatever.. .with me and give me a study guide sheet and practice me the
next day before the test. He really always went above and beyond. (Knight PreInterview)
He always maintained the attitude that math could be understood by anyone and that
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women could do better at math than men.
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This high school teacher really made an effort to let us know that we could all
learn math and that your gender wasn’t a factor. The teacher would talk about
successful women and how math contributed to their success. (Follow-up
response, Email 11-26-07)
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With consistent encouragement, group interactions and proper review and practice, Ms.
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Knight started to become more confident about her mathematics learning.
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During high school Ms. Knight took Algebra I, Algebra II, and Geometry for her
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math courses. She slowly began to ask questions in class during her high school years. In
college she took the college Pre-Calculus course as the one mandated mathematics course
for elementary education majors. She remembered that she asked more questions in her
college courses than her high school classes.
I didn’t ask questions in class until high school and I asked the most questions in
college. I realized that I had the potential and really have to ask questions.
(Knight Pre-Interview)
Ms. Knight’s increased use of questioning in class also helped to increase her confidence
in her mathematics learning.
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Teacher Development
Ms. Knight also took the only one required mathematics education course.
Teaching Mathematics and Technology in the Classroom, in which the college students
learned about the many mathematics programs that could be used in schools, how to
implement them in the classroom, and how to teach parents about the school’s math
program through newsletter writing. In this mathematics education course she described
one assignment of taking a reading book and remaking it with mathematics in mind. In
her assignment elementary students would use her drawn stairway with numbered stairs
to show addition (climbing up the stairs) or subtraction (climbing down the stairs).
I did a Reading Rainbow book.. .1 had to turn it into a math book. I made little
manipulatives for them [young students] to use to add and subtract. [The
manipulatives] went up and down stairs... (Knight Pre-Interview)

In this mathematics education course the college students also created a computer web
page around mathematics. This was the only course Ms. Knight experienced from her
college training to teach elementary mathematics.
When Ms. Knight became a teacher, her school district, having recently provided
much professional development training in reading, began to focus on professional
development in mathematics. Ms. Knight took the Singapore Math training offered by the
district and began to serve on the district’s Quarterly Assessment Team - creating math
questions for the district quarterly tests and analyzing and acting upon the district data
from the completed tests. Ms. Knight believed that the main purpose for the district
quarterly tests was to drive instruction. She described an instance where she used the
district test results to analyze her teaching.
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Her second grade students were learning about addition and subtraction being
inverses of each other (example: 8 +__ = 15 with its inverse 15 - 8 =_). When half
of them continued to get those district test items incorrect, she thought, “What did I do
wrong? What don’t they understand? What do I need to go over?” She consulted with the
district’s math coach to prepare different lessons for teaching that addition and
subtraction are inverses of each other.
The Need to Know Mathematics Well and Teaching
Ms. Knight believes that people who know their math are good at math, in other
words, a person needs to know mathematics well in order to be successful in doing
mathematics accurately and efficiently. Such people can figure out a problem and get to a
solution.
People who truly understand mathematics seem to grasp concepts with ease and
without struggling. For instance, as a teacher, I have students who know their
addition and subtraction facts automatically which enables them to work through
more challenging problems (because they know the basics and have a solid
understanding of place value). I feel the same can be said for adults. If you are
not strong with your simple math like addition, subtraction, multiplication,
division, and basic algebra, things will always be a challenge because you will get
stuck on the first steps...and it will be hard to jump to steps 3, 4, etc. (Follow-up
Response, Email 11-26-07)
Ms. Knight believes there needs to be that understanding of how to come to a solution
and she believes that a good teacher, who knows their mathematics, can draw the
mathematical thinking out of students in different ways.
Ms. Knight does not think of herself as a good mathematician, yet she does have a
sincere open mind for learning more mathematics and a strong persistence for developing
her mathematical teaching abilities. She believes that her one strong good point for
teaching mathematics is that she focuses on mathematical concepts and she believes that

she is learning more strategies from others about teaching mathematics for understanding.
“I think that it is better for them to understand what is going on, because I never knew. I
knew how to get the answers.. .most of them [her students] do.. .but they need to
understand how you get to that point along the way. (Knight Post Interview, p.5-6)”
Ms. Knight’s personal experiences and beliefs brought about the realization that
when students see different ways of learning a concept, chances for student
understanding and successful learning improve. She chose to take the mathematics
professional development course, Massachusetts Mathematics Institute (MMI), because
much of her previous district training was in reading. She felt that she lacked the methods
for teaching mathematics and she wanted to learn more. Her involvement with the MMI
professional development put her into contact with other district teachers and put her into
thinking about the teaching of mathematics.
From MMI, [I enjoyed the] collaboration with other teachers...learning how they
solve different problems. (Knight Pre-Interview)
When asked about the effects of her MMI experience, Ms. Knight described using
many of the MMI techniques, specifically learning more than one way to teach a concept,
using visual models such as estimating with the number line, practicing mental math
skills, and practicing basic facts to become efficient in their work.
I think the best part of it [MMI course] was that he [the course instructor] would
show you so many different strategies... so there wasn’t just one way of teaching a
skill. (Knight Post-Interview, p.l)
When I had my students trace their feet and label the length in centimeters, we
used the ruler and we used the number line for estimation. I would ask them, “If
your foot size was 12 lA centimeters, where would that go on the number line?” If
they replied between the twelve and the thirteen, I would ask further, “Where
would you place the mark between the twelve and the thirteen?” I didn’t do
anything last year with the number line.. .1 never even thought of using it.
(Knight Post- Interview, p.1-2)
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I definitely use a lot more mental math through which I can do review. I can
make it really challenging for my higher level kids. (Knight Post-Interview, p. 3)
I definitely think that they need practice. If they are not getting it, it’s hard for
them to be persistent. As a teacher you have to keep motivating them and finding
different ways.
Ms. Knight continued her mathematics professional development work by taking
the second MMI course, Making Sense of Algebra. When asked if she could identify
connections from algebra to elementary mathematics, she replied:
The algebra course is hard, but I definitely see connections with some of the
graphing...the way that he is teaching us graphing, making equations, going
backward, all of those things. I can use algebra with the missing addend and
function machine.. .the kids don’t get “solving for jc,” but I told them that
day...that later on they will be solving for jc in the upper grades. They get excited
about that. (Knight Post-Interview, p. 4)
Ms. Knight’s comments identify some of the instructor’s course emphases - equations,
going backward (undoing), missing addend (comparison model), and function machine
(using a math model).
Conclusions
Ms. Knight’s learning and teaching background in mathematics points out several
patterns.
•

Ms. Knight learned better by being an active participant in the learning process working with family members, small group work in class, and involvement with
other education professionals in district-sponsored professional development.

•

When working with others Ms. Knight became more aware of her learning and
lack of learning and she began to ask questions in class, slowly gaining
confidence in her mathematics learning.
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•

Ms. Knight’s learning continued from college with professional development
from the school district - working on the math leadership team, the school
improvement council, and the Quarterly Assessment team as well as remaking
lessons with the district coach assigned to her building.

•

Ms. Knight’s description of her learning style indicated that visual models and
working with others really helps her with understanding.
Personally, I am the type of learner who needs to see things, hear things,
manipulate materials, and work with others to truly and fully understand concepts
that don’t come easily. (Follow-up Response, Email 11-26-07)

•

Ms. Knight believes that a teacher must know mathematics well. She is
determined to show her students many ways of understanding mathematics so that
they will be successful. Ms. Knight chose to take the MMI professional
development course because she wanted to leam more mathematics and learn
more about the teaching of mathematics.

•

Ms. Knight believes that professional development is critical when teaching. As
only a third year teacher she needed to leam strategies for teaching mathematics
for understanding and for efficiency. She liked the idea that there were different
strategies for teaching the same concept.

Using the Professional Development’s Mathematical Models to Teach
Mathematics Concepts and Adopting the Professional Development’s Math Themes
The Research Question
To what extent did Ms. Knight’s goals and behaviors change as a result of
increased mathematics knowledge? Was this increased knowledge only subject matter
knowledge, or did Ms. Knight also leam mathematical teaching knowledge? Analysis of
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the data indicates both subject matter knowledge (the course emphases of concepts,
models and themes) and mathematical teaching knowledge were acquired.
Ms. Knight immediately began using many of the math models and math themes
that the professional development instructor professed and demonstrated in the MMI
course. The MMI final evaluation asked participating teachers about specific ways to
teach mathematics differently as a result of taking the MMI course. Ms. Knight wrote that
she learned multiple ways to teach math concepts.
I now feel like I have a “tool box” I can go to in order to teach one skill in several
different ways. Knowing multiple ways to teach one concept is vital because
every child is a different kind of learner. For example, I am now able to use
manipulatives, the number line and estimation when teaching place value.
(Knight Final Evaluation, p. 1)
Ms. Knight advanced her knowledge by particularly using the number line, the area
model, student word problems, and the practice of mental math skills. In doing this she
began to connect her deepening mathematical knowledge with these visual models and
themes. Ms. Knight sees her increasing mathematics content knowledge coming about as
a result of her testing out the MMI models and themes in her teaching.
The Number Line
Ms. Knight learned the number line model from the MMI course. When Ms.
Knight was asked what MMI was giving her within the first few weeks of the MMI
course, her quick response described collaboration with other teachers and teaching her
students the number line with estimation skills. As noted earlier, Ms. Knight had never
used the number line before and she now saw the number line as a very useful model for
teaching number sense.
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Ms. Knight focused on the number line with estimation skills in her second MMI
in Your Classroom homework assignment. Prior to this assignment lesson, her second
grade students had worked on estimation problems. After collecting the assessment data
from this prior lesson, Ms. Knight saw that half of the class struggled with making
estimations and seeing how estimations related to numbers and place value. She then
created this particular MMI in Your Classroom lesson. The lesson asked students to use
the number line to show their estimations of two problem situations. The following
student work page is from that lesson.
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Name:

Estimation
(Remember: about means to estimate)
Directions:

Use the number line to show your estimations.

1. Alyssa read 18 books in first grade and 19 books in second grade. Altogether
about how many books has A lyssa read? Use the number line to show about how
many books she has read.
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2. Brandon ate 23 pieces of corn during dinner ancL 16 slices of carrots.
Altogether about how many pieces of vegetables did lason-eat during dinner?
Use the number line to show about how many pieces of vegetables he ate.
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Figure 26. Knight’s Work Page for Students
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In her written reflections about this MMI in Your Classroom lesson, Ms. Knight wrote,
I felt that I could use what I have learned in class with number lines to
demonstrate estimation and how to look at numbers in order to make accurate
estimations. I feel that the number line was a visual clue that enabled several
students to make more accurate estimations. They were able to see how close/far
away their estimations were, when looking at the intervals on the number line.
For instance when we discussed the first problem question, many students felt that
30 was a more accurate estimation, until they saw the problem with the number
line. (Knight, MMI in Your Classroom Assignment, 1-10-06)
Ms. Knight summarized that her second grade students were able to make more accurate
estimations when using the number line as a visual model.
Ms. Knight’s Pre-Post Test results confirmed her learning to use the number line
for mathematical problem solving. Three of the twenty-seven test items involved the use
of the number line and Ms. Knight gained points in all three from her pre-test to her post¬
test results (Appendix C: Pre/Post Test Percent Gains).
In two test items (#7 and #13) a number line was the main part of the problem. In
item #7 the test taker was asked to place certain fraction and decimal numbers on the
drawn number line. Ms. Knight placed more of the listed numbers on the number line in
her post test, thus gaining one point (gain of 17%). In item #13 the test taker was asked to
use the number line to estimate 2.4 divided by 3/5 without making use of the invert and
multiply rule. Ms. Knight did not attempt this problem in the pre-test but was able to set
up the problem on the number line (the way the professional development instructor had
taught), earning one point in the post-test (gain of 33%). She neglected to state her
estimated answer to the problem and therefore didn’t score the full 3 points for test item
#13.
Ms. Knight chose to use the number line as a visual model to help her post-test
work with test item #22. However she lost points for this post-test item - her score went
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from 3 points (perfect score) in the pre-test to 0 points in the post-test. The following
analysis describes what happened with this test item.
Pre-Post Test Item #22:
Cheese is put into packages that contain 1 3A of a pound each. How much will 3
Vi such packages weight? (MMI Pre-Post Test)
In the pre-test Ms. Knight wrote in “1.75” near the 1 3/4 of a pound and “3.5” near
the 3 Vi such packages (see figure below). She then multiplied 1.75 times 3.50 using the
traditional algorithm, getting 6.1250 for her answer. She then rewrote her answer as 6.1
lbs. For this problem’s work with its correct answer she earned the total number of 3
points.
22) Cheese is put into packages that contain 1 3/4 of a pound each. How much will 3 1/2
such packages weigh?
U'lb
£

Figure 27. Knight Pre-Test Item #22

In the post-test Ms. Knight wanted the number line to help her make sense of this
problem and give her a visual picture of the numbers involved. She drew out the number
line starting at 0 and proceeded to measure out whole number lengths up to eight (see
figure below).
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Figure 28. Knight Post-Test Item #22

Above the number line she estimated three lengths of 1 %. Instead of estimating a length
of “V2 of 1 3/4” Ms. Knight drew a length of Vi. Below the number line she drew out a
length of 3 !4 - a visual arrangement that caused her to stop work on the problem. She had
shown the beginning addition of 1 3A + 1 3A = 2 6/4 = 2 and 3/2 indicating her desire to
find three and one half of the “one and three quarter” amount. Her confusion may have
occurred with the second “3 V2” length under the number line, her added length of V2
instead of “1/2 of 1 3/4" above the number line or her use of fractions in this post-test
problem when she had used decimals and an algorithm in the pre-test.
Ms. Knight did seem to know that she needed three and one-half of these items
that weighed one and three-fourths pounds. She was trying to make sense of the problem
and trying to create a visual model that would help her to solve the problem correctly.
She chose the number line for her visual and was able to make some visual sense of what
was happening in the problem even though she did not complete the problem with a
correct answer.
Teaching with the Number Line
Pre/post test item #1 asked which tool would be most appropriate to introduce the
idea of grouping by tens and ones with young learners. Though Ms. Knight maintained
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that many tools were appropriate, in the pre-test she chose pennies and dimes as her
example while in the post-test she chose the number line for students to see how tens are
broken up into ones.
Pre- and post interview responses highlighted Ms. Knight’s preference for a visual
model like the number line when teaching mathematics. In two of the Teacher Thinking
Situations items, she agreed (along with the MMI instructor) that students should “show
their work” when they solve problems (Teacher Thinking Situations, Item #16) and that
even older students might need sense making from models and other visual aids (Teacher
Thinking Situations, Item #11).
For the interview questions labeled “Content Knowledge Problems” Ms. Knight
wrote that she would use the number line in her post-interview response when asked to
create a story or model for 1 % divided by !4.
I would use the number line and ask students how many “halves” can fit into 1 3A.
Estimation should be first. (Knight, Post-Interview)
At the time of the mathematics professional development, Ms. Knight had been
teaching three years. Though the mathematics professional development classes had only
just begun, she had started to use her new mathematics learning and modeling in the
classroom with her second grade students. In doing this she herself, as a teacher, began to
focus on some of the same models, themes, and important concepts that the course
instructor emphasized in his first professional development sessions.
It was during an early classroom observation right after her students had
completed one of the district’s quarterly math tests that Ms. Knight used the number line
as a visual model for analyzing one particular mathematics problem. Ms. Knight was

concerned that many of her students were incorrectly choosing one particular answer. She
wanted her students to analyze this problem along with its four possible responses.
Jason read 23 books in the first grade. He read 16 books in the second grade.
Altogether, about how many books did Jason read?
a) 20

b) 30

c) 40

d) 50

Figure 29. District Test Item for Knight’s Second Grade

Many of her students had responded with item b. She wondered if they were unsure about
the meaning of estimating (Knight Pre-Observation, p.23).
With this in mind and before she asked students about that particular test item
response, she drew three number lines on the classroom white board. The first one
contained numbering by ones. The second one held numbering by tens. The third one
showed numbering by fives. She displayed a transparent box containing red blocks. Each
student was allowed to hold the container and estimate how many blocks were inside.
Ms. Knight listed each student’s guess on the white board. The class guesses ranged from
13 to 38. Ms. Knight chose the “fives” number line, stating that the “ones” number line
would take too long to construct with the current data and the “tens” number line might
be confusing to place the data on. After actual counting, there were 31 red blocks in the
container. Placing the tick mark just beyond the “30” mark on the number line, Ms.
Knight asked the following question: “Is it closer to 30 or 35?” (This type of question
was asked often during the teachers’ math professional development sessions when the
course instructor was demonstrating the number line model.)
Returning to the district test item and the four multiple choice answers, Ms.
Knight asked, Do they want me to add these numbers or subtract these numbers?” Her
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students knew that addition was needed - the answer being 39 books. She asked, “Is there
a 39 for an answer?” After receiving a negative to that question, she asked, “What is it
closest to?” Not waiting for an answer she continued, “Which is it not close to at all?”
Here the students immediately crossed out items a) 20 and d) 50. With only two possible
answers left, one student pointed to “40” on the number line. Item c) 40 was the correct
response, because 39 books was very close to 40 books (Knight Pre-Observations, pp.2226). Ms. Knight’s use of the number line as a visual model allowed her students to more
easily make sense of the problem test item.
The Area Model
Ms. Knight learned the area model from the MMI course. In her Pre-Interview she
described previously not knowing how to teach beginning multiplication - a topic
occurring at the latter part of her second grade curriculum. The MMI course taught her
the area model and she could imagine its use for her teaching multiplication.
Something that I still have trouble with...that I learned a little bit more about from
MMI...was using the area model. I did not understand how to explain
multiplication for the life of me last year. But this year, because of MMI and
using the area model, it finally clicked. I think it will help them [her students]
learn multiplication a lot easier this year. (Knight Pre-Interview, p.7)

In the MMI Pre/Post Test, one item (#12) asked test takers to use the area model
to explain the computation 14 x 23. In the pre-test Ms. Knight drew a square and labeled
both the length and the width as 14. She recorded “14 x 14 = 196” within this square. She
used the traditional algorithm to correctly solve both the “14 x 14” and the “23 x 14”
computations. She did not know what MMI meant by the area model in the pre-test.
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12) Use the area model to explain the following computation: 14 x 23
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Figure 30. Knight Pre-Test Item #12

For the post-test, Ms. Knight drew a rectangle and labeled the length “20 + 3” and
the width “10 + 4.” The decomposed numbers became visual lengths and separated the
rectangle into four area sections. The partial product for each section was then added
together for the final product. Ms. Knight had learned to use the area model to find the
product of two numbers and she earned the total correct score of three points for this item
(a gain of two points or 67% from her pre-test item score).

12) Use the area model to explain the following computation: 14 x 23

Figure 31. Knight Post-Test Item #12
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In her first interview, Ms. Knight recounted how she once watched her building’s
math coach teach students how to add and subtract with regrouping. She described
learning about the coach’s teaching role with her second grade class. Ms. Knight also
described learning from the MMI course instructor as he taught the area model.
During her interview in the Content Knowledge Problems section Ms. Knight did
not select the area model to help the first situation where students were traditionally
multiplying numbers and adding partial products without reference to place value. She
did suggest making a visual of the hundreds, tens, and ones columns and reviewing what
the numbers meant in the place value columns. She did not naturally turn to the area
model but relied more on students making sense of the place value system. Her use of the
area model was still in the testing-out stage of development.
During one of the last classroom post-observations taken in April, Ms. Knight was
teaching the area model to her students. She began by reviewing what her students
already knew about multiplication - it is a faster way to count (she reminded her students
of the Amanda Bean story) and that it can be described as repeated addition. She told her
students that they would be continuing to explore what it means to multiply by creating
four story problems. In her demonstration of the task, she traced a red Cuisenaire rod
with its length of 2 and its width of 1. To the right of this drawing she wrote the equation,
2 x 1 = 2. By placing two red rods together, she created a 2 x 2 square and wrote the
equation 2x2 = 4. She told her students that this was the area model and that she hadn’t
understood the area model until she took her current math class. Continuing on, she drew
three of the orange Cuisenaire rods (each orange rod traces out a 1 Ocm by 1 cm rectangle)
next to each other so that her completed rectangle had measurements of 10cm by 3cm.
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Figure 32. Knight’s Three Orange Cuisenaire Rod Rectangle

At this point she stated that she had an area length of ten repeated three times, and wrote
the equation, 10 x 3 = 30.
“You are going to create four of these rod drawings on graph paper. Then we will
make up story problems for each drawing (Knight, Post-Observation, p.131).” (The
district’s quarterly test results had shown that second grade students needed practice
creating story problems to match mathematical situations. In this lesson, Ms. Knight was
blending the district testing needs with her increasing knowledge of how to teach
mathematics.)
Ms. Knight herself had already constructed two rod drawings which she colored
with the matching Cuisenaire rod colors, and showed her work to her students. She had
labeled each rod drawing with its length and width and included an equation that
represented the multiplication of the length times the width. She had created a story
problem to correspond with her picture model and equation. At the bottom of her work
she represented the mathematical situation as a repeated addition equation to remind
students that multiplication is repeated addition.
In the following two examples (two post-observation excerpts), the coding
symbols that represent the professional development instructor’s emphases are marked.
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Figure 33. Knight Observation: Generating Student Word Problems

One student asked if he might use a repeated large length Cuisenaire rod. Ms.
Knight replied with a question, “Have we worked with the large rod time tables yet?”
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Since the student had to answer, “No,” Ms Knight continued, “Well, if you know the fact,
be brave and try it (Knight Post-Observation).” At another student desk, Ms. Knight
asked which fact the student was trying to show, because she noticed the student making
addition trains with the Cuisenaire rods rather than rectangles for the area model. She
also asked him to try making another fact so that she could see how he was working the
process through (Knight Post-Observation).
Ms. Knight had used the area model as a geometric picture for multiplication
facts. From this lesson, students did create their story problems (at that time a skill also
being required by the district’s quarterly tests). Asking for problem illustrations allowed
for student understanding to grow and teachers to assess student sense making abilities.
Just using the area model had connected the class to other mathematical subject matter
pieces such as making sense of multiplication.
Each student’s work comprised four sheets of graph paper (one for each of the
four drawn rectangles) and all four were stapled together for collection at the end of class.
Student work problems were shared and ranged from strong understanding of the
multiplication task - “4 baskets with 10 eggs in each basket” to previously learned
addition story problems - “two friends, the first one having 18 things and the second one
having 23 things.” Ms. Knight commented that the addition story problem showed
addition and encouraged that student to make up a story about their already drawn
rectangle of five blue Cuisenaire rods. Of the six openly shared story problems, five of
them correctly described multiplication situations (Knight Post-Observation). Ms. Knight
had some success in her first attempts of using the area model to explain multiplication.
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Student Word Problems
Ms. Knight learned to use the technique of creating student word problems. She
learned this technique from the MMI course instructor - he used it during the
professional development course sessions and required it in homework assignments. He
even asked for this skill in his course’s pre/post test - example, #17 “Write a word
problem for the following division problem: ‘4 V2 divided by 3/8 =’.” Ms. Knight also
learned about and practiced this technique as a member of the district’s quarterly test
committee.
Student Word Problems require a student of mathematics to create situations that
utilize a particular mathematical concept. In other words, the student works in a reverse
direction to create a situation for the concept to exist. An example problem and response
follow.
Problem: Write a word problem for 4 Vi divided by 3/8 (taken directly from the MMI
pre/post test)
Response: Rather than working the concept procedure through to a solution in a more
traditional or forward direction (example, “what is 4 Vi divided by 3/8?”), the student
must not only work the problem through in the traditional manner but must
•

Imagine the concepts (in this example it is the meaning of division and the
meaning of fractions)

•

Understand what the concepts mean with their connections to other mathematical
concepts (division as repeated subtraction and/or division as the inverse of
multiplication)
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•

Create a workable problem that fits both the concepts and the level of
understanding for the learners involved (example, how many 3/8 foot lengths may
be cut from 4 !4 feet of ribbon?).
From classroom observation notes Ms. Knight did ask her second grade students

to create word problems. As previously noted in the Area Model section, Ms. Knight’s
area model lesson asked students to create problem situations for rectangles made with
Cuisenaire rods. Students shared their problems in a follow-up lesson which included
more class discussion about multiplication and the area model.
As quick review sections in some of her lessons, Ms. Knight often asked students
to give an example of the mathematics they were learning. For example, during the
beginning of a later classroom observation, Ms. Knight w as reviewing multiplication
facts with her students. She asked her class for an illustration, picture, or story for 4 x 2 =
8. She continued by asking someone to show repeated addition for this same
multiplication fact. Students could again use the current illustration, picture, or story, or
create another situation to demonstrate the repeated addition aspect of multiplication.
Ms. Knight’s first MMI in Your Classroom assignment asked her students to
work in small groups and create their own math story problems involving addition and
subtraction of two-digit numbers with regrouping. Students first used spinners to build
three and two-digit numbers with base ten blocks on their place value mats. While
working in small groups and discussing the need for regrouping, they subtracted the twodigit number from the three-digit number. Students were asked to document their
subtraction work with a written equation of the subtraction process and with an
appropriate story problem using one of the equations from their group. Ms. Knight did
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not include student work samples with this first MMI in Your Classroom assignment. Ms.
Knight did use student word problems for quick student examples of a mathematics
concept and for longer word problem creations that described a more detailed
mathematical situation.
Mental Math
Data from Ms. Knight’s classroom observations documented her using student
word problems in a simpler way to create three-step mental math problems. In the first
classroom observation, Ms. Knight asked students to mentally think through three-step
problems that first she demonstrated and later that the students themselves created.
Ms. Knight: Think of the number of states in the U.S.A.
(Students tapped the side of their foreheads with their index fingers as a fun way
to show that they were thinking hard.)
Ms. Knight: Add 2 tens to that number.
(Ms. Knight asked if they had that new number and were ready for the last step.)
Ms. Knight: Subtract 5 ones from that number (Knight Pre-Observation Notes, p.

2).
One student responded that the answer was 66. Ms. Knight replied, “That is
close.” Another student suggested 67. Ms. Knight only answered, “No.” The next student
answered 68. At this point Ms. Knight asked, “What is going on?” Ms. Knight was
asking her students to stop and think - make sense of what was happening in the
example. One student called out, 65 (the correct answer). Ms. Knight did not reply, but
arranged her flip chart to show 50 for the 50 states in the U.S.A. She asked her students,
“How many tens?” They correctly replied with the number 5. She then asked, “How
many ones?” They correctly replied with the number zero. She led them to the next
mental math step of adding 2 tens, pointing out that this could be a tricky part. Once their
“remembering” number became 70, the final step of subtracting 5 ones came into play.
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Here Ms. Knight introduced a sense of estimating and making sense of the number
situation by saying, “The number answer should get smaller not larger.”
Since students had been assigned to create their own mental math problems for
homework, Ms. Knight continued the mental math work by asking students to share their
problems with the class. Students mainly chose addition and subtraction steps, some
included adding or subtracting groups of tens. In each instance Ms. Knight did not state
whether an example was right or wrong; she repeated the steps for the class and asked if
the current answer was correct. (This mental math procedure was exactly what the MMI
course instructor had done when teaching the professional development class.) When one
subtraction answer became difficult for students to figure out, she asked the students to
count backwards as another way to solve the problem.
Ms. Knight’s third MMI in Your Classroom assignment was a grade two lesson
about creating and practicing mental math problems - some with two steps and others
with three to four steps. In this lesson she first modeled a problem orally.
1.
2.
3.
4.

In your head get the number of days there are in a week (mental answer: 7)
Add two tens to that number (mental answer: 27)
Add one hundred dollars to that number (mental answer: $127)
What number do you now have in your head?

After listing her question steps on the white board, Ms. Knight repeated each step,
asking students for separate responses. After this initial modeling the students created
their own problems and shared them with the whole group. While students worked, Ms.
Knight noticed many students asking each other questions, making sure that their
questions made sense. Ms. Knight approved of her students working together and she
thought the lesson’s success was very positive.
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Overall, this activity was such a success that the class wanted me to have them
create more problems for homework! I could not believe my ears. As a result of
this lesson, I have made a “Mental Math Center” where students are able to work
together to create more mental math problems. I also made mental math part of
their weekly homework. The students and their families have so much fun
creating new and exciting questions. Most of all, they love to try to “trick” me
and their classmates. (Knight MMI in Your Classroom 1-31-06)
Ms. Knight asked her students to create mental math problems in order to make sense of
addition and subtraction and also to practice the mental math skills. The mental math
theme had become part of her teaching toolbox.

The Process for Teacher Change
The Research Question
What are the processes and mechanisms for Ms. Knight’s changes in teaching?
What are the catalysts that brought about any change? With evidence from classroom
observations and the MMI in Your Classroom course assignments, Ms. Knight did test
out the MMI course codes and continued to use them during the time of the study. Her
enthusiasm for the new MMI methods (taken from the MMI course evaluation and from
pre/post interviews) indicated that she included these new methods as part of her teaching
toolbox. Ms. Knight’s teaching role had outwardly changed as a result of using these
newly learned methods. Were these new MMI methods the content knowledge that she
needed to teach mathematics well?
Previously, teacher content knowledge was measured by teacher education level,
certification status, number of postsecondary subject-matter courses taken, number of
teaching methods courses taken, and years of classroom experience (Hill, et al, 2005).
More recently the study of what teachers need to know about subject-matter content in
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order to teach it to students is identifying not just actual mathematics content (e.g.,
subtraction, long division, perimeter) but also a “specialized” knowledge of mathematics
needed for the work of teaching. Hill, Rowan and Ball (Hill, et al, 2005) have defined this
specialized content knowledge as Content Knowledge for Teaching. Were the MMI
course codes part of the “specialized” content knowledge needed for teaching?
The process for teacher change can be described by examining the teaching role
changes that occurred in Ms. Knight’s classroom teaching. The MMI codes, purposely
designed by the mathematician course instructor, could be part of the specialized content
knowledge needed for teaching mathematics.
Course Instructor’s Model of Teaching
The MMI course instructor verified that the twenty-five codes identified in this
study outlined his teaching role; they were the behaviors that he wished to see the
teachers using when they taught mathematics. All of his professional development
lessons included using codes from each of the three code sections - concepts, models,
and themes. In mapping out his entire professional development curriculum for the
course along with his use of codes, a time line of topics (Appendix F) showed groupings
of code behaviors which always involved the three code sections.
In mapping out one of the professional development days, for example, the
enlargement of the third day (Appendix F - Code Use Triad), data showed each lesson
taught that day continued the approach of utilizing codes from each of the three code
sections. To further the telephoto lens enlargement perspective, a final iteration of
examining a single lesson taken from the second day of professional development was
analyzed for code use. Comments from the instructor to identify each code were included
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(Appendix F). Once again, math concepts were focused on, visual models were drawn or
used, and MMI themes were practiced or referred to. A Code Use Triad diagram outlined
the codes used in this lesson from the second professional development day.
Following the Instructor’s Model of Teaching
Looking at Ms. Knight’s classroom observations and MMI in Your Classroom
assignments, the pattern for using the three types of codes also occurred. Ms. Knight was
testing out the new methods in her classroom teaching and in the MMI homework
assignments. With the encouragement of her desire to learn mathematics teaching
methods and the confidence gained from relearning some mathematics, Ms. Knight
adapted some of the MMI course instructor’s role to her teaching behavior. She used the
interconnections of the three designated code types (concepts, models and themes) in a
similar fashion to the MMI course instructor in order to teach lessons for math
understanding. Analyses of her lessons showed connections from the math concept to be
taught to the math models and themes taught by the MMI course instructor. The
following mental math excerpt describes her adapting the MMI teaching role by adopting
the course instructor’s teaching role.
When the MMI course instructor taught mental math to the teachers, he
introduced it by first asking teachers to list vocabulary words that must be taught at their
grade level (other-subject vocabulary words as well as mathematics vocabulary words).
He advised teachers to be selective and choose words that were highly necessary. Once
teachers had compiled their lists, the MMI instructor said, “Let’s do some mental math!”
He started with a three-step problem and asked teachers to repeat the steps individually
before giving their answers. Ms. Knight used mental math work with her second grade
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students. Her teacher questions and comments were similar to the ones that the MMI
course instructor used when he presented his mental math work.
The following table compares the questions and comments made by the MMI
course instructor and Ms. Knight when they were teaching mental math.
Table 3. Mental Math Questions and Comments

Ms. Knight

MMI Course Instructor

•

Remember the questions I ask. There is no
writing.. .try to keep up in your head.

•

Think about the questions I ask. Tap your
head to keep thinking.

•

Start with a three-step problem. Raise your
hand to give an answer. Don’t yell out the
answer.

•

There are three steps to think about. Keep
your answer in your head.

•

The MMI course instructor related a
generic three-step mental math exercise to
all the teachers.

•

Ms. Knight related a “grade one
vocabulary” three-step mental math
exercise.

•

Before you give me a final response, what
did I ask you to do first? What was the
answer?

•

What was the first thing I asked you to do?
What did you get?

•

What did I ask you to do next? What was
the answer to that?

•

What was the second thing I asked you to
do? What did you get?

•

What did I ask you to do last? What was
the answer to that?

•

What was the third thing I asked you to
do? What did you get?

•

This is a healthy form of mental math... it
involves listening and thinking.

•

I tried to trick you by adding in the tens
place. Many of you did not get tricked.

The MMI course instructor assigned teachers the homework task to use mental math in
their classrooms and/or use it in their MMI in Your Classroom assignment work.
The code use triad diagram (shown below) outlined Ms. Knight’s code use for the
mental math excerpt.
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Models
•
•

Flip Chart
Teaching Role

Concepts
•
•
•

Counting
Subtraction
Sense Making
Themes
•
•

Mental Math
Adjective/Noun

Figure 34. Knight: Code Use Triad for the Mental Math Excerpt

The Practice of'‘Content Knowledge for Teaching”
According to the Hill, Rowan and Ball study, which concerned content
knowledge for teaching, mathematics teachers not only need to know how to calculate,
but they also need to know the “mathematical knowledge used to carry out the work of
teaching mathematics (Hill et al., 2005).” The MMI course focused on content
knowledge for teachers and the codes in this study were the instructor’s chosen concepts,
models, and themes to teach that content knowledge.
In the Hill et al study, content knowledge for teaching has several descriptions.
First, it is described as the teachers’ need to know how to use pictures or diagrams to
represent mathematics concepts and procedures to students. In comparing this need to the
MMI course, the MMI course instructor introduced the number line, the area model, and
the comparison model as strong and universal visual models that mathematics teachers
should use. He emphasized these three models, but he also used base ten blocks,
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Cuisenaire rods, and place value tables in bases other than base ten as viable models for
learning mathematics during his professional development teaching.
The study also described content knowledge for teaching as the teachers’ need to
know how to provide students with correct explanations for common rules and
procedures. The MMI course instructor is a mathematician and he provided clear
definitions (written as handouts and explained in class). His MMI models and themes
were his ways to think about, explain, discuss, and perform procedures in mathematics so
that students learn mathematics correctly and thoroughly.
The study’s definition of content knowledge for teaching also described
mathematics teachers’ need to know how to analyze students’ solutions and explanations.
The MMI course instructor promoted this type of teacher-work in his MMI in Your
Classroom assignment where he asked teachers to attach student work along with teacher
analysis of the mathematics learned.
Finally, the study’s definition of content knowledge for teaching described
mathematics teachers’ need to provide students with examples of mathematical concepts,
algorithms, or proofs. In the MMI course the instructor asked his teachers to provide
problem situations, demonstrate mathematics concepts in more-than-one-way, teach
multiple algorithms, and continually assess student understanding.
In the Hill et al. study results, teachers’ mathematical behavior was assessed
through special items designed to measure content knowledge for teaching mathematics.
In matching their students’ mathematics learning to the study teachers’ content
knowledge for teaching, the study concluded that teachers’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching positively predicted student gains in mathematics achievement.
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In the MMI mathematics learning experience, teachers watched the course
instructor’s teaching role with emphases on his codes, actively practiced these codes
during their professional development sessions as well as tested them out in their
classroom teaching, and finally, were assessed with a pre/post test that was designed for
their using the codes. In comparing the MMI course instructor’s teaching and learning
behaviors with Ms. Knight’s teaching and learning behaviors, Ms. Knight did learn MMI
mathematics content knowledge for teaching.
Table 4. Comparing Teaching Roles: The MMI Course Instructor with Ms. Knight

MMI Course Instructor

Goals

MMI
Course
Design

MMI
Assignments

MMI
Assessment

Ms. Knight

The instructor wanted the teachers to
use his methods of teaching (teaching
role).

Ms. Knight wanted to learn methods to
teach mathematics well.

The instructor designed his professional
development so that the codes would be
seen, practiced and learned.
Teachers often worked in small groups.

Ms. Knight attended all the professional
development sessions, watching the
instructor’s teaching role and enjoying her
small group work with other teachers.

Course assignments were designed so
that teachers would use the codes to
solve practice mathematics problems
and so that teachers would create
teaching lessons showing learning of
the codes.

Ms. Knight completed homework
assignments, seeking help (when needed for
problem areas) in small groups. She tested
the new methods for teaching math in her
course assignments and in her classroom
teaching.

The MMI pre/post test assessment was
based on the code list. The final
evaluation asked for comments about
the code use.

Ms. Knight improved her pre/post test
scores by 27 points (42% up to 69%) and
attributed her improved attitude, confidence
level, and content knowledge for teaching to
using the codes.

Ms. Knight knew that she had learned content knowledge for teaching from MMI.
In her post interview she related, “I may not be a great mathematician, but MMI has
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made me a better teacher.” She had learned and practiced MMI understandings and
methods to teach mathematics and her anxiety level was lowered. “I am more
comfortable [with mathematics] since taking the MMI course.” Her teaching role had
changed with the increase of knowledge and methods for teaching mathematics.
Ms. Knight had gained confidence by testing out these new understandings and
methods in her classroom. She felt a sense of success in teaching with the new methods
because she saw growth in her teaching role and growing positive results in her students’
mathematics understanding. She felt satisfied that the MMI models and themes were part
of her teaching toolbox for future mathematics teaching.
I feel as though I am a completely different math teacher as a result of all that I
have learned over the past year, taking the two MMI courses. Most importantly, I
now feel like I have a “toolbox” I can go to in order to teach one skill in several
different ways. (Knight Final Evaluation)
Ms. Knight adopted the instructor’s teaching role with the number line model and with
the mental math theme.
Case Study #3:
The Fifth Grade Teacher, Resisting and Later Adapting the Number Line Model and
Using the Adiective/Noun Theme during a Relevant Teaching Moment
Introduction
Mathematics Learning
The fifth grade study participant teacher - Ms. Lakett - first remembered her fifth
grade teacher - a person she describes as very patient, a person you could approach for
help in working out math problems. She also remembered a great deal of mathematics
practice in elementary school and even remembered the school year topics of learning
addition in first grade, multiplication in third grade, division in fourth grade, fractions in
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fifth grade and percents in sixth grade. These elementary years gave her the feeling that
she was “pretty good at mathematics (Lakett Interview).”
She didn’t remember learning anything extraordinarily new in seventh and eighth
grades, but she remembered that she really liked algebra in high school - solving and
figuring things out. When she succeeded with correct results in problem solving, she felt
very proud of herself and she liked that feeling. She did admit, however, to having
problems with high school Geometry.
Geometry gave me a difficult time. I had a hard time shifting from Algebra I to
Geometry. It was a different way of thinking for me, because it wasn’t just like a
formula - a procedure of how you could do it. There were a lot of proofs.. .1 was
happy to get back to Algebra II. (Lakett Pre-Interview, p.2)
Ms. Lakett was generally successful with algebraic problem solving and uncomfortable
with her geometry course work.
When asked to describe who is good at mathematics, Ms. Lakett mentioned
specific family members. Ms. Lakett’s sister is connected to mathematics; she is an
engineer. Ms. Lakett’s mother is connected to biology, her father to social studies, and
her grandfather was a patent maker for General Electric Company.
My sister, probably [is someone who is very good at math]. She is younger than I
am. I would help her with multiplication and so she was learning my math a year
before. She’s always been good at mathematics. (Lakett Pre-Interview, p. 3)
Ms. Lakett had felt comfortable enough with mathematics to teach it to her younger
sister.
Teacher Development
Ms. Lakett’s teaching certificate (earned part-time after college, during six years
of business work for a travel agency) had a specialization in social studies. For this
certificate Ms. Lakett took one mathematics course, which, in seeming like a repeat of all
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of her mathematics in high school, she didn’t apply herself and she earned a “C” for the
grade. She felt sorely responsible for that “average” grade.
It was a great repeat of all my math courses in high school and I didn’t think I
needed to study because I just thought “I’ve seen this before”.. .and I got a C. I
was so mad at myself.. .if I had just practiced or tried to do the homework a little
bit more or put a little bit more time into it, I think I would have been a lot more
successful. I see that [happening] with my students too. (Lakett Pre-Interview,

P-3)
There were no other courses in her undergraduate years that would help her with the
teaching of mathematics.
In her school district Ms. Lakett took professional development training (two
weeks) with the Singapore Math Program (one week during the summer of 2003 and a
second week during the summer of 2004) even though she wasn’t teaching math at the
time. Within that school year, however, she was tutoring students in mathematics for the
state testing.
Ms. Lakett’s school district considered her a skilled and competent teacher
especially in mathematics and often encouraged her to expand her knowledge of
mathematics teaching and learning. The district encouraged her to take the state’s middle
school teacher test for mathematics and she missed passing the test by one point. Ms.
Lakett was also encouraged by her principal and her math coach to sign-up for the MMI
Masters Degree program, but refused taking the whole program because it was leading
toward a Masters degree, and she already had earned her C.A.G.S. degree. She actually
stated that she didn’t think she really wanted to be a secondary math teacher even though
her district thought otherwise.
I don’t want to be a math teacher...I like teaching math but I also like teaching
science and social studies. I like how we’re doing it now in the fifth grade...I
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teach both [fifth grade] math classes [but I also teach science and social studies to
my homeroom class].
Ms. Lakett did become more involved in teaching mathematics through the efforts
of her principal and her district math coach. Though not aspiring to teach mathematics,
Ms. Lakett was teaching mathematics to both fifth grade classes in her school and
continuing to tutor students in mathematics before school. She was also the teacher
working in the district’s math club after school. The math club idea came from the district
math coach so that teachers could focus on the brighter math students and challenge them
in their work. The district supported Ms. Lakett for National Board Certification; she
earned this status just after this study completed data gathering.
During classroom observations (for both regular classroom time and before school
tutoring) Ms. Lakett was often able to supply interesting real-world situations (stories) to
her students about the mathematical concepts that were being discussed. It is interesting
that these mathematical story connections did not only occur during her mathematics
teaching time.
Sometimes I read aloud to the kids and I even find things as I’m reading aloud
that are “math.” (Lakett Pre-Interview)
In reflecting on her teaching of mathematics, Ms. Lakett described her need to teach
mathematics in different ways.
I need to be able to show math to my students in all of the ways. Not every
one thinks the way I do.. .that is sometimes tricky to get out of - they’re not
looking at it the same way I am. (Lakett Pre-Interview, p.9)
In noticing Ms. Lakett’s knowledge and ease with mathematics, the building math coach
continued to urge Ms. Lakett to take the MMI professional development mathematics
course.
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My math coach kept asking, “You think you might sign up for the MMI?” I
[finally] answered, “Well, all right!” That’s kind of how I decided to do it [take
the MMI course]. (Lakett Pre-Interview, p.5)
Ms. Lakett did take the MMI course and commented positively about it in her interview.
She believed that the MMI course provided useful knowledge for the teaching of
mathematics.
I love it [the MMI course]! It’s fantastic! It’s probably one of the most useful
professional development programs that I’ve gone to for anything! It gets right
into the teaching part. (Lakett Pre-Interview, p.6)
Ms. Lakett attended all of the MMI course sessions, often asking questions of the
instructor. She was an active course participant, especially in small group problem
solving sessions; she completed all problem solving homework assignments. However
she did not create any formal MMI in Your Classroom lessons that were a requirement
for university credits as she had no need of university credits at that time.
Conclusions
Ms. Lakett’s learning and teaching background in mathematics shows the
following patterns:
•

Ms. Lakett felt comfortable with mathematics learning. She only had difficulties
with her high school geometry course. Her favorite activity in mathematics seems
to be problem solving.

•

Ms. Lakett earned her teaching certificate after college and began teaching after
six years in a different career.

•

Ms. Lakett’s school district had noticed her comfort with mathematics and had
encouraged her to expand her teaching and learning in mathematics. They also
supported her candidacy for National Board Certification, which she did receive.
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•

Ms. Lakett had a natural talent for relating real-world stories (connections) about
using mathematics.

•

Ms. Lakett took the MMI course because she wanted to learn different methods
for teaching mathematics content. She noted her belief that mathematics concepts
need to be shown in more than one way to insure student mathematical success.

Using the Professional Development’s Mathematical Models to Teach
Mathematics Concepts and Adopting the Professional Developments’ Math Themes
The Research Question
To what extent did Ms. Lakett’s goals and behaviors change as a result of
increased mathematics knowledge? Did Ms. Lakett use newly gained perspectives on
mathematics content? Did the emphasized models and themes from MMI improve her
own teaching behaviors in the classroom? The teacher observation notes showed that Ms.
Lakett maintained the teaching of mathematics concepts with her students and included
the MMI model and theme codes, particularly the number line model and the MMI
themes of mental math, teacher created problems, and adjective/noun theme.
Ms. Lakett immediately used the MMI models and themes that she learned from
the MMI course. During the pre-interview with Ms. Lakett, she commented about her
first impressions of MMI.
Recently my class has been working with fractions. The MMI adjective/noun
theme is another method for explaining fractions. Also in thinking about ways to
approach an operation like long division, the MMI instructor showed us the
partial quotient way (it’s kind of a guess and check method).
Every day after I’ve left MMI I’ve taken something with me. I’m writing notes in
my personal math book. Everyday I come into my class and I’m doing something
that I have picked up. It’s offering a different approach. (Lakett Pre-Interview)
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Ms. Lakett described some of the different approaches that she learned from MMI to
teach mathematical concepts. These multiple approaches seemed to deepen her
understanding of mathematics and demonstrated to her that there were interconnections
and multiple perspectives with mathematical concepts. She learned more about the
development of mathematics by gaining knowledge about many of these interconnections
and perspectives. Ms. Lakett was learning mathematical knowledge for teaching.
The Number Line
Ms. Lakett learned the number line from the MMI course and did test it out as a
model in her classroom lessons. At first, as a fifth grade teacher, she did not think that the
number line model would be highly important at her grade level of teaching.
I did resist using the number line. But there is a place for it; it helps to visualize
when you’re rounding and estimating. Rather than saying “flip and multiply”
when you are dividing by fractions, showing the division on the number line is a
great way. It actually shows what it means to divide. The crazy part of a division
problem with fractions is how the answer comes out to be something so much
larger than what it started out at. It logically doesn’t make sense and a teacher
thinks about how to wrap a child’s mind around that. When you see it on the
number line, it actually puts division into perspective. You understand that you’re
grouping things and subtracting things. (Lakett Post Interview)
Ms. Lakett had seen the gains in mathematical understanding of division when she used
the number line with her fifth grade classes.
Ms. Lakett’s pre/post test results indicated that she had learned to use the number
line to demonstrate mathematics processes like division and multiplication. Her pre-test
score was “0” because she did not know how to use the number line in the situation. Test
item #27 asked for estimated and exact solutions for “1.47 x 10/21.” Ms. Lakett’s pre-test
work for item #27 is shown below.
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3 pw.
27) Using the number line, estimate the solution to 1 47 x 2 10/21 Next, compute the
exact answer to this problem and compare your exact answer to your estimate. Does
yom exact answer seem reasonable?^
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Figure 35. Lakett Pre-Test Item #27

Ms. Lakett felt so anxious in not knowing how to apply the number line to this
problem that she incorrectly changed 1.47 to 1 47/10. This is not an error that a fifth
grade teacher would normally make. She wrote that she had no clue about how to use the
number line to come up with an answer. This number line knowledge had never been
taught to her.
Ms. Lakett’s post-test response indicated that she had learned to use the number
line for solving multiplication in the problem. Her post-test item score was the three point
maximum (Appendix C: Pre/Post Test Gains 100%). The MMI instructor had written that
Ms. Lakett had significant improvement in the conceptual understanding of
multiplication and the number. The number line model had helped Ms. Lakett with
multiplication understanding.
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27) Using the number line, estimate the solution to 1.47 x 2 10/21. Next, compute the
exact answer to this problem and compare your exact answer to your estimate. Does
your exact answer seem reasonable?
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Figure 36. Lakett Post-Test Item #27

In the post-test, Ms. Lakett was able to estimate one and one-half for 1.47 on the
number line. She understood that she needed an estimate of two and one-half (from the 2
10/21) of the “one and one-half lengths.” She created the “two and one-half lengths”
above the number line. She estimated the “one-half’ length as “about %.” The number
line marking for her estimated lengths showed about 3 !4. Ms. Lakett computed “1/47 x 2
10/21” to get an exact answer. This time she correctly used 1 47/100 for 1.47. Her
computation indicated the exact answer as 3 16/25. Ms. Lakett did not write about the
reasonableness of her number line estimate compared to her exact answer. She probably
felt that the number line estimate, “about 3 V2” and the exact answer, “3 16/25” were selfexplanatory.
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Teaching with the Number Line
Ms. Lakett stated in her pre-interview that she immediately tested new MMI
methods in her classroom. This was correct because it was in the second classroom
observation where she introduced the number line to her fifth grade students.
Ms. Lakett first focused on vocabulary terms connected to number line use, such
as increments, tick marks, and length measurements of distance. She explained that
“increment” meant “equal amounts” and related that there are five-minute increments on
an analog clock face. Ms. Lakett directed her students to the places between tick marks
on the number line. She modeled the plotting of several fractional amounts (1/2, 1 V2, lA,
1 Va) onto the number line that she had drawn. In her number line modeling she asked
several questions about where to place fractional amounts, for example: “Where does V2
go on the number line? Where must 1 Vi go? Why there? What does a fraction mean?
Does 1 3A go to the left or to the right of 1 ? Can I use 1 V2 and 2 to help decide? Where
would 1/8 go?” To keep all students focused on the number line, Ms. Lakett also asked
quick survey questions, for example, “How many of you have changed the number line
fractions to equivalent fractions?”
Ms. Lakett brought out the number line model again during the third classroom
observation. She had created an information sheet on the number line with two drawn
number line sections, the first one from “0” to “5” and the second one from “6” to “10.”
She asked questions about the number line sketches, particularly details about labeling
number lines accurately. After first labeling “1/2,” Ms. Lakett asked about the location
for “1/4” and then about the location for “1/8.” During this labeling work, Ms. Lakett
repeatedly noted that the distance or length from “0” was what they were talking about.
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The fifth graders successfully completed labeling all whole numbers, halves, and
fourths on the number line from one to ten. Students filed these number line models into
their “model drawing” section of their binders. When Ms. Lakett was asked by a student
why they were storing the number line models, she replied, “Because it looks just like a
unibar.” Ms. Lakett’s school used the Singapore Math curriculum and the unibar was the
main model used for problem solving in that curriculum. Ms. Lakett used the unibar for
most explanations and class discussions with problem solving (Lakett Observations). She
introduced the number line in two successive lessons because she wanted her students to
understand that the unibar model was probably derived from the number line model.
Mental Math
The MMI pre/post test did not include any work with mental math skills.
However, Ms. Lakett noted early in her pre-interview that her school’s Singapore Math
program had students doing much mathematical practice in their heads.
Singapore Math has the students doing a lot more [math work] in their heads.. .a
lot of mental math... and that makes the students accountable for learning
something...they have to remember things. (Lakett Pre-Interview)
While demonstrating the solution to a Singapore measurement equivalency problem, Ms.
Lakett rapidly multiplied and divided the various parts of the following example in her
head.
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Figure 37. Lakett’s Singapore Math’s Measurement Equivalency Problem
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In amazement one student asked her why she would bother to do the calculations in her
head. Ms. Lakett responded, “If you exercise your mind like a muscle, it will decrease
your chances of developing Alzheimer’s Disease.”
From interview comments, Ms. Lakett also described using “skip-counting” with
students as a form of mental math. Since fractions are an important concept in the fifth
grade curriculum, she used the process of skip-counting fractions with her students
during two classroom observations.
In classroom observation #3, Mr. Lakett asked her fifth graders to stand in a circle
and be ready to skip-count upwards by halves. She began the exercise with “1/2” and
each student had to add one-half to the previous student’s count. This procedure went
smoothly for the students. Ms. Lakett then asked students to count downwards by halves
and she started at the number pattern at 20. This time, the skip-counting took longer to
accomplish. Ms. Lakett asked her students if they thought that going backwards was
more difficult. More than half the class thought the backward process was more difficult.
Ms. Lakett continued the skip-counting exercise by asking students to count
upwards by thirds. The process went even slower this time, but once students had reached
the count of “3” they had caught on to the routine and successfully counted up by thirds.
Ms. Lakett did ask them to count downwards by thirds as well.
When Ms. Lakett started the skip-counting process with fourths, students became
confused with renaming “1/4” as “1/2.” It was also confusing to use the number, 2,
instead of “8/4.” At this point, Ms. Lakett ended the exercise because she saw students
frustrated with the confusion. She did use this same skip-counting exercise with her
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second fifth grade mathematics class that morning. She wanted to see how far the next
class could go with fraction skip-counting.
Ms. Lakett practiced the same fractions skip-counting process during classroom
observation #5. She again used counting upwards and downwards by halves, thirds, and
fourths. Students seemed to work the skip-counting process better when they counted up
rather than when they counted down.
Ms. Lakett noted that the MMI course was trying to teach teachers to use mental
math in their mathematics teaching.
[In directing teachers to teach mental math skills], this [MMI program], in some
ways, goes hand-in-hand with what Singapore Math is trying to do. (Lakett PreInterview)
Ms. Lakett had indicated that both the Singapore Math Program and the MMI Program
emphasized mental math skills as very important for the learning of mathematics.
Teaching with Mental Math
The MMI instructor demonstrated a card game called, “My Number Is” to the
teachers in the professional development course. The cards had to be prepared ahead of
time - each with a beginning number (My number is_) and a calculation to be
performed on that number. The correct response to the calculation was on another card in
the series. The number of cards had to correspond to or be greater than the number of
students in the class. The second to the last card in the series needed its answer to be the
first card’s number in the series. As an example, four successive cards in a complete
series might look like the following:
1st card: My number is 5. What is ten times my number?
2nd card: My number is 50. What is my number plus 25?
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3rd card: My number is 75. What is my number divided by 3?
4th card: My number is 25. What is the square root of my number?
5th card: My number is 5.
Students working through the “My Number Is” series had to remain focused on each
card’s calculation in expectation of their card’s number being the correct response.
Ms. Lakett’s building coach (who also assisted at the MMI course sessions)
brought in a prepared set of “My Number Is” cards for Ms. Lakett’s fifth grade classes
during the sixth classroom observation. Ms. Lakett quickly described the process to her
students and then started the game. Students remained alert until their number was called
and then relaxed to observe the rest of the game. The math coach was unaware that there
were two calculations on two different cards that would result in the number, 5. This
caused an early stop or break in the card loop. The game ended with some cards unread,
but Ms. Lakett promised to rework this set of “My Number Is” cards for future use.
Since the game had ended in an incomplete manner, Ms. Lakett demonstrated the
simpler mental math work demonstrated by the MMI instructor.
How many inches in one foot?
Triple that number.
Divide your answer by the number of classes going on the field trip tomorrow.
(Lakett, Pre-Observation #6)
Before accepting student responses for this mental math exercise, Ms. Lakett reviewed
the three steps to the problem. She asked questions about the three steps, “What was the
first thing I asked? What did I ask next?” She described this type of exercise as similar to
the game they had just attempted.
Instead of my giving you a mental math problem with three steps, the cards are
part of the list of questions. (Lakett Pre-Observation #6)
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She wanted her students to know that mental math work can be practiced in many forms.
The next classroom observation (#7) again involved the mental math card game,
“My Number Is.” Ms. Lakett had reworked the cards so that there weren’t any repeated
number answers. The students worked their way through the exercise; the card series ran
smoothly. Ms. Lakett exclaimed, “The MMI instructor will be happy! (Lakett
Observation #7)”
By the ninth classroom observation Ms. Lakett’s students had become so
comfortable with the “My Number Is” card game, they had insisted on playing the game
standing in a circle and timing the process to its end. One student held the stop watch
while the others worked through the cards. The game played through so quickly that Ms.
Lakett noted that she needed to create another set of “My Number Is’ cards with new
calculations on them, because her students were thoroughly practiced on the calculations
from this first card set.
Teacher Word Problems
When Ms. Lakett learned more from MMI about the meaning of division, she also
sharpened her teacher word problem skills. In the MMI pre/post tests (item #17), the
teachers were asked to write a word problem for the following division problem: 4 Vi
divided by 3/8. Ms. Lakett did not present a word problem that reflected the division by
fractions problem and received “0” points for item #17 in the pre-test.
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Figure 38. Lakett Pre-Test Item #17

Ms. Lakett’s “teacher word problem” did not represent division of “4 Vi by 3/8.”
In her problem’s wording she divided the “whole” (4 !4) into eight containers. After five
containers were removed, she wanted to know how much pizza there was in the three
leftover containers. This action did not require division by units that are 3/8’s in size.
After completing the MMI course, Ms. Lakett’s response to this problem looked
very different. She presented the division as repeated subtraction, where 3/8’s became the
unit or the amount that was repeatedly subtracted from 4 !4 in order to find out how many
3/8’s can be taken from 4 !4. Ms. Lakett’s post-test response to item #17 is shown below.
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Figure 39. Lakett Post-Test Item #17

The MMI instructor wrote comments about the improvement from pre to post test,
“Major improvement in conceptual understanding of division.” Ms. Lakett earned the
maximum three points for this post test response. She had learned more about division
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and this learning helped her to create teacher word problems that correctly represented
the mathematical concepts.
During her interview Ms. Lakett described the understanding about mathematics
that she wanted her student learners of mathematics to understand. She automatically
responded with a simple math situation when asked to define mathematics.
Life is math.. .math is life! I want the kids to understand that it’s not just about
the numbers. It’s not just about “4 + 5.” It’s that I had four dollars and I found
five dollars and now I’ve got nine dollars. It has to be concrete. You’re not going
to go through life and someone will come up to you and say, “Three times four.”
Life is not a math page out of a book. (Lakett Interview).
Ms. Lakett very often demonstrated and described real-world situations where
mathematics is used. She did this so that her students would understand the mathematical
use as well as understand mathematics better.
Teaching with Teacher Word Problems
Ms. Lakett’s “teacher word problems” were often situational stories that she
presented to her students when real-world applications would help with understanding.
During the fourth classroom observation Ms. Lakett wanted her students to understand
how fractions could be applied to real life. She described a personal family situation
where there was 2/3 of the lasagna leftover and she wanted to share half of this leftover
amount with several family members. After calculating that once the family members
consumed their half of the leftover amount, the class determined there would still be 1/3
of the lasagna leftover. Ms. Lakett drew a model picture of the lasagna pan and
demonstrated that half of two-thirds was one-third and that left one-third lasagna in the
pan.
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The lasagna story demonstrated multiplication of fractions and the lesson
continued with Ms. Lakett inventing another situation with eighteen stuffed peppers. She
indicated that half of these were green peppers, one-fourth of these were red peppers, and
the other four were orange and yellow peppers. She told her class that her family ate 7/9
of the green peppers. The first thing she wanted from her created problem situation was
that her students would make sense of the information given. Students figured out that
half of the eighteen was nine peppers and eating 7/9 of nine green peppers meant that Ms.
Lakett’s family ate seven green peppers. Fraction work and making sense skills were
necessary for Ms. Lakett’s teacher word problem.
Ms. Lakett’s teacher problems were not always word problems. During the last
observation, Ms. Lakett created a problem grid that represented the mathematical concept
of ratio. The students were able to relate a diagram of five circles and three triangles as a
ratio of 4:3 (circles to triangles), but they could not use the ratio information to project
multiples of that ratio. The example that Ms. Lakett presented to them was the situation
of needing nine eggs to make scrambled eggs for every five people. She drew out a table
and labeled the ratio to the left of the grid. She purposely included only two pieces of
data in the table so that students would have to figure out the relationships both
increasing and decreasing from that data piece. The table grid that Ms. Lakett presented is
shown below.
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Figure 40. Lakett Classroom Table Grid on Ratios

Ms. Lakett directed her students to evaluate the data pieces of “35” and”63.” She
asked, “What’s a factor of both “35” and “63?” Students were still confused about the
meaning of ratios, so Ms. Lakett drew ten red dots in ratio with 12 blue dots. She asked
her students about doubling this ratio, “What would this ratio be if I doubled both
amounts?” Still seeing blank faces, Ms. Lakett turned off the overhead projector and
asked two girls to stand near the windows. Then she asked three boys to stand near the
door. She told her students that she had created a ratio, “Two girls and three boys would
stand every time she asked for the ratio to increase, while two girls and three boys would
sit down every time she asked the ratio to decrease. The ratio would remain the same.
Ms. Lakett felt frustrated with her initial ratio explanations, so she created another
problem situation that required her students standing up and sitting down in a “two girls
with three boys pattern. After much “up and down” activity, Ms. Lakett was able to
diagnose that her students initially wanted to increase both numbers by the same amount.
Ms. Lakett summarized, “Just because one of the ratio numbers increases by “5” doesn’t
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mean that the other ratio number increases by “5.” The two numbers are independent of
each other.”
Adiective/Noun Theme
Ms. Lakett wrote in her MMI final evaluation, “I use the adjective/noun model for
addition and subtraction.” During her interview she also described a classroom incident
where students were confused about months being a fraction of a year and Ms. Lakett
used the adjective/noun theme to clarify the problem. The incident occurred during the
fifth observation; Ms. Lakett had asked students to “express eight months as a year.”
Students could not present anything except, “8 months/1 year.”
Ms. Lakett commented that “8 months/1 year” is an improper fraction, hoping that
more think time might produce one student seeing alternative representations. She next
mentioned that the two numbers did not have the same nouns. She hoped that students
would remember their work with the adjective/noun theme. After she asked for the
number of months in a year, students were finally able to connect “8 months/1 year” to “8
months/12 months.” That step (discussion about adjectives and nouns) brought about the
simpler visual picture of a fraction. Eight months were shown to be 2/3 of a year. Before
Ms. Lakett had taken the MMI course with its adjective/noun theme, she related that she
would have merely told her students that the unit had to be the same. She felt that the
adjective/noun theme was a better method to clarify numbers and their units.
Also during the interview she related that she heard a speaker describe the
adjective/noun theme before she took the MMI course. The speaker was the creator of the
adjective/noun theme. He had demonstrated to the audience that 2 + 3 does equal
40.. .with the right terms - two nickels plus three dimes do equal 40 cents. Ms. Lakett
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commented that since she had heard and used the adjective/noun theme during the MMI
course, she had become more aware of it.
The MMI pre/post test item #8 directly involved using the adjective/noun theme.
The question was: How many hundredths do you need to add together to make the
number 12.34? Ms. Lakett’s pre-test response was “1234.” Ms. Lakett’s post-test
response was “1234 hundredths.” She did score the maximum three points for her pre and
post test work on that item, however, the post-test item actually identified the noun,
“hundredths.”

I

The sixth MMI pre/post test item used the same adjective/noun theme for
understanding place values, but this time the place value system was set up in base-four.
Test item #6 asked teachers to calculate the answers to two base-four notations. Ms.

I

Lakett did not attempt the base four calculations on the pre-test. Instead she wrote, “I
resist base systems.” For the post-test, Ms. Lakett performed the base-four place value
work correctly and earned the maximum three points for her efforts. Ms. Lakett’s
pre/post test responses for item #6 are shown below.
3pts

6) Calculate the answers to the following questions using only base four notatiorf
a. ) 233four + lOlfour -

b. ) 223fou, - HOfou,. =

c-jS3.

Figure 41. Lakett Pre-Test Item #6
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Figure 42. Lakett Post-Test Item #6

The MMI course instructor wrote, “She got place value in a more abstract way.”
Ms. Lakett also failed in the pre-test to work through test item #24 with its
complicated fractional numbers (adjectives) and its complicated label units (nouns). Her
pre-test response for item #24 is shown below.

24) If an object travels 2/5 of a nule in 3/7 of a minute, what is its average speed in miles
per minute?

Figure 43. Lakett Pre-Test Item #24

Ms. Lakett, who really liked mathematical problem solving, attempted to use the
Singapore Math “unibar” to help her visualize what was happening in the problem. She
did not think about rate and visualize the adjectives (2/5 and 3/7) and the nouns (mile and
minute); she performed multiplication of fractions without any reference to the units or
what they meant.
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Ms. Lakett’s response to item #24 in the post-test improved. The instructor noted that she
had strengthened her understanding of rates in word problems and earned the full three
points.

Figure 44. Lakett Post-Test Item #24

Ms. Lakett did not use the nouns of “miles” and “minutes” until the end of the
problem. She did, however, arrange the two adjectives in a miles/minute model (2/5
divided by 3/7) and calculated the correct response. Ms. Lakett had learned MMI’s
approach to the adjective/noun theme.
Teaching with the Adiective/Noun Theme
Ms. Lakett’s fifth grade classes had been working on measurement in their
Singapore Math curriculum. Problem examples consisted of finding equivalent measures,
such as, 1 1/6 hours =_minutes. Students were having difficulties converting one
unit to another, so Ms. Lakett began to create teacher examples that used the
adjective/noun theme, especially imagined nouns that students couldn’t readily identify
with and therefore would have to see them strictly as nouns.
The first example Ms. Lakett created for her class was: “1 1/6 googles equals_
middles.” She also wrote down that one google equaled 90 middles. She asked if the
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word, google, meant anything to anyone. Of course, no one could connect any
information to “googles” and “middles.” Ms. Lakett continued explaining her approach
by saying, “I am breaking this problem down into two parts: 1 google and 1/6 of a
google. I know that one google is the same as 90 middles, so I will now use 90 middles
instead of one google. Unfortunately, I have two different nouns or units. I must figure
out how to change the “1/6 google” into middles.”
Ms. Lakett worked through this problem and students took notes. She emphasized
units, converting one unit to another equal unit, and maintaining consistency with nouns
(units). Ms. Lakett even related the story about 2 (nickels) + 3 (dimes) = 40 cents, so that
students would see the adjective/noun theme modeled and use it themselves. The students
enjoyed the inventive terminology and were becoming more successful in their
“equivalent measures” work. They completed two pages of the textbook work which
dealt with more readily known terms (kilograms and grams, liters and milliliters, meters
and centimeters, minutes and seconds, etc.) The adjective/noun theme had been used as a
way to make sense of numbers and units and clarify problem solving approaches with
numbers and units.

The Process for Teacher Change
The Research Question
What are the processes and mechanisms for Ms. Lakett’s changes in teaching?
What are the catalysts that brought about any change? With evidence from classroom
observations, Ms. Lakett did test out the MMI course codes and continued to use them
during the time of the study. Her enthusiasm for the new MMI methods (taken from the
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MMI course evaluation and from pre/post interviews) indicated that she included these
new methods as part of her teaching. Ms. Lakett’s teaching role had altered as a result of
using these newly learned methods. Were these new MMI methods the content
knowledge that she needed to teach mathematics well?
Previously, teacher content knowledge was measured by teacher education level,
certification status, number of postsecondary subject-matter courses taken, number of
teaching methods courses taken, and years of classroom experience (Hill, et al, 2005).
More recently the study of what teachers need to know about subject-matter content in
order to teach it to students is identifying not just actual mathematics content (e.g.,
subtraction, long division, perimeter) but also a “specialized” knowledge of mathematics
needed for the work of teaching. Hill, Rowan and Ball (Hill, et al, 2005) have defined this
specialized content knowledge as Content Knowledge for Teaching. Were the MMI
course codes part of the “specialized” content knowledge needed for teaching?
The process for teacher change can be described by examining the teaching role
alterations that occurred in Ms. Lakett’s classroom teaching. The MMI codes, purposely
designed by the mathematician course instructor, could be part of the specialized content
knowledge needed for teaching mathematics.
Course Instructor’s Model of Teaching
The MMI course instructor verified that the twenty-five codes identified in this
study outlined his teaching role; they were the behaviors that he wished to see the
teachers using when they taught mathematics. All of his professional development
lessons included using codes from each of the three code sections - concepts, models,
and themes. In mapping out his entire professional development curriculum for the
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course along with his use of codes, a time line of topics (Appendix F) showed groupings
of code behaviors which always involved the three code sections.
In mapping out one of the professional development days, for example, the
enlargement of the third day (Appendix F - Code Use Triad), data showed each lesson
taught that day continued the approach of utilizing codes from each of the three code
sections. To further the telephoto lens enlargement perspective, a final iteration of
examining a single lesson taken from the second day of professional development was
analyzed for code use. Comments from the instructor to identify each code were included
(Appendix F). Once again, math concepts were focused on, visual models were drawn or
used, and MMI themes were practiced or referred to. A Code Use Triad diagram outlined
the codes used in this lesson from the second professional development day.
Following the Instructor’s Model of Teaching
Looking at Ms. Laketf s classroom observations, the pattern for using the three
types of codes also occurred. Ms. Lakett was testing out the new methods in her
classroom teaching. With her desire to learn more mathematics teaching methods, Ms.
Lakett adapted some of the MMI course instructor’s role to her teaching behavior. She
used the interconnections of the three designated code types (concepts, models and
themes) in a similar fashion to the MMI course instructor in order to teach lessons for
math understanding. Analyses of her lessons showed connections from the math concept
to be taught to the math models and themes taught by the MMI course instructor. The
following adjective/noun excerpt describes her adapting the MMI teaching role by
adopting the course instructor’s codes.
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When the MM I course instructor taught the adjective/noun theme to the teachers,
he often connected it with place value. Many of his created problems asked teachers to
practice using the adjective/noun theme which he had introduced on the first MMI course
session. The practice problems looked like the following: “3 tens x 2 hundreds” and “2
feet x 4 feet.” He also asked teachers to use the rules for multiplying “adjectives” and
“nouns” when determining answers to problems such as, “1 kilowatt x 4 hours” and “3
gloops x 16 bleeps.” One practice word problems, which included “rate,” was similar to
the MMI pre/post test item #24. The practice problem was:
A person walks for 3/7 miles per hour for 3/8 of an hour. How far did she walk?
Please utilize the nouns in your computation. Do not throw them away!
Using the adjective/noun theme, the solution work for this problem might look like the
following:
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Figure 45. Solution Work for Pre-Post Test Item #24

The nouns are treated in the same fashion as numbers that are “nouns,” example, the
denominator, 7, can be considered the noun, “sevenths.”
As previously noted, Ms. Lakett had used inventive terms (“googles” and
“middles”) when she wanted students to focus on the adjective/noun theme. Ms. Lakett
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also modeled problem solving with the adjective/noun theme in a similar manner to the
MMI course instructor. She demonstrated this problem solving in her teaching in
observation #5. The class was working on finding equivalent measures. The problem
example was: “Express 95 cm as a fraction of 1 m” (Singapore Math). Ms. Lakett
demonstrated the problem work on the overhead projector.
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Figure 46. Lakett Solution Work for Singapore Math’s Equivalent Measurement Problem

The curriculum problem was conducive to teaching with the adjective/noun theme.
Numbers were adjectives and units were nouns. In this case the adjective/noun rule
“noun/noun equals one” related to the inverse rule for multiplication, “Given any number
a except a = 0, there is another number called the reciprocal of a and written \/a, such
that

■A,

Figure 47. Reciprocal of “a”
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The “Ten Rules of Arithmetic” were distributed to teachers in the first MMI course
session. The MMI course instructor assigned teachers both group work and homework
problems to practice using the adjective/noun theme.
The code use triad diagram (shown below) outlined Ms. Lakett’s code use for the
adjective/noun excerpt.

Models
•

Equivalent Measures

Concepts
•
•
•

Fractions
Equality
Division
Themes
•
•
•

Adjective/Noun
More-than-one-way
Practice

Figure 48. Lakett: Code Use Triad for the Adjective/Noun Theme Excerpt

The Practice of “Content Knowledge for Teaching”
According to the Hill, Rowan and Ball study, which concerned content
knowledge for teaching, mathematics teachers not only need to know how to calculate,
but they also need to know the “mathematical knowledge used to carry out the work of
teaching mathematics (Hill et al, 2005).” The MMI course focused on content knowledge
for teachers and the codes in this study were the instructor’s chosen concepts, models,
and themes to teach that content knowledge.
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In the Hill et al study, content knowledge for teaching has several descriptions.
First, it is described as the teachers’ need to know how to use pictures or diagrams to
represent mathematics concepts and procedures to students. In comparing this need to the
MMI course, the MMI course instructor introduced the number line, the area model, and
the comparison model as strong and universal visual models that mathematics teachers
should use. He emphasized these three models, but he also used base ten blocks,
Cuisenaire rods, and place value tables in bases other than base ten as viable models for
learning mathematics during his professional development teaching.
The study also described content knowledge for teaching as the teachers’ need to
know how to provide students with correct explanations for common rules and
procedures. The MMI course instructor is a mathematician and he provided clear
definitions (written as handouts and explained in class). His MMI models and themes
were his ways to think about, explain, discuss, and perform procedures in mathematics so
that students learn mathematics correctly and thoroughly.
The study’s definition of content knowledge for teaching also described
mathematics teachers’ need to know how to analyze students’ solutions and explanations.
The MMI course instructor promoted this type of teacher-work in his MMI in Your
Classroom assignment where he asked teachers to attach student work along with teacher
analysis of the mathematics learned.
Finally, the study’s definition of content knowledge for teaching described
mathematics teachers’ need to provide students with examples of mathematical concepts,
algorithms, or proofs. In the MMI course the instructor asked his teachers to provide
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problem situations, demonstrate mathematics concepts in more-than-one-way, teach
multiple algorithms, and continually assess student understanding.
In the Hill et al study results, teachers’ mathematical behavior was assessed
through special items designed to measure content knowledge for teaching mathematics.
In matching their students’ mathematics learning to the study teachers’ content
knowledge for teaching, the study concluded that teachers’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching positively predicted student gains in mathematics achievement.
In the MMI mathematics learning experience, teachers watched the course
instructor’s teaching role with emphases on his codes, actively practiced these codes
during their professional development sessions as well as tested them out in their
classroom teaching, and finally, were assessed with a pre/post test that was designed for
their using the codes. In comparing the MMI course instructor’s teaching and learning
behaviors with Ms. Lakett’s teaching and learning behaviors, Ms.Lakett did learn MMI
mathematics content knowledge for teaching.
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Table 5. Comparing Teaching Roles: The MMI Course Instructor with Ms. Lakett

MMI Course Instructor

Goals

MMI
Course
Design

MMI
Assignments

MMI
Assessment

Ms. Lakett

The instructor wanted the teachers to
use his methods of teaching (teaching
role).

Ms. Lakett first resisted and then tested out
many of the MMI models and themes.

The instructor designed his professional
development so that the codes would be
seen, practiced and learned.
Teachers often worked in small groups.

Ms. Lakett enjoyed working in small groups
on the prepared MMI problems in the
professional development sessions.

Course assignments were designed so
that teachers would use the codes to
solve practice mathematics problems
and so that teachers would create
teaching lessons showing learning of
the codes.

Ms. Lakett completed all problem solving
homework assignments and tests which
involved using the MMI codes. She did not
submit any MMI in Your Classroom
assignments, however. She did test out the
MMI models and themes in her classroom
teaching.

The MMI pre/post test assessment was
based on the code list. The final
evaluation asked for comments about
the code use.

Ms. Lakett’s pre/post test results (77% in
the pre-test and 93% in the post-test)
indicated that she learned more about MMI
models and themes rather than more general
content knowledge.

Ms. Lakett knew that she had learned content knowledge for teaching from MMI.
In her post interview she related, “MMI tasks have become a part of my repertoire. It is
good teaching practice.” Ms. Lakett had learned and practiced the new MMI methods to
teach mathematics. “The instructor has presented mathematics teaching approaches that I
had never seen.” Her teaching role had changed with the increase of knowledge and
methods for teaching mathematics.
Ms. Lakett became more focused on mathematics teaching by testing out these
new methods in her classroom. She felt some success when she saw growing positive
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results in her students’ mathematics understanding. She believed that the MMI course
had concentrated on content knowledge for mathematics teaching.
MMI has made me think more about what I am teaching. I am math focused! I’m
not just doing it because it needs to be done. I realized that the instructor wants us
to understand what a number actually is and what a mathematical process actually
means. (Lakett Post- Interview)
Ms. Lakett resisted and later adapted the number line model and used the adjective/noun
theme during a relevant teaching moment.
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CHAPTER V
FINDINGS
To what extent did the study teachers master the MMI content? To what extent
did the study teacher goals and behaviors change as a result of increased mathematics
knowledge? What were the processes and mechanisms for such changes?
The three elementary study teachers demonstrated MMI models and themes in
their mathematics teaching. These models and themes were documented from pre/post
classroom observation notes and from lesson plans designed by the teachers for the MMI
in Your Classroom assignments. As part of their MMI learning, the three teachers chose
to test out particular models and themes in their classrooms. The Mathematics Learned
Summary Table identifies each teacher with their model and theme teaching choices.
The three elementary study teachers also displayed their mathematics learning
through doing mathematics (acting like mathematicians). Assessment data for teachers
doing mathematics was noted by the MMI course instructor in the MMI pre/post tests and
in the Content Knowledge section of the pre/post Interview Questionnaire.
Pre/Post Test Findings
Pre/post test results for the entire group of twenty-eight K-12 teacher participants
saw an average 25% increase in mathematics content knowledge. Pre-test scores
averaged 55% and post-test scores averaged 80%. The range went from 12% to 92% with
pre-tests and 35% to 100% in the post tests.
Table 6. Average Scores of Pre/Post Tests
28 K-12 Teachers
Pre-test Average
Score
55%

17 K-6 Teachers
Pre-test Average
Score
52%

28 K-12 Teachers
Post-test Average
Score
80%
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17 K-6 Teachers
Post-test Average
Score
78%

Looking only at the seventeen elementary teacher scores, the pre-test score
average was 52%, and the post-test score average was 78%, a gain of 26% in
mathematics content knowledge (similar to the whole group average gain). The range for
elementary scores was 12% to 89% with the pre-tests and 35% to 100/o with the post
tests. It is interesting to note that two elementary teachers scored 100% in the post test
and only two elementary teachers remained below a benchmark score of 65% for the
post-test (these two teachers making gains of an average 15% from pre-test to post-test).
On the pre-test, teachers had the most difficulties with the following seven items:

Addition and subtraction in base four (#6)
Using the number line to estimate division of a decimal by a fraction (#13)
A description to a student for multiplying a decimal by ten (#15)
Creating a word problem for division of fractions (#17)
Concept of division - does division make the number smaller? (#20)
Speed or rate and finding average speed in miles per minute (#24)
Using the number line to multiply 1.47 x 2 10/21 and determining if the exact
answer is reasonable (#27)

Figure 49. Teacher Math Difficulties on the Pre-Test

Post test results showed percent gains for all seven of the above test items. The
following table lists the percent of K-12 teachers correctly responding to each of these
seven test items first for the pre-test and then for the post-test.
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Table 7. Teachers’ Average Scores on Pre-Post Tests

Pre/Post Test Item Number

Percent of K-12 Teachers
Correctly Responding in the PreTest

Percent of K-12 Teachers
Correctly Responding in the
Post-Test

#6

13%
24%

70%
78%

31%

100%

19%
30%

64%
48%
72%
78%

#13
#15
#17

#20
#24
#27

21%
30%

Test item #17, starting at 19% and rising to 64% showed positive growth, but
approximately one third (36%) of the teachers still were unable to write a word problem
for 4 !4 divided by 3/8. Test item #20 also saw positive growth, but a little more than half
(52%) of the K-12 teachers were still unable to explain “if a positive number A is divided
by another positive number B, is the result always smaller than the number A” for the
post test.
The MMI course instructor compared each study teacher’s pre to post
mathematics work and wrote comments about changes that he observed. He noted where
the teacher’s work showed that she had already known the mathematics involved (high
score on the pre-test as well as the post-test) and where there continued to be difficulties
in the teacher’s understanding (low score maintained from pre to post-test). In the
instances where a teacher lost points on a post-test item, he offered possible mathematical
reasons for the loss of points.
The Mathematics Learned Summary Table also identifies the case study teachers’
mathematical work with the MMI models and themes (referred to in the table as
“Problem Solving”) that were noted by the MMI instructor.
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The teachers identified their mathematics learning during interviews, as well as in
the MMI Final Evaluation and in the Pre/Post Interview Questionnaire sections (Teacher
Thinking, Rules of Thumb, Post Interview Mathematics Knowledge, and Post Interview
Content Knowledge). They each described their beliefs about the various MMI models
and themes and noted how they fit into their mathematics teaching and learning. The
Classroom Teaching (CT) notations on the Mathematics Learned Summary Table
identified the case study teachers who used particular MMI models and themes during
their teaching of mathematics (their “teaching mathematics” role). The Problem Solving
(PS) notations identified the teachers who were particularly noted by the MMI course
instructor for learning more mathematics (their “doing mathematics” role). Finally, the
Teacher Belief (TB) notations identified direct comments made by the teachers as to
which MMI models and themes they had learned.
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I eaclicr Hclicls: I he teacher beliels" or comments noted m interview transcriptions. MM 11 mat livahtalions, and Prc.'Post Interview Questionnaire sections (Teacher I hinting. Rules of
I'humb, Post Interview Mathematics knowledge, and Post Interview Content knowledge)

I he Mathematics Learned Summary Table

Table 8. The Mathematics Learned Summary
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The Mathematics Learned
Number Line Model
From the Mathematics Learned Summary Table, the number line was usually
paired with the estimating theme and it was the model that the three study teachers used
the most. A number line has to be set up with estimated lengths between tick marks and
include enough estimated lengths to allow the problem’s numbers to fit on it and enough
space between marks to show the numerical process that would be demonstrated on the
number line.
The number line model connects meaning to numbers and meaning to calculations
with numbers. For example, by placing several fractions and/or mixed numbers on the
number line, the number line length shows the meaning of each fraction’s size. Addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division processes can be demonstrated on the number
line. Example, by adding three plus five, the number line is first marked with the initial
length of three and then five more lengths are added to that three. In this way, students
see that numbers can exist in both directions on the number line and that there are spaces
between numbers that could be designated with a number value. Teachers and students
worked on the number line with its visual image - a continuum of numbers both
increasing and decreasing and with many numbers in between.
The three study teachers showed pre-post gains for all number line problems on
the post test, and used the number line in their teaching and doing of mathematics
(Appendix C: Pre/Post Test Summary Tables). Ms. Forest believed that the number line
was basic for explaining many concepts in the first grade curriculum (Forest Interview).
Her introductory subtraction lesson (12-19-05) on the number line produced interesting
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results. She noted that every student in class was successful with subtraction on the
number line (Forest Interview). The number line had allowed students to see the whole
process of subtraction - starting with an amount and moving away from that amount
toward the left. Ms. Forest also noted that the word, difference, was a first grade
vocabulary word located in the mathematics book and in the district curriculum. The
word, difference, was emphasized by the MMI instructor. Ms. Forest explained that she
used the number line just as the MMI instructor had used it with the teachers. She had
asked her students to explain the subtraction process on the number line.
Ms. Knight had never used the number line before and now believed that it was an
excellent model for number sense (Knight Interview). She had wanted to learn
mathematics teaching methods and the number line model worked well for addition,
subtraction, estimating amounts (number of cubes in ajar), and representing a range of
data (student foot lengths) in her second grade classroom. Students identified individual
estimations and compare them with the other student estimations in the room (Knight
Observation, 1-6-06).
Ms. Knight also believed that the number line was useful for visualizing word
problems which are a focus in the Singapore Math Program which Ms. Knight used. She
believed it was very important for students to understand how and why mathematics
works and the number line showed how subtraction and problem solving worked. She
had described how she became a teacher so that she could show students different
methods of learning, so that they could understand mathematics, because no one had
shown her (Knight Interview).
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The fifth grade teacher resisted using the number line at first, even though she
believed that the MMI Program was practical and useful (Interview). She usually made
strict choices to follow the Singapore Math Program and the number line is not widely
used in Singapore Math. The MMI instructor noted that she would only use models and

I
themes that were relevant to her school curriculum (MMI Instructor Interview). There
was much to cover and she wanted her students to complete all the fifth grade material so
that they would be ready for sixth grade mathematics.
Ms. Lakett did introduce a general number line to her fifth grade students during
the second observation day (Lakett Observation, 12-19-08), demonstrating and labeling
her number line with fractional points as well as whole numbers and asking students to
write down definitions. She asked students to record vocabulary words for the number
line, such as, increments and hash marks. She described the plotting of several fractions
on the number line, being sure to question students closely about the value and location
of the fraction in question.
Ms. Lakett had learned to show division of fractions on the number line (Lakett,
pre/post test) and she noted its usefulness (Lakett, post interview) for her personal
mathematics learning. In her classroom teaching she believed that the number line model
was useful for beginning mathematics understanding and to troubleshoot student
misconceptions.

The Area Model
The area model was a useful model for the second grade teacher. Ms. Knight
learned to correctly use the area model in the MMI course (Knight Pre/Post Test Item
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#12). In her pre-interview, Ms. Knight described having trouble for the past two years
with introducing multiplication to her students. She related that she didn’t know how to
introduce and explain multiplication and that the area model (learned from MMI) gave
her a visual model to help her start teaching multiplication. “This year, because of MMI
and using the area model...it finally clicked (Knight, Pre-Interview)!” She did create a
lesson with similar Cuisenaire rod rectangles (Case Study) as the first step in connecting
multiplication to the area of a rectangle (4-10-06). The numbers that she asked her
students to use were mostly single digits so there wasn’t any decomposition of numbers
or distributive rule that usually accompanies the area model. Ms. Knight believed she had
made a first step toward using the area model by connecting the rectangle model to
multiplication shown as the area of a rectangle.
Ms. Forest understood and used the area model during MMI work (Pre/Post
Tests) but she did not teach multiplication to her first graders and therefore didn’t use the
area model in her teaching. Ms. Lakett approved of the area model because she noted that
she would use the area model in her before-school tutoring with fourth grade students
(Lakett Post-Interview). Her fifth grade curriculum was beyond learning whole number
multiplication, so she didn’t test out the area model in observed classroom teaching.

Estimation Theme
From the Mathematics Learning Summary Table the three study teachers did ask
their students to estimate, especially with the number line (Case Studies). Ms. Knight’s
students estimated the number of blocks in a jar and recorded their data on the number
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line. Ms. Knight used the student estimations on the number line as a summary of the
student data and as identification for the range of the estimated numbers.
The three teachers had improved their estimating skills in their problem solving
work for the MMI pre/post test. Ms. Lakett, in particular, demonstrated significant
improvement in her conceptual understanding of multiplication and her use of estimating
lengths on the number line (Lakett, Pre/Post Test Item #27). As a result of MMI practice
with problems involving multiplication and division of fractions and decimals on the
number line, Ms. Lakett correctly estimated and computed the solution to 1.47 x 2 10/21
in her post test work.
Ms. Forest’s test work with estimation and the number line showed improvement
from pre-test to post-test, however Ms. Knight only gained some knowledge with
estimating the placement of numbers onto a number line (Pre/Post Test Item #7). She was
unable to estimate well enough with fractions and decimals to show multiplication and
division on the number line (Pre/Post Test Item #13 and #27). She did choose the number
line to help with two word problems (Post Test Items #22 and #24), but the fractional
estimations on the number line confused rather than helped her.

Mental Math Theme
Each of the three teachers used the Mental Math theme in their teaching of
mathematics. Though the Mental Math theme was not assessed in the pre/post test, two of
the three teachers noted during interviews that they learned the importance of mental
math from the MMI work and they therefore tried it out in their teaching. Ms. Knight
described her understanding of using mental math for teaching and learning mathematics.
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I did get the mental math idea from MMI. I think the students really learn to sit
there and hold numbers and manipulate numbers inside of their heads. The
teacher gets to review mathematics vocabulary, for example, when I say “two
tens,” students have to understand that “two tens equal twenty, not the number 2.
(Knight, Pre-Interview)
Ms. Forest also mentioned that she had started using mental math since taking the MMI
course. “Mental math - I’ve started using it! Forest, Pre-Interview)”
Ms. Lakett adapted the mental math theme to her fifth grade teaching level by
asking students to skip count upward and downward by designated fractional increments.
While doing this skip counting process, Ms. Lakett also included simplifying and
renaming fractions, a process that slowed down the skip counting work (Lakett
Observation, 12-21-05).

Adjective/Noun Theme
The adjective/noun theme is unique to MMI as its creator teaches in other MMI
courses. Ms. Lakett had learned the adjective/noun theme from the originator previous to
the MMI course. Though not new to her, she admitted that she became more aware of it
because it was used often in MMI problem solving work (Lakett Interview). The
instructor had used the adjective/noun theme for place value, for example, three
hundredths - the “three” indicated the adjective and the “hundredths” indicated the noun,
during course sessions as well as on the pre/post test. Ms. Lakett acknowledged that she
would prefer that students think more about “similar terms,” (relevant to the correct
terminology) rather than adjectives and nouns, however, she did use the adjective/noun
theme with measurement labels (Case Study). She used the adjective/noun theme when it
related to what she was teaching at the time.
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Both primary teachers identified the adjective/noun theme as mathematics they
had learned in the MMI institute - after all, it was unique to the MMI Program, but they
did not use it in their observation teaching (Forest Final Evaluation, Knight PostInterview Questionnaire). Ms. Knight actually did use the adjective/noun theme in her
post test response to #8 since she gave no response at all to #8 in the pre-test. She was
able to state that there were 1234 hundredths in the number 12.34. Ms. Forest and Ms.
Lakett correctly answered #8 in both the pre and the post tests, so it is unclear whether
the adjective/noun theme actually was put into use in their pre/post test work. Ms.
Lakett’s pre/post test work indicated that she, as a fifth grade teacher, already knew how
to identify the correct number of “hundredths.”

Undoing Theme
The theme of “undoing” was identified for the three teachers because it is mainly
connected to the area model problem solving work that the teachers did during MMI
sessions, for homework, and for the pre/post tests. Two numbers that are to be multiplied
are decomposed (example, 27 = 20 + 7) so that multiplication takes place while seeing
the value of the numbers. The decomposed numbers are the “undoing” of the number.
The partial product sections within a total area (rectangle) model are then added up for
the final product.
The MMI course instructor did not directly use the term, “undoing.” “Undoing”
was the term used by the MMI instructor who had created the adjective/noun theme. He
usually connected “undoing” with inverse operations, decomposing numbers, or working
in an opposite direction and he used those terms rather than “undoing.” The three
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teachers used the decomposition of numbers for the area model work, although it is likely
that all three teachers had seen decomposition of numbers in their teaching work for
number sense and place value. In the area model, the decomposition of numbers has an
important purpose - to separate the number into its place values and by doing so,
meaning is added to the multiplication process.

More-Than-One-Way Theme
Multiple representations for a “number amount” identified part of the theme,
“more-than-one way.” In pre/post test item #2, the two primary teachers gained
significant improvement in knowledge about relationships between fractions, decimals,
percents, and integers (Pre/Post Test Item #2). This item highlighted naming a number in
more-than-one-way. The pre/post test from the fifth grade teacher showed that she
already knew such knowledge.
The three teachers agreed during interviews and in evaluations that the MMI
course instructor showed them multiple ways not just to represent a number but also to
explain mathematics concepts and procedures. Ms. Forest noted that she learned to use
different examples of a “whole” with her students (Forest Final Evaluation). Ms. Knight
felt that the best part of MMI was when the instructor would demonstrate different
strategies for the same concept or skill (Knight Interview; Knight, Final Evaluation). Ms.
Lakett described how the MMI instructor introduced approaches that she had never seen
and also highlighted the meaning that went with those approaches (Lakett, PostInterview). She believed that MMI had provided knowledge of multiple ways to represent
numbers (numbers as fractions, decimals, and percents), multiple explanations for a
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concept (subtraction as the undoing of addition, subtraction as the difference between two
numbers), and multiple models to demonstrate a concept (the number line model for
multiplication, the area model for multiplication).

Teacher Word Problems/Student Word Problems Themes
The teacher word problem theme looked very different for each of the teachers.
Ms. Knight maintained difficulties with creating a word problem for the pre/post test item
#17, while Ms. Forest and Ms. Lakett gained significant improvement in understanding
division through teacher word problem work in test item #17. Ms. Lakett also had a
natural talent for introducing mathematical situations in her classroom as story analogies
about where her students would see and use particular mathematics concepts. She felt that
these stories and the models she drew with them would give greater meaning to learning
of mathematics.
Both primary teachers used student word problems in their mathematics teaching.
Ms. Knight, for example, asked her second grade students to write mental math problems
as well as regular math problems (Knight Case Study). During the pre-interview, she
described why students should create word problems.
I think the best way for a student to comprehend something is to be able to
formulate questions on their own. You can understand something, but once you
can turn the material into a question, I think it makes you a more sophisticated
learner. (Knight, Pre-Interview)
Ms. Knight learned best by questions and small group work; she could comprehend
something after she had experimented with it. She understood that if a person could turn
something into a question (working in an “undoing” way) the learning was deeper, more
sophisticated.
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Ms. Lakett did not often ask students for mathematical examples or for word
problems. In her teaching she did ask for multiple ways of finding mathematical
solutions. During classroom observations, Ms. Lakett demonstrated solving a problem on
the overhead projector. Then she would ask if anyone in class had solved the problem in
a different way. She often encouraged students to share their ways of solving problems.
During the second classroom observation, one student explained that he hadn’t worked
the problem through in the same way as Ms. Lakett. Ms. Lakett demonstrated his way on
the overhead projector and explained how both ways produced a correct response (Lakett
Observation, 12-19-05).
Process of Teacher Learning
The MMI instructor designed his MMI course so that teachers would use his
models and themes as practical ways of explaining and modeling mathematics concepts
(teacher needs) and as ways of understanding mathematics (teacher and student needs).
Explaining mathematics is a practical skill for teachers to have. Understanding
mathematics is something that both teachers and students should have.
Ms. Forest expressed her belief that hands-on things were very important for
learning, especially in the elementary grades (Forest Pre-Interview). She believed the
number line was a “hands-on” tool for mathematics learning, because she explained how
basic it was and how it could cover many areas, like placing coins on the number line to
assess value (Forest Case Study) and using the number line to present the subtraction
process (Forest Case Study). She had changed her beliefs about the mathematics required
in Kindergarten and first grade; she said she learned from MMI that what was started in
the elementary grades “really does spiral up all the way (Forest Interview).” She had
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originally believed that what she taught in the early grades was isolated from what was
taught in high school.
Ms. Forest had learned to use the number line to demonstrate multiplication and
division of fractions from the MMI course (Forest Pre/Post Tests). She didn’t know how
to use the number line for such calculations until she learned the process during MMI.
She learned, by adapting the number line process that she saw presented, to similar
problem solving situations within MMI. She adopted this learning to her first grade
teaching situation when she taught her students to also use the number line for
understanding their subtraction work (Forest Observation, 12-19-05). She noted, with
surprise and pride, that all her students were successful with subtraction when they used
the number line (Forest Case Study). Ms. Forest learned by presentations, correct
explanations, and practice. She also learned to engage her students in the same models
and themes as ways to understand mathematical concepts.
Ms. Knight believed that understanding how and why was very important for
teaching and learning. She was determined to show students different ways of learning so
that they could understand the how and they why in learning (Knight Interview). Just as
she chose to use small group work in her classroom teaching, she also chose MMI models
and themes because they helped students leam understanding of the mathematics. She
was able to describe what was happening in student thinking when students used mental
math and student word problem themes (Knight Case Study). Just as she made sense of
her mathematics learning in the MMI course, so also would her students make sense of
the mathematics in her classroom.
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Ms. Knight used small group work regularly in her classroom teaching. She had
described her own learning needs for small group work which helped to ease her anxiety
and allowed her to ask questions about things she didn’t understand. She knew what it
was like to not understand something (Knight Interview). She was lucky to discover ways
of learning that worked for her - small groups, clear explanations, individual learning
questions, visual models, hands-on tools.
During one observation, her students: noticed patterns in the four time table
product list, illustrated a real world picture for “4x2 = 8,” related the multiplication to
repeated addition representation, and identified the commutative property as being used
for “2x4 = 8” (Knight Observation, 3-28-06). Ms. Knight had organized the classroom
Word Wall List, the individual student word problem drawings, and more-than-one-way
representational connections to represent multiplication as repeated addition. Her students
were using these same pieces to make sense of multiplication itself.
Teaching was a new career to Ms. Lakett and mathematics was a new subject area
for her to teach. She had always been successful in her mathematics coursework (Lakett
Interview). She believed that much practice and hard work would help mathematical
understanding. She also believed that practicing the procedures along with necessary
explanations of how the procedures worked, would help with mathematical
understanding. What she learned in the MMI course, she believed was important, and she
reserved what she learned for future needs - in other words, she would use new
knowledge and new methods when they were relevant to her curriculum needs.
Ms. Lakett remembered her fifth grade teacher and visions of doing a great deal
of practice for mathematics. She also remembered her one mathematics course in college.
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where she did not practice and ended up with an unsatisfactory grade. She believed that if
she had practiced more and put more time into the college course, she would have been
more successful (Lakett Interview). Ms. Lakett’s learning required practice and effort and
that was what she encouraged her fifth grade students to do also.
Ms. Lakett preferred group work in college (Lakett Interview). She had taken a
seminar course in college and enjoyed the seminar style so much that she wondered why
every college instructor didn’t use the seminar method. She believed that she paid
attention better and learned more with seminar instruction rather than lecture. When she
compared her thinking with other college students, she discovered that some student
peers could also prefer the lecture to the seminar. From that she realized that not
everyone thinks and learns the same way that she does.
In her teaching, Ms. Lakett often asked short answer questions of her students as
she demonstrated mathematical problem solving, such as, “What should I do first? Now
what do I have? How many do I have now? Where should 1 3/4 go? Is it going to the left
or to the right of this number? (Lakett Observation, 12-19-05).” Ms. Lakett learned by
facts and procedures, especially the practicing of procedures in order to become fluent
with them. She required her students to follow along with her problem solving
presentations and explanations, and maintained student attention with frequent and quick
short answer questions. With limited time to cover the fifth grade curriculum, she
expected her students to apply a strong effort and ask questions when they didn’t
understand.
The MMI instructor tried to empower teachers with mathematics understanding
through the use of the MMI models and themes. Ms. Forest used the instructor’s
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explanations and demonstrations to present mathematics in improved ways. Ms. Knight
used the instructor’s models and themes as methods for herself and her students. Ms.
Knight was conscious of her learning because it was more recent. She used that personal
knowledge to promote student use of the models and themes which developed
mathematical understanding. She believed she was in the learning process along with her
students. Ms. Lakett appreciated the new models and themes and used them according to
student classroom needs.
The MMI models and themes were learned by each of the three study teachers
(Case Studies). Their individual learning styles influenced how they used the MMI
models and themes in their classrooms.

Learning in the Context of Teaching
Ms. Forest presented clear and correct models and explanations to her first grade
class. Ms. Knight used small groups, multiple models and themes, and intricate class
discussions in her second grade class. Ms. Lakett demonstrated relevant mathematical
tools and processes for problem solving along with correct explanations.

Problem Solving Experiences and Teacher Learning
Ms. Forest learned through the MMI problem solving experiences that there is
more-than-one-way to represent a number (Pre/Post Test Item #2). The mixed number 2
1/3 can also be represented by the decimal 2.33 and also by the percent 233%. The MMI
instructor had emphasized the connections between fractions, decimals, and percents.
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Since Ms. Forest believed the number line was a basic model, she could imagine the three
representations for 2 1/3 all existing at the same point on the number line.
Ms. Forest’s problem solving work with many of the Pre/Post Test items involved
the number line (Pre/Post Test Items #7, 13, 21,27). In test item #13, she had learned
how to use the number line to estimate a decimal divided by a fraction without using the
“invert and multiply’’ procedure. This method of showing division on the number line
with estimating visual lengths enhanced the meaning of division for Ms. Forest. The
estimation of the decimal, 2.4, and the fraction, 3/5, as well as the meaning (value) of the
decimal and fraction, were equally important for a reasonable solution. Ms. Forest’s
estimation skills had improved and therefore, she could estimate a solution that made
sense.
Ms. Forest believed that MMI presented and explained the MMI models and
themes as methods and ways to explain and present mathematics. She presented the
models and themes that related to her first grade teaching level and adapted other models
and themes to the first grade level (Forest Interview). Ms. Forest had learned that the first
grade curriculum plays an important role in the development of mathematics; it is part of
a thread that leads through high school mathematics. She adapted mathematical activities
to the first graders where before she had felt the same activity was beyond what they
could accomplish.
Ms. Knight learned much more about place value from her problem solving
experiences in the MMI course (Knight Pre/Post Test). She learned to solve addition and
subtraction examples in base four by using place value tables as the model to help her
calculate. In test item #8 she used the adjective/noun theme to help with place value
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meaning and to evaluate 12.34 as 1234 hundredths. In test item 21, Ms. Knight displayed
place value knowledge in responding to the student who stated that 0.42 is larger than 0.9
because 42 is more than 9. Ms. Knight wrote that she would use the number line to
visually show the placement of the two numbers on the number line so that the student
could see that the 0.9 is closer to one whereas 0.42 is closer to .5. Ms. Knight knew that
the number line would identify placement value and then the student could evaluate
which number was larger.
Ms. Knight believed that MMI taught her important models and themes for
learning. She used those models and themes in her teaching and arranged her lessons so
that her students also used those models and themes. She believed that the models and
themes that helped her to learn would also help her students to learn. The area model had
given her a starting place to explain multiplication to second grade students. She
remembered the first person who made her feel as if she was smart and she credited him
with her entrance to the honors track (Knight Interview). Her successful learning had
taught her some understanding about learning itself. She gave insightful descriptions
about student thinking and understanding during mental math work and about the
thinking process that students use when they create word problems (Knight Case Study).
Ms. Lakett developed her conceptual understanding of multiplication and division
by using the teacher word problem theme and the number line model. Her post test
responses for items #17 and #27 indicated she had learned more about what
multiplication and division meant as concepts. In item #17 Ms. Lakett wrote a creative
teacher word problem for the division, 4 Vi divided by 3/8, in which she imagined a park
with the perimeter of 3/8 mile and around which Mary had run a total of 4 Vi miles. Her
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problem question was, “How many times around the part did Mary go (Lakett Post-Test
#17)?” She used the number line model to estimate a solution to 1.47 x 2 10/21 by
rounding 1.47 to 1.5, and using the “1.5 length” two and one-half times along the number
line. Multiplication is seen as repeated addition along the number line.
Ms. Lakett was comfortable using the Singapore Math “unibar” model and she
used it in the post-test for item #22 (cheese put into packages that each contain 1 3A
pounds). She drew out the rectangular “unibar” to devise the problem solving process.
Unlike the pre-test where she correctly calculated item #22 without the use of any model,
the “unibar” led Ms. Lakett to make a computational error whereby she lost one point on
her post-test score.
Ms. Lakett believed that the MMI models and themes were good methods or ways
to teach mathematics. She followed the curriculum closely so that students would be
mathematically ready for sixth grade and she presented problem solving explanations as
well as repairing student misconceptions whenever they occurred in her teaching. She
believed that students could understand mathematical concepts and asked students to
share different solution methods so that they could find understanding in at least one of
the methods. She believed that students would find mathematics everywhere in life and
she often described practical situations where mathematics was useful. She adapted both
the mental math and adjective/noun themes to fifth grade relevancy (Lakett Case Study).
The problem solving and teacher learning experiences showed that the number
line model and the estimating theme often worked together to represent the meaning of
concepts like multiplication and division. The number line could be used by teachers in
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troubleshooting student misconceptions. The adjective/noun theme could help teachers
and students with place value meaning.

Teacher Learning Model
The teachers in MMI agreed that the MMI course was one of the best professional
development courses they had ever experienced. They considered the MMI model as both
unique and practical and directly related to teaching. The mathematician instructor taught
mathematics concepts using selected models and themes which provided not just
knowledge about the interconnections between mathematics concepts, but also provided
more than one way to teach the mathematics concepts. For example: multiplication is
repeated addition; the process of multiplication as repeated addition can be demonstrated
on the number line; multiplication - the product of any two numbers is the area of a
rectangle that has each factor as the length of a side: the area model utilizes the area of a
rectangle to explain and demonstrate multiplication; multiplication is the undoing of
division and both multiplication and division can be shown on the number line. This was
the mathematician’s approach to professional development and the mathematician’s
devised teaching role.
The teachers’ written reactions to this unique professional development usually
included a general positive exclamation, references to what they learned, and
comparisons to other experiences in professional development (MMI Final Evaluation
Question). Data was gathered from interview transcriptions and from the first three
questions on the final evaluation: Are there any specific ways that you plan to teach
mathematics to your students differently as a result of having taken the MMI course.
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How have your mathematical thinking and/or disposition toward mathematics changed as
a result of your MMI experience? Please compare this course to other professional
development course you have taken.
The three study participant teachers as well as final evaluation input from two
special education teachers were summarized in the following table for the teachers’
opinions about MMI, what they learned from MMI, and how MMI compared to their
other professional development experiences.
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Table 9. Teacher Reactions to MMI

Grade 1
Ms. Forest

Exclamation

Learning

I’ve told teachers in my
building about MMI. I
rave about it! It’s the best
course that I have taken!
(Forest, Post-Interview)

The way they break it down
and teach it, it is easier to
handle. It has given me a
better understanding of
ways to understand
mathematics. (Forest, PreInterview)
MMI gave me the
background knowledge that
I seriously lacked as a
teacher and as a student.
Before, I could never
understand enough to
explain it. (Knight, PostInterview)
I learned new ways to think
about math. I’ve seen new
approaches to teaching
math. I believe it has made
me a better teacher. From
the first day, I became more
aware that students need to
understand what number is
and how it is used. (Lakett,
Post-Interview)
This course has enhanced
my knowledge about
mathematics. The geometry
of the number line was cool.
I had never used a number
line so much for so many
solutions. (Tanger, Final
Evaluation)
I learned new ways of doing
math. I learned that it isn’t
just about getting an answer.
I will use numbers as
adjectives and nouns when I
teach. (Brown, Final
Evaluation)

Grade 2
Ms. Knight

The best part of MMI was
seeing so many different
strategies. There wasn’t
just one way of teaching
mathematics. (Knight,
Post-Interview)

Grade 5
Ms. Lakett

I love MMI! It’s fantastic!
It’s probably one of the
most useful professional
development programs
that I’ve gone to for
anything! It goes straight
to the teaching part.
(Lakett, Pre-Interview)

SPED
Ms. Tanger

SPED
Ms. Brown

This course expanded my
horizons. I have a greater
vision of what
mathematics is. (Tanger,
Final Evaluation)

I felt that I learned a lot
from taking this course.
(Brown, Final Evaluation)

Comparison to other
Professional
Development
Nothing has ever
compared! Other courses
give methods but no
explanations of why we
should use them. (Forest,
Final Evaluation)
This professional
development taught me to
deliver lessons and really
teach one concept in a
variety of ways. (Knight,
Post-Interview)

This was one of the best
professional
developments I’ve ever
done. There was a
progressive order and it
was practical. (Lakett,
Final Evaluation)

While other courses are
“external,” this course
was personal. It changed
me. I had to internalize
the math to make it work.
(Tanger, Final
Evaluation)
We were given an
abundant amount of
information to use within
our teaching, not just
computations. (Brown,
Final Evaluation)

Participating teachers thought very highly of the MMI course even though it meant
additional work. Teachers had to complete MMI homework and MMI teaching
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assignments as well as prepare class work for substitute teachers on five Tuesday
sessions and assess student learning when they returned to their classrooms.
To break mathematics down and teach it (Reactions to MMI: Forest) meant to
decompose the teacher learned mathematics into appropriate conceptual parts and
identify the interconnections between the parts. Understanding will increase because
decomposed sections are where students are still learning (building concepts). By
decomposing numbers or decomposing processes, teachers can focus on individual
concepts and their connections to previous learning, allowing students to make sense of
the decomposed sections before building newer concepts upon the old ones.
Background knowledge (Reactions to MMI: Knight) included mathematics
knowledge and knowledge about learning mathematics. Since students learned in a
variety of ways, teaching a concept in a variety of ways makes sense. Learner success
comes from making sense and understanding mathematics.
Teachers who are fluent with mathematical procedures still require new ways and
methods for the teaching of mathematics. The simple concept of what a number means
can be very important to student learning success (Reactions to MMI: Lakett).
Mathematics builds on itself; its beginning concepts interconnect and form other concepts
to learn. Mathematics evolved in a progressive order as it was needed. Teachers should
be sure that students understand what numbers mean.
The MMI course brought about thinking changes within teachers. They had to
internalize the math (Reactions to MMI: Tanger); become mathematicians so that the
changes could come about. Mathematics wasn’t just about getting an answer (Reactions
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to MMI: Brown); there were mathematical teaching models and themes that could
involve teachers and students in mathematics learning and understanding.
The MMI professional development which included the curriculum, the
assignments, and the assessment, was specially designed by the course instructor. The
model for the MMI professional development had added a different approach from
previous models - teaching so that methods could be applied later. The MMI instructor
had pinpointed what teachers needed to know and do and he then involved the teachers
within the process. The intention was not to just apply what is taught. To help understand
the different intentions within model types, comparisons are diagrammed below.

ModelExploration
Activity

>

Model’
Eliciting
Activity

Present
&
Discuss

Figure 50. A Comparison of Two Ends of an Instructional Continuum: Model for
“Making Mathematics Practical” (Lesh et al., 2007)

In this model, the intention is to teach first, and then apply what is taught.
Teachers in the MMI course were guided toward the MMI instructor’s ways of thinking
about mathematics teaching (Model Exploration Activity). His models and themes were
what he emphasized and he wanted the teachers to test out (model-eliciting activity) and
discuss the usefulness of those models and themes. Another model-eliciting activity for
MMI teachers would be to apply the emphasized models and themes in the MMI in Your
Classroom assignments. The assignments were presented and discussed within small
groups during the MMI course.
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Figure 51. A Comparison of Two Ends of an Instructional Continuum: Model for
“Making Practice Mathematical” (Lesh et al., 2007)
In this model, the intention is to test and revise first and then empower the results.
The model-eliciting activity for the MMI teachers in this case is using the MMI models
and themes within small group problem solving and homework assignments during the
course. Much presentation and discussion occurred during MMI sessions. The models
were tested out in teacher classrooms and teachers revised their thinking about how
mathematics was taught (Model Exploration Activity). The result here is more complex
to describe. Teachers worked with the MMI models and themes, separate from their
classrooms at first, and then organized their knowledge (their thinking) of the models and
themes within their minds for use in the classroom. Teachers analyzed, altered thinking,
and made choices with respect to mathematics teaching.
The “Making Practice Mathematical” is a model with a “develop-first-thenharvesf ’ perspective, and has been a strong MMI approach in the professional
development for teachers. The intention of the approach was to involve MMI teachers in
the real life work of teaching mathematics. The following table devised from the Lesh
models compares the two idealized model forms with notations (italics) of MMI use of
each model.
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Table 10. Two Ends of an Instructional Continuum

The intention is to Make Math Practical
Model

The intention is to Make Practice
Mathematical
Model

1st Step: To guide students along prescribed
conceptual routes toward a textbook’s or a
teacher’s version of the important concepts or
abilities (Lesh, 2007, pp. 315-316)

1st Step: To place students in simulations of
real life situations where they express, test,
and revise their own ways of thinking (Lesh,
2007, p. 316).

MMI instructor (mathematician) guides
teachers to experience his emphasized models
and themes as ways to teach mathematics for
understanding.

MMI instructor teaches teachers elementary
mathematics by placing teachers in the role of
using his emphasized models and themes,
testing them out in their classrooms, and
revising their ways of thinking about
mathematics teaching.

2nd Step: Students apply what was taught in
real situations (Lesh, 2007, p. 316)

2nd Step: Students analyze, undo
contextualization, systematize, and formalize
student-generated conceptual tools so that the
tools gain more elegance, power and abilities
for sharing and reusing (Lesh, 2007, p. 316).

Teachers apply the emphasized models and
themes in the MMI in Your Classroom
assignment.

Teachers analyze the models and themes,
taking them apart from the context of
teaching, then systematize and formalize their
concepts of these models and themes for use
in their classrooms. By doing this, the models
and themes gain teacher improvements,
power (because they have been shaped by the
teacher), and therefore can more readily be
shared and reused again and again in their
mathematics teaching.

The two pure model forms are compared; there is no advocacy for one or the other. They
do not represent reality; they exist as models in teaching and learning situations. Using
either or mixtures of both of these models helps to clarify the nature of the concepts and
abilities that can and should be learned. Teachers tend to use mixes of these and other
approaches for their teaching strategies (Lesh, 2007, pp. 315-317).
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The Make Practice Mathematical model suggests that learning to solve
meaningful (naturally occurring) real life problems (such as teaching mathematics) is
easier than solving someone else’s version of the problem of teaching mathematics (Lesh,
2007, p. 317). The teachers had to make their teaching practice mathematical. Focusing
on the real life problem of teaching mathematics is a more direct route for successful
professional development work.
In general, the MMI in Your Classroom assignment was designed so that teachers
would apply what they learned in the MMI course back in their classrooms. Ms. Forest
was guided by the MMI instructor to teach her first graders the number line for
understanding subtraction (Making Mathematics Practical Model). She became
convinced of its use only when all of her first graders successfully subtracted while using
the number line model (12-19-05). Ms. Forest made her teaching practice mathematical
when she used the number line model during a mathematics lesson with U.S. coins. To
assess the value of the coins, Ms. Forest automatically used the number line for coin
placement and coin value (Making Practice Mathematical Model).
Ms. Knight applied the mental math theme that she learned from the MMI
instructor directly into her classroom teaching (1-4-06). Her mental math questions and
sequencing were similar to the MMI instructor (Making Mathematics Practical Model).
She used the number line model during three observations (1-6-06; 1-20-06; 1-24-06) to
increase student understanding of number value (Making Practice Mathematical Model).
Her own place value understanding had also grown as a result of the MMI experience
Knight Pre/Post Test). Ms. Knight’s use of the number line model had made her teaching
practice mathematical.
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Ms. Lakett applied the number line to her teaching during the second classroom
observation (12-19-05). She directed students to create and identify number line
vocabulary words and definitions (Making Mathematics Practical Model). She adapted
the mental math theme (12-21-05) for mental skip-counting by fractional increments, and
she adapted the adjective/noun theme (12-21-05; 1-4-06) for fifth grade measurement
conversions (Making Practice Mathematical Model). When teachers used the models and
themes in MMI sessions, working through the special problems that the instructor had
designed, and presented their solutions to their teaching peers, the models and themes
became part of their learning of mathematics. The knowledge of how the models and
themes helped teacher learning, also helped teachers to acquire the role of being a models
and themes user (Making Practice Mathematical Model).
Changed Teaching Behaviors
The MMI course used both instructional continuum models to promote changed
teaching behaviors. To what extent do elementary teacher goals and behaviors change as
a result of increased mathematics knowledge? The three study teachers used the MMI
models, themes and concepts in their mathematics teaching (Observations). Late access
to the MMI course limited the start of classroom observations, and state testing in May
curtailed the duration for classroom observations. Early observations began in the middle
of December 2005 and ended on February 28, 2006 and later observations began on
March 1, 2006 and ended in mid April, 2006. Though intended as pre-observation and
post-observation data, the teachers’ mathematics teaching with MMI models, themes, and
concepts occurred more as a code use time line.
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The Concept Code Use Time Line (Appendix F) identified the mathematics
concepts that the MMI instructor emphasized during the MMI course and the teachers’
teaching of those concepts in their classrooms (Observations). The concept list included
the making sense of place value, subtraction, multiplication, division, equality, fractions,
decimals, percents, proportion, rate, and distributive rule. The instructor mentioned that
he didn’t think there was a need to focus on addition, so addition was not included in the
concept list.

Teacher Understanding
The first grade teacher (Forest) understood the need for visual and tactile
representations during mathematics teaching and learning. She regularly used a visual
model for her students to focus on and introduced the MMI number line model during the
second classroom observation. She saw all her students succeed in subtraction when they
used the number line model. She learned more about the comparison model for
subtraction from MMI and used it in her teaching (Forest Observations, 12-15-05; 1-1106; 3-22-06). She taught number bonds during the 3-22-06 observation and often asked
students to supply the missing addend in simple number sentence. She remained doubtful
about student successful use of the comparison model because she believed it was very
abstract for young mathematics learners.
Ms. Knight had learned deeper understanding of place value from the MMI
course (Knight Pre/Post Test). She created extensions to problem work so that students
would use the knowledge she was trying to teach. For example, while the class
decomposed three-digit numbers for subtraction, Ms. Knight asked students what would
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happen when the minuend number was increased into the fourth digit place value (Knight
Observation, 1-4-06).
Ms. Lakett understood using MMI models and themes for troubleshooting student
misconceptions. On the same day that she introduced the number line, she used the
adjective/noun theme to help curriculum work with measurement conversions, such as,
express 4/5 kilometer as meters (Lakett Observation, 12-21-05). She changed the
measurement units to silly names (googles and boobies) instead of kilomenters and
centimeters). In this way, she could focus student attention on the meaning of the nouns
(kilometers, meters, googles, and boobies) and calculations with the adjective numbers.
Teachers did change their classroom practice because of new mathematics content
understandings that they learned during the MMI course. Teachers planned the use of
models and themes (Forest), extended mathematics understanding (Knight), and applied
MMI theme methods to clarify curriculum work (Lakett).

Classroom Curriculum
The Concept Code Use Time Line indicated that the two primary teachers (Forest
& Knight) basically taught place value and subtraction concepts with many opportunities
for making sense of these concepts. Place value, addition and subtraction are important
concepts in the first and second grades. Ms. Forest taught her first graders to use the
number line for subtraction (Forest Observation, 12-19-05). Ms. Knight used place value
and decomposition of numbers as she explained the concept of subtraction (Knight
Observation, 1-4-06). She also began teaching multiplication facts near the end of
February and the first part of March 2006. The code use data identified this time span
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(from 3-13-06 on) with more multiplication concept work as well as practice and facts
work.
The Concept Code Use Time Line for the fifth grade teacher indicated many more
concepts used by the teacher during classroom observation times. The larger numbers for
each code can be attributed to Ms. Lakett’s teaching two ninety minute mathematics
classes everyday as well as one thirty minute grade four tutoring session before school.
She noted that the fifth grade curriculum is based mainly on fractions (Lakett Interview);
her code use numbers are therefore high for making sense of the fraction concept. The
fifth grade curriculum, especially in the Singapore Math Program, focuses on fraction
understanding. One main model that Ms. Lakett used frequently was the “unibar” which
is the problem solving model for the Singapore Math Program, but she also used
drawings, blocks and data tables on the overhead projector to present a visual focus for
students.
Teachers did change their classroom practice because of curricular needs in the
classroom. Primary teachers needed to focus on number sense, place value, addition and
subtraction (Forest & Knight). The intermediate teacher focused on fractions and the
“unibar” model from Singapore Math (Lakett).

Links between Concepts, Models, and Themes
The three most used themes for Ms. Forest were practice, facts, and student word
problems. In the third observation, Ms. Forest asked several fact-demanding questions
about shapes to review mathematics vocabulary and meaning. “How many sides does a
rectangle have? How many comers does a rectangle have? What is special about these
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two sides? How many comers does a circle have? (Forest, Observation 1-11-06). She
asked similar fact seeking questions during the 3-15-06 observation to review U.S. coins
- their names and values. The code use for FACTS often connected with the practice
(PRAC) code data because Ms. Forest would practice various coin combinations one
after the other (Observation 3-15-06). She remarked in the post-interview that first
graders needed repetition with facts as well as repeated examples to solve in order to
improve their mathematics skills.
Ms. Forest linked her subtraction teaching with the number line model and the
comparison model. To introduce subtraction, Ms. Forest relied on the number line model
to show the subtraction process (Forest Observation, 12-19-05). During a later
observation (3-22-06), Ms. Forest used the comparison model after reminding her
students that the number line had shown them the subtraction process. As she correctly
represented “_+ 5 = 16” as the comparison model, she asked her first graders, “What
should I add to five to get the sum of sixteen (Forest Observation, 3-22-06)?”
Ms. Knight frequently connected estimation with the number line model. When
students placed their estimated number of blocks data on the number line, Ms. Knight
discussed estimating point locations and evaluating range of data numbers (Knight
Observation, 1-6-06). Ms. Knight again used the number line to display the data of
student foot lengths (Knight Observation, 1-20-06). As she drew out the number line, she
asked students for number values between tick marks. When the data became difficult to
map onto the number line (data points were too close together), Ms. Knight created a
larger and longer number line model on the front chalkboard.
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Ms. Knight also connected mental math with the adjective/noun theme as well as
with number facts (Knight Observation, 1-4-06). Mental math steps often included
adding or subtraction “2 tens” or “five ones” from the previous step. She noted that
students then had to review vocabulary (example, tens or ones) and understand the place
value meaning to the nouns (Knight Interview).
The fifth grade teacher spoke quickly in her teaching role and often interspersed
short, factual questions as both review and focus aids. The themes section of the time line
for “FACTS” indicated this teaching trait for Ms. Lakett. She introduced the number line
and stressed the characteristics (facts) of the number line and asked students to document
equivalent fractions on their written number line models (Lakett Observation, 12-19-05).
In doing this, she combined the number line model with facts and fractions. When asking
students to orally skip count by fractional increments (as a mental math endeavor), Ms.
Lakett had united both the mental math theme and the fifth grade curriculum work with
fractions (Lakett Observation, 12-21-05; 1-6-06).
Teachers did use combinations of MMI models and themes to make changes in
their mathematics teaching in the classroom. Practice and facts focused first graders on
review and next steps in thinking, and two models introduced and supplemented
subtraction understanding (Forest). Estimation frequently paired with the number line for
number values and data ranges, and mental math could use adjective/noun terms for place
value meaning (Knight). Creating a number line required information (facts), and mental
math skip-counting could involve making sense of fractions and their equivalents
(Lakett).
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By collecting final code totals (arranged in separate categories) from each
teacher’s time line data and arranging the code totals by progressive grade levels into a
summary table, patterns emerged. The Teacher Code Totals: Concepts, Models, and
Themes summary table identified the increasing use of more developed mathematics
concepts as the grade level increased.
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Table 11. The Teacher Code Totals: Concepts, Models, and Themes Summary
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The MMI study teachers often asked their students for meaning (large numbers of
SENSE codes) with the mathematics they were working on. None of the teachers taught
proportion or rate during classroom observation time and the distributive rule was used
only twice by the fifth grade teacher as a reference (Lakett Observation, 3-13-06; Lakett
Observation, 3-15-06). It is interesting to note that the first grade teacher’s classroom
observations did not indicate any focus on place value.
Though the number line was a new method to the three study participating
teachers, they did use the number line in their teaching. The comparison model was also
used mainly as another way to demonstrate and explain subtraction. As already noted, the
second grade teacher had adopted the area model as her chosen model to help her in
explaining multiplication to her second graders. The variety of mathematics models
increased as the grade levels increased.
The two newer themes for the teachers were the mental math and the
adjective/noun themes. The data showed that they made serious efforts to try mental math
(Knight MMI in Your Classroom, 1-31-06; Forest Observation, 3-15-06; Lakett
Observation, 12-21-05) and adjective/noun (Knight Observation, 1-4-06; Lakett
Observation, 1-4-06) out in their teaching. There is also data from the Teacher Code
Totals - Concepts, Models and Themes Table to show that teaching in more than one
way was part of the teacher learning that happened with MMI. The fifth grade teacher
often asked for more than one way to reach a solution. The teacher word problem (TWP)
data showed that teachers did create appropriate word problems during their mathematics
teaching.
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Conclusions
To What Extent Did the Elementary Teachers Master the MMI content? To What Extent
Did the Elementary Teacher Goals and Behaviors Change as a Result of Increased
Mathematics Knowledge?
Mathematics teaching and learning requires knowledge of big ideas (Charles,
2005; Ma, 1999; NRC, 2001), such as the structure of the number system
(decomposition, place value, and estimation) and finding area by the dissection of figures
(NRC, 2001). Mathematics teachers need to construct and use instructional representation
of subject matter knowledge which can be portrayed in many ways (McDiarmid, 1989),
and develop the very mathematical reasoning that they wish their students to develop

j

(Ball & Bass, 2003).
Teaching or explaining mathematics does not mean describing rules and
procedures (Ball, 1990) and many elementary teachers do lack a conceptual
understanding of the mathematics they teach (Mewbom, 2001). Within their classrooms,
the study teachers mainly used three MMI emphasized models - the number line, the area
model, and the comparison model and five MMI emphasized themes - estimation, mental
math, adjective/noun, more-than-one-way, and teacher (or student) generated word
problems in their classroom teaching behaviors. From previously demonstrating
elementary mathematics procedures, teachers began to use newly practiced visual models
and explain elementary procedures with concepts. Teachers decomposed mathematics
into smaller chunks for student analysis and development of meaning, and they
*

emphasized estimation, mental math, adjective/noun and student generated word problem
themes with their students. Teachers used the interconnections among concepts, models
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and themes to appropriately represent mathematics in more-than-one-way for the variety
of learning styles within their classrooms.
The Importance of Models
Teachers of mathematics need to know how to use diagrams or models to
represent mathematics concepts and procedures to students (Hill et al, 2005). Models
contribute images that are part of the perspective of the expert (e.g. mathematician,
scientist) and they provide a description of hidden processes that are both explanatory
and answer many “why” questions (Clement, 1989). The three study teachers learned
knowledge about the number line to show meaning of number values and to explain
addition, subtraction, multiplication and division processes for whole numbers, fractions,
decimals and percents. They found that the meanings and estimated values of fractions,
decimals and percents as well as mathematical processes with fractions, decimals and
percents could be modeled on the number line.
The teachers learned about the area model for decomposing (undoing) numbers to
develop meaning with regard to place value and the multiplication process, and also to be
a visual model for a multiplication situation. For example, the product of any two
numbers is the area of a rectangle that has each factor as the length of a side. The
distributive rule helps to explain some multiplication connections within the area model.
The teachers learned knowledge about the comparison model as a way to think
about and explain subtraction as the difference, or the gap, between two numbers. The
teachers focused on the comparison model as it highlighted subtraction as the inverse
(undoing) of addition, 5 +_=8. The teachers also learned to explain the subtraction
process with the number line model.
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The value of using models when teaching can be seen in the following example:
when multiplying two numbers, such as 11 x 12, the teacher may use the number line and
estimate lengths of “11” repeatedly twelve times. This teaching behavior shows
multiplication as repeated addition and utilizes the number line, estimation, place value,
and sense-making of the multiplication process. The teacher may also show the area
model for multiplication which includes decomposing (undoing) the two number factors,
applying the distributive rule, remembering multiplication facts and place value.

Figure 52. Showing Multiplication in More-Than-One Way: with the Number Line, the
Area Model, and the Lattice Method

The teacher could show multiplication with the lattice method, another way to
model the multiplication of the two numbers where the place value columns are
organized within the lattice arrangement. Thus, three teaching behaviors show the
process of multiplication in more-than-one-way, allowing students to make sense of the
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concepts, models and themes along the interconnecting pathways and solidify their
understanding of the mathematical concepts.
Visual models are very important for teachers and students in their learning
explanations and discussions about mathematics concepts (Lesh et al., 2007). Teachers
and students focus their questions, explanations, and discussions on the same visual
model. The models portray what is happening to the numbers in the mathematics and are
necessary for meaning and understanding.
Mental math solidifies understanding of place value, teaches how numbers can be
rearranged and manipulated, and demonstrates how the same answer can often be reached
in more-than-one way (Parker & Baldridge, 2003). The concept of rate, the number line,
comparison and area models, and the themes of mental math, adjective/noun, and morethan-one-way to teach concepts are the specific content knowledge pieces noted by the
three elementary teachers. Before teachers worked with MMI they used manipulatives in
their classroom teaching. However, they found that basic and appropriate visual models
that could help them better define mathematics meaning and understanding. The teachers
found the value of using more-than-one-way to explain the meaning of numbers and the
processes with the numbers. The teachers already knew that number facts are important
to mathematics learning, but they learned mental math and adjective/noun themes to help
students visualize numbers and processes inside their heads and apply language arts rules
for adjectives and nouns to help clarify complicated numbers and processes.
“Models for learning must attend to issues of understanding (Hiebert & Carpenter,
1992, p.65).” A student interacts with a mathematical diagram or picture and develops an
internal representation of the quantity or relationship being portrayed. The intention of
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the model is to create understanding in the mind of the learner (Fennema & Franke, 1992,
p. 153).
It is believed that use of both real-world situations and concrete or pictorial
representations help students learn the abstract ideas of mathematics with
understanding. (Fennema & Franke, 1992, p. 154)
Teachers must know how to explain and represent mathematical concepts that
they wish their students to learn in order to develop strong mathematical understanding.
The three emphasized MMI models replicated mathematical systems: the number line
represented the number system, the area model represented the area of a rectangle, and
the comparison model represented the difference when subtracting two numbers. Study
teachers could actively express number value and concept ideas with the models and
focus class discussion on the learning of the ideas. The three study teachers had not
previously used the MMI emphasized models and described their new understandings to
locate whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and percents on the number line (pre-post
test), explain the meaning of subtraction and multiplication and the value of U.S. coins
(classroom observations), and assess the understanding of students using the comparison
and number line models for subtraction (Forest Interview).
More-Than-One-Wav
As illustrated in the example above, content knowledge for teaching requires not
just the ability to perform a mathematics procedure; it also requires knowledge about
representing and explaining the procedure in multiple ways and knowing about and
explaining meaning and unique features about the mathematics involved (Hill et al,
2007). Students need a mental image of the multiplication process in general; the number
line model shows the repeated addition meaning of multiplication along the number line
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to arrive at the solution. As larger numbers are multiplied, the area model shows
decomposition of those larger numbers into their place value chunks so that partial
products may be efficiently added together to complete the multiplication. The lattice
method provides a third perspective on multiplication; place value sense is organized
within the columns, rows and diagonal spaces and the student uses number facts to
complete the multiplication.
Knowledge Not Gleaned from MMI
The MMI pre-post tests indicated the least improvement for test item #20 (If a
positive number A is divided by another positive number B, is the result always smaller
than the number A? Explain your answer.). The whole group of teacher scores gained
only 18%: pre-test average score 30% - post-test average score 48%. Teachers’
conceptual understanding of division with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and
percents was needed to correctly explain the problem statement. The three study teachers’
average scores remained the same - pre-test average 34% - post-test average 34%. MMI
could include more coursework with teacher explanations for rules and assumptions in
mathematics
The MMI course instructor declared the concept of rate as very important in
elementary mathematics. The first grade study teacher noted in the pre-interview that she
wondered how she could apply rate into her curriculum. She discovered rate in a first
grade story where monkeys jumped off a bed onto the floor. Every time a monkey
jumped off from the bed, there was one less monkey on the bed (decrease of one monkey
per jump) and one more monkey on the floor (increase of one monkey per jump). The
teacher had discovered a very simple rate example for her first grade students. Individual
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teacher discoveries need to be part of the MMI course. The time constraints for the MMI
course limited the relevant teacher sharing and discussions on what the mathematical
concepts look like at the various grade levels. MMI could improve by scheduling more
grade level discussions about concepts, models and themes.

What are the Processes and Mechanisms for the Learning and Teaching Changes?
Teacher thinking needs to be at the center of professional development programs
and teachers need to relearn the mathematics they teach to gain insights into concepts and
interconnections among topics (Mewbom, 2003). Teacher activities in professional
development need to be similar to what actual practitioners do and need to be situated in
settings that emphasize the teachers’ learning of subject matter (Putnam & Borko, 2000).
The teachers had worked together within small groups on designed problems (with
concepts, models, and themes) that the MMI course instructor had created.
Teachers need to struggle with important mathematical ideas, justify their
thinking to peers, investigate alternative solutions proposed by others, and
reconsider their conceptions of what it means to do mathematics. (Mewbom,
2003, p.49)
The teachers had presented their solutions to each other during the MMI course.
In solving the designed problems, the teachers acted as learners of the concepts, models,
and themes. In presenting their various solutions to each other, the teachers acted as
analysts and explainers as well as practicing the teaching of these concepts, models and
themes.
Professional development for mathematics teachers needs to be grounded in the
teaching practice (Putnam & Borko, 2000), and it needs to teach the mathematics content
knowledge that teachers need for teaching (NRC, 2001). The process of interconnecting
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concepts, models, and themes is very important for teaching mathematics. The
interconnecting process allows concepts to be explained with appropriate visual models,
and themes to guide the thinking and learning process. Teachers learned that the
interconnections to previously learned concepts and processes are the building blocks for
mathematics understanding and that it is necessary to decompose concepts into smaller
pieces to explain mathematical meaning.
For example, the teachers learned the adjective/noun theme as a comparison
process between mathematics and the adjectives and nouns in language. The
adjective/noun theme simplifies the mathematics language into meaningful chunks, for
example: 6/7, 0.4 and 25%. The nouns are the units, such as, 6 sevenths, 0.4 (tenths as the
place value or noun), and 25% (percent is the unit of hundredths and the noun in the
expression). The adjectives in these three instances are the number of units being
portrayed, 6 sevenths, 4 tenths, and 25 percent. Adjective chunks may be added or
subtracted as long as the noun chunks are the same.
An isolated interconnection such as “undoing” is an interesting fact, but if
connected to undoing a number into place value chunks within the area model, then
meaning and understanding become clearer about the process of multiplication. The
interconnections are not coincidental; they are the glue that binds together the concepts,
models and themes and also points out the development threads of mathematics.
Content knowledge for teaching requires the ability to pose word problems that
correspond to the mathematics procedure and troubleshoot errors within mathematical
problem solving (Borko et al, 1992; Hill et al, 2007; Ma, 1999). The MMI learning and
teaching themes guide the learning process: practice mathematics and learn number facts,
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mentally estimate and undo concepts in order to make sense of mathematical processes,
generate word problems as another way of finding meaning in mathematics, and use
language comparisons of adjectives and nouns to simplify complex numbers and assist
understanding.
Elementary teachers can learn mathematics for teaching within a single
professional development program (Hill & Ball, 2004). The mathematically
knowledgeable instructor must remain focused on mathematics content and the teachers
must have opportunities to work together on elementary-level problems within their
mathematics teaching content. Professional development needs to be designed especially
for mathematics teachers to involve them in learning about the mathematics they teach
and learning ways to teach that same mathematics. The course design must include
teachers actively testing out and revising mathematical models and themes so that they
could analyze their learning and make choices with respect to their mathematics teaching.
In the previously discussed model, Making Mathematics Practical, from the
comparison of two ends of an instructional continuum (Lesh et al, 2007), the intention of
a teaching or professional development experience could be to teach first, and then apply
what is taught. If the MMI instructor had taught for example, the number line, to the
teachers and demonstrated to teachers how the number line could show number values
and arithmetic processes (addition, subtraction, multiplication, or division), he could then
ask teachers to design and teach a lesson using the number line. The instructor’s teaching
intention in this case is for the teachers to apply what he has taught.
MMI followed the second model, Making Practice Mathematical, from the
comparison of two ends of an instructional continuum (Lesh et al, 2007). The intention of
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the MMI professional development experience was to test and revise first and then
empower the results. The MMI instructor did demonstrate for example, the number line,
and how the number line could show number values and mathematical processes.
However, he also asked teachers within small groups to solve specially designed
problems using the number line to show number values and the processes of addition,
subtraction, multiplication and division with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, and
percents. Teachers then demonstrated and explained their solutions to the whole group,
thereby practicing the teaching of the number line as a model for number values and
mathematical processes. At this point the teachers had been learners and teachers of the
number line. The “Making Practice Mathematical” model develops the learning and
teaching skill first and then teachers invest their learning in choosing to use the number
line in their classroom teaching.
The MMI mathematics content (specially designed problem solving experiences
emphasizing concepts, models and themes for teachers of mathematics) was tried out
during the professional development sessions in both learning and teaching modes. As
teachers discussed in small groups how they solved the problems, they learned from each
other variations for explaining and demonstrating the mathematical concepts while using
similar models and themes. At this point they had already gone through the learning and
teaching process once, and the MMI in Your Classroom assignment then became the
invitation to use the experienced and practiced explanations and demonstrations in their
classrooms. As teachers learned more ways to explain and model mathematics, they felt
increased confidence and enthusiasm to teach mathematics with the emphasized
concepts, models and themes.
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Teachers’ Early Experiences with Mathematics, Attitudes, and the Influence of MMI
The pre-service mathematics courses for the three study teachers required the
generating of mathematics lesson plans (Forest), provided knowledge of computer
mathematics programs and how to implement them (Knight), and provided a review of
high-school mathematics courses (Lakett). As the first grade teacher aptly phrased it,
“There was no instruction on how to break things down to teach it.” The study teachers
were in their first several years of teaching and they were ready to have a deep learning
experience with mathematics and the teaching of mathematics. The MMI course provided
them with learning experiences which promoted their individual knowledge growth in
mathematics and in how to teach mathematics. The course gave them practice learning
and teaching mathematics with concepts, models, and themes. MMI was focused on
grade-appropriate concepts and the models and themes to teach those concepts.
Teacher renewed mathematics learning with emphasis on the interconnections of
concepts, models and themes kindled knowledge and confidence for mathematics
teaching. The Massachusetts Mathematics Institute believes that teachers need to
understand and feel confident with mathematics and that all teachers can achieve a high
level of comfort and proficiency with mathematics. As stated in the VMI web site,
participants (who are relearning mathematics) begin to view themselves as
mathematicians, view mathematics as part of their lives, and see the world in a
mathematical light. The MMI program is designed to give teacher participants a deep
understanding of mathematics content. MMI participants become mathematics learners
again. Each teacher’s knowledge of concepts and procedures is relearned with emphasis
on the meanings and connections between concepts, models and themes. This
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‘"refreshment” of mathematics learning kindles more confidence in doing and explaining
mathematics.
Limitations of the Study
This study concerns a single, small urban school district identified as a high
poverty area. The MMI professional development is relatively new and based in
Massachusetts. It would be interesting to know if teacher learning and teaching behavior
changes would be repeated in other educational situations and other locations. New
studies might focus on elementary teachers’ mathematics learning and changes in
teaching behaviors for pre-service and/or in-service professional development. A detailed
description of the roles of the instructors and the teacher participants before, during, and
after the teacher development course would be informative.
Future studies on the MMI program might explore the influence of the program
on a larger number of teachers from a larger grade range. Participant teachers at each of
the grade levels would provide sequential and consistent evidence of mathematical
concept development for learning and teaching. Studies could also extend to middle
grade and high school teaching levels.
Time was the biggest limitation during this study. Pre-observations and interviews
did not occur prior to the beginning of the MMI course. Successive semesters are needed
to include pre-observations and interviews (separate from the MMI course), a full
semester (or longer) for the MMI course, and a final semester for post-observations and
interviews with the same teachers. The MMI course instructor had wanted more time to
work with the teachers in this study and the teachers had wanted more time with the MMI
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course. A longer, yet still conveniently scheduled course of mathematics learning and
teaching could yield stronger results.
The “Intent” of Professional Development
Various types of professional development exist for mathematics teachers. Pre¬
service teacher education includes mathematics courses and mathematics methods
courses. Once engaged as a practicing teacher, professional development comes in
various forms: Textbook curriculum trainers guide teachers through their curriculum’s
design and best approaches for presentation. Teachers work on district committees to
develop mathematics benchmarks and grade level quarterly tests. There is also
specialized professional development to enhance teachers’ content knowledge in subject
areas. Each type of professional development has unique intentions or goals. Pre-service
teacher training focuses on goals of subject matter knowledge and methods of teaching
for the teacher trainees. Teaching experience usually comprises an isolated time of
reflection with little peer intervention. Textbook curriculum training wants to familiarize
teachers with the textbook curriculum’s design and possible presentational approaches.
District committees need to produce useful documents to acquaint teachers with
information about standards and district assessment procedures. However, specialized
content professional development seeks to make changes in teacher knowledge about
content and about teaching that content. To improve the teaching of mathematics in the
classroom, the specialized professional development is the more direct route to take.
The MM1 course did emphasize concept meanings, visual models, and themes in
the course curriculum, course assignments, assessment and teaching roles of the course
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instructor. The course instructor’s goal, to see those emphasized concepts, models, and
themes acted out in the teachers’ classrooms, did occur.
Implications for Professional Development
The instructor designed the MMI course to focus on the meaning of mathematical
concepts, and on models and themes as ways to develop such meaning. He created his
own problems to emphasize the concepts, models, and themes, and he included
connections to state testing which added to the relevancy of his course design. His
teaching role allowed teachers to discover the smaller steps within the built-up
knowledge of their mathematics so that teachers could better communicate the smaller,
beginning steps with their students. The instructor stated:
There are certain types of content that a teacher has completely assimilated for
themselves which can make it hard for the teacher to see the need to break it down
into smaller pieces. Concepts from place value come so naturally to us that we
sometimes don’t think about why 100 follows 99. It just does. (MMI Instructor
Email, 9-7-06)
This special professional development design meant that teachers were learning
meaning for the mathematical concepts that they teach and testing out models and themes
as ways to develop that meaning. Teachers were decomposing their mathematics learning
into beginning forms to be more comprehensible to younger learners.
The MMI participating teachers made changes in their teaching of mathematics.
They worked as mathematicians during the professional development program and
returned to their classrooms with mathematics knowledge and methods useful in their
teaching. Professional development, specifically designed for mathematics teachers,
needs to include teachers working as mathematicians.
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MMI participating teachers felt that working in small groups, with group
members teaching at a variety of grade levels, enhanced their understanding of
mathematics K-6. It was not unusual for MMI teachers to work in mixed grade level
groups as well as within similar grade level groups during the MMI course. Both types of
groupings were useful.
“The Asian model of continuous improvement highlights the importance of
viewing professional development as part of the daily work of teachers (Mewbom, 2003,
p.50). The three MMI study participant teachers noted that the MMI professional
development was very different than what they had experienced in the past. They felt
strongly that they had learned content knowledge and methods for teaching mathematics.
They indicated their continuous need for appropriate professional development such as
MMI.
Professional development designs can be expanded to pre-service work as well as
in-service work. One of the MMI study participant teachers suggested that MMI types of
courses should have been part of her teacher training in college. Pre-service teachers
could review the mathematics they once learned from both the learner’s perspective and
the teacher’s perspective.
A mathematics teacher, acting as both a learner and teacher of mathematics, must
focus thinking at a variety of levels for a variety of purposes. This telephoto lens
approach allows the brain during mathematics problem solving to focus on a particular
chunked area and, after solving what is there, zoom out to a big picture focus in search of
the next smaller problem chunk section. Teachers need to know how to do this, which
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will help them in how to teach this. Teachers really do need a thorough understanding of
the mathematics they teach.
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APPENDIX A
SEVEN PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS

Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused Professional
Development Programs for Elementary Teachers:

Summer Mathematics Institute (Florida)
The Alaska Partnership for Teacher Enhancement
The Elementary Mathematics Study (Michigan State University)
Summermath (Mt. Holyoke College)
University of Chicago School Mathematics Project
California Mathematics Project
Vermont Mathematics Initiative
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Table 12. Florida: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused
Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Details

•

Florida

•

1987

•

Summer Mathematics
Institute

•

West Central, Florida

•

18 volunteer elementary
teachers (stipends)

•

Teachers felt that their
mathematical knowledge
was inadequate

Changes

Program

•

Style: Twelve 5 hour inservice sessions at the
conclusion of the 1987-8
school year

•

Significant increase in
mathematical knowledge
at both the knowledge
and application level.

•

Topics: Set Theory,
Number Systems,
Number Theory,
Integers, Rational
Numbers, and Problem
Solving - each 5 hour
session included two and
one half hours of lecture,
half hour of breaks, and
two hours of supervised
study (math activities.
individual help, group
discussions, and reteaching).

•

•

Instructors: Two
university professors
modeled inductive
teaching strategies,
emphasized the language
of mathematics, engaged
the teachers in problem
solving activities, and
asked higher-ordered
questions to motivate
mathematical thinking.

•

Evaluation: Pre/Post
Tests (parallel formed)
on the mathematics
content and a twelve
item questionnaire used
for a structured
interview six months
after the institute to
identify improvement in
the teaching of
mathematics.

Teachers appeared to
have integrated their
newly acquired
knowledge into their
everyday teaching
behaviors, even using
the roles modeled
purposely by the
university instructors.
“In summary, the
evidence presented
supports the notion that
both the specific and
implied objectives of the
institute were
successfully met.
Teachers significantly
improved their
understanding of
mathematical content.
and more, importantly.
appeared to have
integrated this newly
acquired knowledge into
their everyday teaching
behaviors.” (Graebell &
Phillips, 1988, p.7)
During the year
following the summer
institute, teachers spent
more time preparing
mathematics lessons,
used more diagrams.
manipulatives, and
problem solving, and felt
more comfortable
teaching mathematics.
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Table 13. Summermath: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content
Focused Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Details

Massachusetts
1987-1989
Summermath
Mt. Holyoke College,
Holyoke, MA
10 elementary
mathematics teachers
Elementary teachers
need to develop their
understanding and
ability to inquire within
the mathematics
discipline.

Program

Style: 2 week summer
institute with regular
year-round, classroom
based staff development
and support.
Topics: Students are
actively involved in
problem solving as they
move from the concrete
to the abstract in order to
develop conceptual
understanding of
mathematics. Students
apply mathematics to
novel situations,
inventing strategies, and
assessing the
reasonableness of one’s
solutions. Summermath
is trying to help teachers
construct learning “constructivism.”
Instructors: Faculty at
Mt. Holyoke College
Evaluation: Teacher
participants write
evaluations and journal
reflections on the
instruction. They are
also interviewed.

Changes

A good mathematics
background is very
helpful for the success of
the teacher in
Summermath. “Program
staff began to notice that
teachers whose own
mathematics background
was weak had difficulty
selecting and posing
worthwhile problems or
asking questions
appropriately.
Consequently, the
SummerMath for
Teachers program now
includes mathematics
courses for teachers.
(Mosenthal & Ball,
1992, p.353)
Teachers relate
constructivist changes in
instruction (better
curricular sequence,
using manipulatives,
sharing strategies of
solving math, and
choosing more effective
materials). One study
teacher’s actions
demonstrated this..
“Though her interview
response is not entirely
distinct from baseline,
what is different is the
degree to which she
reports that a
constructivist routine has
been put in place that
implicates inquiry as a
goal of instruction.”
(Mosenthal, 1995,

JE274)
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Table 14. Alaska: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused
Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Details

•

Alaska

•

Summer 2000

•

The Alaska Partnership
for Teacher
Enhancement

•

Anchorage, Alaska

•

11 teachers (7
elementary Native
Alaskans with only two
being certified and 5
teacher aides along
with 4 middle school
teachers)

•

Strong need for subject
matter content
knowledge (all
elementary teachers
had limited
mathematics
backgrounds and the
four middle school
teachers had strong
mathematics
backgrounds)

Changes

Program

•

Style: 10 day summer
content institute

•

Topics: Four goals:
knowledge of math
standards with
application toward
developing lessons,
exploring a math content
strand (NCTM), using
technology in lesson
planning, and “teacher
as learner” and
mentoring/peer
collaboration themes.
Participants would
explore multiple
representations, handson activities,
manipulatives, visuals,
and writing/literacy.

•

Instructors: A University
of Alaska Anchorage
math faculty instructor
plus a team of three
teachers from the
Anchorage School
District collaborated to
organize, develop, and
finally deliver the
institute curriculum.

•

Evaluation: Researchers
observed five days of the
ten day institute, took
field notes on activities,
collected sample activity
sheets and journal
entries from participants,
and interviewed
presenters and
participants.
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•

Teachers worked
through stages of
comprehension and
transformation to
transform content
knowledge into useable
information that would
improve their teaching.
“Participants and
presenters were
engaging in the
conversations about
how this might be done
in the classroom.”
(Jones & Holder, 2001,
p.ll)

•

The content emerged
from the on-going
decision-making of
teacher presenters
rather than from
predetermined
objectives. “The
content was decided by
the teacher-presenters.
This may account for
what may be viewed as
an overbalance of
pedagogy over
content.” (Jones &
Holder, 2001, p. 11)

•

Participants considered
the institute very
successful. “On the last
day, virtually all
participants were
expressing gratitude
and a sense of
accomplishment. The
written evaluations
were very high.” (Jones
& Holder, 2001, p.9)

Table 15. Michigan: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused
Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Program

Details

•

Michigan

•

1987-1989

•

The Elementary
Mathematics Study

•

Michigan State
University

•

23 pre-service
elementary teachers

•

Pre-service teachers
typically view
mathematics as a
linearly ordered, fixed
body of knowledge that
is best learned by
memorizing facts.
rules, formulas, and
procedures for
applying them to
textbook exercises.
Strong need to change
their view of teaching
as carrying out goals
determined by texts,
providing
demonstrations and
examples of tasks to be
completed, and
checking
assignments/tests for
completeness and
correctness.

•

Style: Sequence of three
non-traditional math
courses, one methods
course, and a curriculum
seminar.

•

Topics: The math
courses are devoted to
Number Theory,
Geometry, and
Probability & Statistics
(materials from the
Middle Grades
Mathematics Project).
The methods course and
curriculum seminar drew
on the content courses
and field experiences to
engage the prospective
teachers in reconsidering
their notions about
mathematics education.

•

Instructors: Michigan
State University faculty

•

Evaluation: Continuing
evaluation over the
course of the program
using field notes, video
recordings, audio
recordings,
questionnaires, student
work, and intensive
study of four
participants.

Changes

•

Disciplinary study may
be insufficient to
overcome pre-service
teachers’ deeply held
beliefs about what
students can and should
learn in the elementary
mathematics
classroom. “The
choices the teachers
made were influenced
by the interaction of
their views about
knowledge and
pedagogy with the
degree to which they
perceived context to be
a constraint.” (Wilcox
et al, 1992, p.19)

•

Modeling new
practices and
nontraditional
conceptions of
mathematics pedagogy
in the study of content
may be insufficient to
develop in beginning
teachers the
knowledge, skills, and
beliefs to conceive of
teaching as something
other than telling. “One
of the biggest
challenges may lie in
how to develop in pre¬
service teachers a
disposition to ask
critical questions about curriculum,
instructional practices,
...” (Wilcox et al, 1992,
P-24)

Table 16. Chicago: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused
Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Details

•

Chicago, Illinois

•

Began 1983,
Evaluation of Project
1998-1999, and
Everyday Mathematics
Project for elementary
education 1985

•

University of Chicago
School Math Project
(UCSMP)’s Everyday
Math Program,
Mathematics Specialist
Program and Bridges
(elementary level)

•

Various locations

•

K-12 mathematics
teachers for the total
project with specialized
sections for various
grade level groups
(elementary level K-6).

•

Need for richer
mathematics curricular
resources and
mathematics specialist
teachers in elementary
schools, and to teach
applications of
mathematics at the
elementary level.

Program

•

•

•

•

Style: Training in
Everyday Mathematics
for K-6 with a more
extensive program
designed for grades 4-6
for upgrading teachers to
become mathematics
specialists. The program
is designed to be
flexible: any subset of
the workshops can be
presented in any
sequence. Bridges
materials are designed
for local leaders to
conduct content
workshops for
elementary school
teachers.
Topics: Topics are
numeration and
counting, plane
geometry, measurement,
operations, data analysis,
solid geometry, and
applications.
Instructors: Initially the
University of Chicago’s
mathematics and
education faculty
members in
collaboration with
business and school
districts. A Staff
Developer’s Guide has
been developed to be
used by district staff to
present the various
workshops.
Evaluation: Systematic
evaluations of individual
program sections.
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Changes

•

•

•

•

Teachers respond
positively to the
workshops, increasing
their mathematics
instruction time
incrementally during a
period of heavy
information
accumulation and
assimilation. (UCSMP,
1989, p.13)
The implementation of
math specialists in
participating
elementary schools
occurred. “In 19881989, evaluators
surveyed participants
in the program
informally, assessing
their adjustments to the
specialist role.”
(UCSMP, 1989, p.13)
Development of K-6
Everyday Mathematics
program including field
tests, publishing, and
evaluations. (UCSMP,
1989, p.13)
Development of
Bridges materials: the
production of materials
for staff development
and the organization of
a nation-wide network
to field test the
materials. “Formative
evaluations indicate
that the Bridges to
Classroom
Mathematics project
materials can be used
successfully by local
staff.” (UCSMP, 1989,
P-13)_

Table 17. California: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused
Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Program

Details

•

California

•

1982 through 2000+

•

San Joaquin Valley
Mathematics Project,
The San Francisco
Math Leadership
Project, and the
Mathematics Specialist
Project

•

California State
Universities

•

Mostly elementary
mathematics teachers
with some middle
school mathematics
teachers in the San
Francisco project.

•

Elementary teachers
had minimal college
requirements in
mathematics. Teachers
needed systematic
exposition on the basic
math topics.

•

•

•

•

Style: Summer Institute
programs - San
Joaquin’s first week
content (residential) and
second week and second
year on leadership in
mathematics - San
Francisco’s year long
program of three stages:
a three week summer
institute, monthly
meetings and support in
the classroom, and
finally leadership in the
district - Most recent
Mathematics Specialist
Project’s two year
program’s aim to create
grades 4-6 math
specialists in the
elementary schools.
Topics: Whole number
algorithms, fractions,
area/volume formulas.
geometry, coordinates.
graphs of linear
equations, concept of
symmetry, elementary
number theory, and
finite probability
Instructors: mathematics
and education faculty
members from the state
universities in California
Evaluation: Pre/Post
Tests and teacher
participant journals
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Changes

•

Participants experience
major shifts in their
beliefs about the nature
of mathematics, about
themselves as learners
of mathematics, and
about what it means to
teach mathematics.
(Bohlin, 2001, p. 159)

•

Participants develop a
professional autonomy
(independent.
confident, informed
decision makers who
look for opportunities
to keep current
professionally and who
continually construct
and reconstruct what
they know about
teaching and learning
mathematics). (Bohlin,
2001, p. 160)

•

Participants have
emerged as math
leaders using varied
strategies and
manipulatives more
successfully. (Bohlin,
2001; Langbort, 2001)

•

“It is apparent that
significant changes
occurred in two major
areas: increased
versatility in the
classroom and a
strengthened learning
component.”
(Langbort, 2001,
P-254)

Table 18. Vermont: Summary of the Impact from Seven Mathematics Content Focused
Professional Development Programs for Elementary Teachers

Details

•

Vermont

•

Began 1999

•

Vermont Mathematics
Initiative

•

Joint venture of the
University of Vermont
Montpelier, the
Vermont State
Colleges, the Vermont
Department of
Education, and the
Vermont Institute of
Mathematics, Science
& Technology

•

143 elementary (K-6)
teachers as of summer
2003

•

Students are not
learning mathematics
and science at the level
to keep the country
economically
competitive. There is a
need to improve
elementary school
mathematics in the
state of Vermont and to
develop deep
understanding of math
content in elementary
teachers.

Program

•

Style: VMI is a three
year masters degree (or
Certificate of Advanced
Study) with a specialty
in K-6 mathematics.

•

Topics: The total 12
VMI courses are math
content intensive broad and deep
understanding of
mathematics. Content is
expanded through
practice, problem
solving, and K-6
applications. All VMI
courses serve as models
for effective classroom
pedagogy. Courses also
focus on teacher
leadership, especially
during the academic
year. Topics include
algebra, number theory,
probability.
trigonometry, statistics,
and calculus.

•

Instructors: 12
instructors from colleges
and universities around
the state and with their
areas of expertise teach
the VMI courses.

•

Evaluation: Vermont
Department of
Education formal
evaluation in final stages
of completion
(summer/fall 2004).
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Changes

•

To train 300 K-6
teachers in 250
elementary schools in
the state of Vermont

•

High quality course
materials take teacher
knowledge far beyond
the K-6 mathematics
curriculum in a way
that relates higher-level
mathematics to the K-6
classroom. Teachers
learn where formulas
come from, why they
are used, and how they
relate to other
mathematics concepts
(Vermont Mathematics
Initiative, 2003).

•

Professional
mathematicians and
experienced “master”
elementary teachers
collaborate in planning.
presenting, and
evaluating VMI
courses with a focus on
the transfer of highlevel mathematics
content to the
classroom. (Vermont
Mathematics
Initiative’s website,
www.emba.uvm.edu)
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Table 19. MMI in Your Classroom Summary- Excerpts (November 2003)

Original Lesson and/or
Objective

New Objective and/or
Other Changes
(including Assessment)

Reasons for New
Objective or Changes

Student Work Results
Showing Student
Learning

To introduce the
coordinate plane by
finding locations on a
geographic map.
Students learn to plot
points on a coordinate
grid in the (a, b) form.
Students plot ordered
pairs on a coordinate
grid and draw line
segments between the
points in succession.
[Grade 3 teacher]

To plot points and graph
lines from information
created on a table.
To make connections
between word problems,
their data, and graphing.
To use the function
machine activity of
“What’s My Rule?” and
create a table for “In”
and “Out”.
To extend the lesson by
setting up these tables
and function machines to
answer word problems.

There never seemed to be
any reason to teach
plotting the coordinate
points, other than for
playing the game of
Battleship. The function
machines naturally
caused data tables
(arranged in the “T”
form). Students were
asked to graph the data
pairs. The graph showed
the reasoning behind why
the horizontal axis must
be the input.

The graph of relatedproblem function
machines (such as a
person being paid
$1.00 an hour
compared to being
paid $3.00 an hour)
causes students to
visually see the
results of the function
as it occurs at any
possible number on
the input axis (in this
case it would be the
number of hours
worked).

Given a word problem,
students will create a
function machine and
table of information,
which will give them the
ordered pairs. They will
then graph the results for
the word problem. They
will explain in writing
how they set up their
tables and plotted the
points.

“It is better to graph
coordinate points from a
word problem than the
cute exercises to draw a
square, triangle, or
outline picture.”

To solve a story problem
using a variety of
strategies and then to
graph the data generated
by the story problem.

“My ability to explain or
extend a lesson has
increased since taking
MMI. My sense of the
big picture - where I am
ultimately leading my
students - as well as my
own understanding of
what we are really doing,
greatly improves my
instruction of
mathematics.”

To solve a story
problem - doubling
numbers.
(Grade 4 teacher]
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Students solved a
problem in two
different ways.
Class discussed why
the data did not create
a straight line.
Teacher may ask
student who is
modeling their graph
to see what happens if
the x and y axes are
switched.

Original Lesson and/or
Objective

New Objective and/or
Other Changes
(including Assessment)

Reasons for New
Objective or Changes

Student Work Results
Showing Student
Learning

Skip counting by two
and including the
concepts of addition,
multiples, and
numerical patterning.
[Ms. Garden, Kdgn]

Record on butcher
paper what the students
understand and are able
to articulate about skip
counting, addition
concepts, multiples, and
numerical patterning.
On x-y axes, graph the
information that the
students derive with
respect to the
relationship between
bears and the number of
bear ears.

“I wanted to get more
mathematics learning
from the lesson. Students
saw the table of data and
helped to arrange the
complementary graph of
the data. This wholegroup part of the lesson
was more of a
community of learners.
I want students to be
successful at practicing
something they know.”

Students made
predictions about the
number of bears with
greater than twenty ears
by using the graph.
With patterns, you can
make predictions.

Discuss problems where
one quantity depends on
another.
Find relationships
between pairs within a
function machine.
Solve “What’s my
Rule.”
[Ms. Trys, Grade 3[

Solve “What’s my
Rule” boxes and graph
the number pairs.

Students do not
understand when it is
appropriate or helpful to
construct various graphs.

“Students observed
patterns from the graph,
such as “the line goes
through +5 when x = 0
(which was the rule for
“What’s my Rule.”)
Students stayed in for
recess to “prove” by
graphing the other math
boxes on the page. They
have even “discovered”
negative numbers by
working with the
graph.”

Students solve distance,
rate, and time word
problems.
[Grade 5 teacher) [

Students solve distance,
rate, and time word
problems in two
different ways (creating
a table and graphing the
results).

Students see more about
the problem if they graph
it. There are patterns to
notice and use for
extending what else could
happen in the problem.

Students were excited to
describe their graphs to
their peers.

To compute elapsed
time from given data on
clock faces.
[Grade 3 teacher)

To extend the elapsed
time practice to a table
of soccer game
beginning time and
soccer game ending
time, then graphing the
results.

The original objective
seemed isolated from any
other part of
mathematics.

Students saw that the
later the soccer game
started, the finishing
time was constantly
later.
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Table 20. Three Themes of Mathematics Learning from MMI (Ms. Trys, Grade 3)

Classroom Observation

Interview Verification of
Behavior as Part of the
Teacher’s Belief System

Teacher Change Caused by
MMI Institute
(Confirmation by Teacher)

Varied Perspectives about
Mathematics
Teacher suggests a visual
(geometry aid) to see what is
happening in student problem
solving work. [4-1-04]

Varied Perspectives about
Mathematics
“Students have different learning
styles. It is helpful to see many
styles of doing math. This shows
math from different points of
view.” [6-24-04]

Varied Perspectives about
Mathematics
“MMI’s community of learners
approach showed us that people
have different ways of doing
things. When other teachers got
up to show what they had done,
it gave everyone a different
point of view.” [6-24-04]

Connections in Mathematics
Teacher uses a story to guide
students through the thinking of
what to do with the remainder in
a division problem (real world
connections). [4-29-04]

Connections in Mathematics
Teacher related a real life
situation about an adult not being
able to figure the cost of five
apples in the supermarket. This
person had not practiced making
real world connections in their
childhood math classes. [6-24-04]

Connections in Mathematics
Third graders work on function
boxes a great deal. Now (after
MMI) we graph the data to see
where the rule can continue to
go. After graphing some
function boxes, some students
said, “Well, if you can draw the
line, then you can pick a point
on the line and then know what
can go into the function box.”
[6-24-04]

Extending Mathematics
Teacher refers to two
mathematical concepts: “a x 1 =
a” and “a + 0 = a.” [4-15-04]

Extending Mathematics
Students ask if the problem can
be done in another way. They are
able to name the variables with
letters. The teacher had always
written “the number” on the
board. Students finally asked if
the teacher could just use “n.”
The teacher extended this by
asking if she might use any letter.
Students accepted that. [6-24-04]

Extending Mathematics
Before MMI, I did more “guess
and check” with word problems.
But then, after MMI, I could see
it algebraically, so I put it on the
board algebraically. Some of my
really good math students
looked at it hard and asked a lot
of questions. I think that is
important because I think later
on that is going to come up
again, and they know there is
another way to do it besides
“guess and check.” [6-24-04]
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Table 21. Three Themes of Mathematical Learning from MMI (Ms. Garden,
Kindergarten)

Classroom Observation

Interview Verification of
Behavior as Part of the
Teacher’s Belief System

Teacher Change Caused by
MMI Institute
(Confirmation by Teacher)

Varied Perspectives about
Mathematics
“Before and after” numbers
were worked on with board lists
showing the inner and outer
numbers of a triad (example, 50,
, 52). The practice session on
the same day showed a rule box
(function machine) with the rule
being “plus one.” Students were
asked to complete an in/out
table.
[4-15-04]

Varied Perspectives about
Mathematics
“During the summer institute I
couldn’t solve the problems that
needed to be solved using
geometry. They were very
difficult for me. I got better at it,
but initially, that just wasn’t my
perception of geometry.” [6-2404]

Varied Perspectives about
Mathematics
MMI has increased the number
of ways to solve mathematical
problems. [6-24-04]

Connections in Mathematics
Student work is shown on a very
large chart focusing on
“counting by threes.” Pictures of
first one shamrock, then two
shamrocks - are drawn, each
with three leaves. The number,
the picture, the counting by
threes, and a variety of
equations that equal the
“counting by three” numbers are
all shown on this chart. Teacher
and students create the adding
and simple multiplication
equations during class time.
[4-1-04]

Connections in Mathematics
“It shouldn’t be only using the
math text for the next lesson
coming up - the lesson is
fractions, just basic ‘parts to
whole.’ The concept is dropped
for the lesson following that
because this is kindergarten.” [624-04]

Connections in Mathematics
“Prior to MMI I might have
dropped a math topic more
quickly. I might have looked at
a concept and said, “OK, I’ll
teach this, we’ll follow the book
and then I’m done.” Now I think
I am more likely to push it a
little further, pull in a couple
more ideas.” [6-24-04]

Extending Mathematics
One student commented that the
class could do equations with
the alphabet. The teacher asked
what c + c would equal, then z +
z + z + z would equal. Students
responded correctly with ease.
[[5-27-04]

Extending Mathematics
“I have adapted some of the
graphing. I use the x/y axis to
graph. Initially I thought this was
a real stretch for these
kindergarten kids, yet they loved
it.” [6-24-04]

Extending Mathematics
“What MMI did for me was it
gave me a clearer picture, a
better understanding of where
this math is going.” [6-24-04]
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Table 22. Five Themes from MMI Instructor - Belief/Roles (Ms. Trys, Grade 3)

Classroom Observation

Interview Verification of
Behavior as Part of the
Teacher’s Belief System

Teacher Change Caused by
MMI Institute
(Confirmation by Teacher)

Making Sense of Mathematics
Teacher frequently asked
students how they solved the
problem and if there were
different strategies for solving
the problem.
[4-15-04]

Making Sense of Mathematics
“I would do this activity quickly.
I really didn’t get it. 1 could do it
with the blocks on their desks.. .1
really didn’t fully understand it.”
[6-24-04]

Making Sense of Mathematics
“MMI changed my view about a
yearly activity with ruler and
centimeter cubes to visualize
tenths and hundredths. I could
now see why the activity was to
be used, why we were doing it.”
[6-24-04]

Algebra-Geometry
Connection
Teacher used the coordinate grid
system as mathematicians would
use it - to graph a “rule.”
[6-4-04]

Algebra-Geometry Connection
“My daughter was stuck on an
algebra homework problem. 1
told her to graph it - that helped.”
[6-24-04]

Algebra-Geometry
Connection
“MMI gave me a fuller picture
of mathematics. I never knew
that algebra and geometry
connected.”
[6-24-04]

Concept of “Undoing”
A student described his thinking
about a problem. “I started at 44
and thought, what plus 44
equals 100?” [5-12-04]

Concept of “Undoing”
“A good teacher has to keep
backing up and going in and out
until their students really
understand the mathematics.”
[6-24-04]

Concept of “Undoing”
“When MMI finished I was
amazed at the different ways to
think about math. It’s the same
with kids - if they don’t get it
one way, you need to turn it
around and go in another door.”
[6-24-04]

Adjective/Noun Theme
Teacher used adjective/noun
theory with partial products
multiplication. Example: 7 ones
times 3 tens = 210.
[5-7-04]

Adjective/Noun Theme
Teacher helped kids who couldn’t
read large numbers by writing the
large number like this: 10
thousand. They saw how easy it
could be. [6-24-04]

Adjective/Noun Theme
“The thing I learned most was
the adjective/noun theory from
MMI.”
[6-24-04]

Mathematics Learning
Plateaus
Teacher reminds students that
previous subtraction work
couldn’t be solved with an
answer below zero. [5-12-04]

Mathematics Learning Plateaus
“Secondary math teachers have
difficulty going back to previous
math learning plateaus.”
[6-24-04]

Mathematics Learning
Plateaus
“I couldn’t get my students to
go back to writing out 9 hundred
times 4 tens. They were over
that bump.” (MMI plateau) [624-04]
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Table 23. Five Themes from MMI Instructor - Belief/Roles (Ms. Garden, Kindergarten)

Classroom Observation

Interview Verification of
Behavior as Part of the
Teacher’s Belief System

Teacher Change Caused by
MMI Institute
(Confirmation by Teacher)

Making Sense of Mathematics
Teacher asks a student to think
about the pie drawings and
describe why he drew what he
drew so far. [5-27-04]

Making Sense of Mathematics
Students should work together,
communicating their
understandings and devise
sensible ways of solving
problems. [6-24-04]

Making Sense of Mathematics
“MMI put me in a much more
active role as a learner. I was
asked to look at varied ways of
seeing things and doing things.”
[6-24-04]

Algebra-Geometry
Connection
“Rabbit Math” chart showed
bunny heads and ears connected
to counting by twos. Teacher
graphed the results in two
colored lines. [4-29-04]

Algebra-Geometry Connection
“I don’t remember anyone tying
algebra, geometry, and
trigonometry together. They were
all separate - nothing tied
together.” [6-24-04]

Algebra-Geometry
Connection
“Suddenly we are asked to solve
problems using geometry. MMI
put math together for me. It tied
pieces together, all the discrete
subjects together.” [6-24-04]

Concept of “Undoing”
Teacher asks a student to name
“how many tulips?” after giving
an answer for the number of
leaves on a certain number of
tulips. [6-4-04]

Concept of “Undoing”
Teacher believes that the
concepts and skills developed
early will extend over the career
of the math learner. [6-24-04]

Concept of “Undoing”
“After spending a week with
Harold I understand better how
important it is to represent
simple subtraction in addition
form.”
[6-24-04]

Adjective/Noun Theme
Teacher connects fraction halves
to students by naming each
fraction after a student.
[5-27-04]

Adjective/Noun Theme
My frustrated calculus instructor
exclaimed, “Look, it’s like one
apple plus one banana does not
equal one orange.” [6-24-04]

Adjective/Noun Theme
“It was recently that I thought
about Harold’s adjective/noun
theory in connection with an
experience I had in calculus.”
[6-24-04]

Mathematics Learning
Plateaus
Teacher uses parentheses in
equations to show students that
“we must do this part first.”
[6-4-04]

Mathematics Learning Plateaus
“These steps create a framework
in students’ heads that helps to
make the concepts easier to
grasp.” [6-24-04]

Mathematics Learning
Plateaus
“I see Harold’s steps (plateaus)
often with student learning. It
was after MMI that I noticed
ratios in the counting by other
number posters.” [6-24-04]
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Table 24. Summary Comparisons between the Two MMI Teachers and the One NonMMI Teacher (Regarding Mathematics Content)

Two MMI Teachers

Mathematics Background

•
•

•

•

Mathematics Education
Course
College Math (one
teacher had a basic math
course and the other
took Calculus I and II)
School Mathematics
Committee Work and
Professional
Development
MMI - 3 Courses

One Non-MMI Teacher

•
•

•

Mathematics Education
Course
College Algebra and
Statistics

Curriculum Training
(Everyday
Mathematics)

•
Beliefs about Mathematics

•

Mathematics is thinking
and mathematics is
making sense of things.

•

Mathematics is
confusing.

Table 25. Summary Comparisons between Two MMI Teachers and One Non-MMI
Teacher (Regarding Teaching)__
Two MMI Teachers

Teaching Background
(Same Town)

•

25 year teacher(grade 1
and kindergarten) and 17
year teacher
(kindergarten and grade

One Non-MMI Teacher

•

4 year teacher (media
specialist for one year
and grade 3 for three
years)

•

Students perform
mental math
motivation, receive a
new concept for the
day, check their
answers, try out sample
problems, check
answers, and finish
with textbook pages.

3)

Role of Teaching

•

Students work in
mathematics to make
sense of their own
knowledge and
understandings through
individual work and
classroom discussion.
Their work involves new
details and concepts,
connections to previous
knowledge (concepts),
and extending their
mathematical growth.
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Massachusetts Mathematics Institute

Mass Insight

m n u C A T ro N

MMI

Name

/^retast— MSN

November

2005

I he results of this pre-mventory will guide instruction, both individually and collectively,
and will ultimately be compared with pre-inventory results to help evaluate the program*
V our individual results will remain confidential and be available only to MMI staff.
You may not use a calculator Please show all work leading to an answer. Use additional
sheets of paper as needed and staple ail sheets together.

3pU.

1) To introduce the idea of grouping by tens and ones with young learners, which of the
following materials or tools would be most appropriate (CHOOSE ONE)?
a) A number line
b) Plastic counting chips
c) Pennies and dimes
d) Straws and rubber bands
e) Any of these would be equally appropriate for introducing the idea
of grouping by tens and ones
Explain your reasoning for the tool you selected,

12 pts.

2) Fill in the following table, converting from one type of number to the other. If there is
no form for that type, please write n/a (do not leave any section blank).
| Fraction | Decimal
.
I 2.33

i.

Percent | Integer (if appropriate) I Mixed Number (if appropriate)

!

f

1

24%
4
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3 pts

3)

3 pts.

4) TRUE or FALSE
a. 0 is an even number

b. 08 is a less common but correct way to write the number 8.

c. 5 + 0 = 0

3 pts.

5) It takes 5 cups of water to cook 3.6 cups of rice. How many cups of water will be
needed to cook 8.1 cups of rice?

3 p*s.

6) Calculate the answers to the following questions using only base four notation:
a. ) 233four + 101 four

=

b. ) 223four - I30four =

Copyright C 2005 by Michael R. Khigcrman
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Of 8

I~

6 pis

7) Place the following numbers on the number line as precisely as possible. Please try to
make sure that you are very' close:
0.0333...

f.
-1

1/3

-7/19

-0.5

1.00001

0

-0.75

0.5

113/102

1

3 pis

8) How many hundredths do you need to add together to make the number 12.34?

3 pts

9) Compute:
(a.) 75 is 30% of what number?

(b.) 30 is what percent of 75?

(c.) What is 75% of 30?

3 pts

10) What is the greatest common factor of 130 and 78? Show or explain how you found
your answer.

Copynghs C 200J by Michael R. Klugcrmao
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I

11) What is the least common multiple of 24 and 28? Show or explain how you found
your answer.

12) Use the area model to explain the following computation: 14 x 23

3 pts.

13) Use the number line to estimate 2.4 + - without making use of invert and multiply.

3 pts.

14) Compute:
(a) 3 + (-7) (b) 3-(-7) =
(c) (-3)-(-7) =

Copyright O 2(X)5 by Michael R. klugerman
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3 pts
15) A student claims that 0.345 x 10 equals 0.3450 because he has learned that when you
multiply by 10, you just add a zero to the other factor. Is this answer correct? How
would you explain to your student when and why this rule works?

(V) Jti xt + -fy
(s) t-VX'7) -C-sX-i) + (*
3 pis
17) Write a word problem for the following division problem:

3 pis.
18) Express

'3

as a fraction written in lowest terms.

,5

5 of 8

Copyright C 2005 by Michael R. KJugcrman
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3

8

19) Find tnv different numbers between

and 1

_41_
100

3 pts

20) If a positive number A is divided by another positive number B is the result always
smaller than the number A? Explain your answer.

3 pis.

21) A student states that 0.42 is larger than 0.9 because 42 is more than 9. How would
you respond to this student?

3 pts.

22) Cheese is put into packages that contain 1 3/4 of a pound each. How much will 3 1/2
such packages weigh?

Copyright O 2005 by Michael R. Klugcrman
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23) Consider the figures below.

Suppose the hexagon in (a) represents a whole. The shaded regions in figures (a) and (b)
each appear to represent half of a whole. Figure (c) is made by putting the shaded half
from (a) and the shaded half from (b) together. How do you explain the fact that
! / 2 +1 / 2 = 1 and yet the shape in (c) is not the shape of a hexagon in (a)?

3 pis.

24) If an object travels 2/5 of a mile in 3/7 of a minute, what is its average speed in miles
per minute?

Copyright C 2005 by Michael R. KJugcnman

7 of 8

3 pts

25) What is 14 divided by i?
*0

3 pis

26) (0.582 + 0.018) -i-(0.40 - 0.28) —

27) Using the number line, estimate the solution to 1.47 x 2 10/21. Next, compute the
exact answer to this problem and compare your exact answer to your estimate. Does
your exact answer seem reasonable?

Copyright C 2005 by Michael R. KJugcrman
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Table 26. Teacher Pre-Post Test Summary (Forest)

Test
Item

Topic/Codes

Point
Worth

PreScore

PostScore

Differen
ce

#1

Grouping by Tens and Ones
NL /SENSE/ MOD / PV

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#2

Fill-in Table - Equivalencies
FR / DEC / PER / EQ

12

4

10

+6

3

-

-

-

3

2

3

+1

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

* No Problem Shown
#3

#5

True/False - Even Numbers, Division by 0,
Meaning
FACT, D, SENSE
Word Problem - Ratio & Proportion
MOD, SENSE, P

#6

Addition & Subtraction in Base Four
PV / S / SENSE

3

0

3

+3

#7

Placing Numbers on the Number Line
NL / DEC / FR / SENSE / E

6

5

5

0

#8

The Number of Hundredths for 12.34
A/N / SENSE / >1 / EQ

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#9

Three Percent Problems
PER / SENSE / EQ

3

2

3

+1

#10

Greatest Common Factor
M / D / SENSE

3

1

3

+2

#11

Least Common Multiple
M / D / SENSE

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#12

Using the Area Model
M / Amod / SENSE

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

3

0

3

+3

3

3

-

-

#4

#13

#14

Using the Number Line to Estimate 2.4
divided by 3/5
NL / E / D / DEC / FR / SENSE
* Item not included - used in pre-test but
not in post-test
Computation with Integers
S / SENSE
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#15

#16

#17

#18

#19

#20

#21

#22

#23

#24

#25

#26

#27

Word Problem Requiring Pedagogical
Response
M / DEC / SENSE / EQ
* Problem only in pre-test
Computation with exponents, fractions,
and integers
FR / SENSE
Creating a word problem for 4 !4 divided
by 3/8
TWP / SENSE / D / FR
Express (3/5 - 2/7) - (1/5 - 1/10) as a
fraction in lowest terms
FR / SENSE / S
Find two different numbers between
1 2/5 and 1 41/100
SENSE / FR
If +A is divided by +B, is the result
always smaller?
SENSE / D
How to explain .42 is not larger than .9
Pedagogy/Meaning
DEC / SENSE / PV
Word Problem - Three and a half of
cheese packages weighing 1 3A lb.
SENSE / FR
Geometry visual for lA
MOD / FR / EQ / SENSE
Word Problem - average speed of object
traveling 2/5 mi. in 3/7 sec.
SENSE / FR / D / A/N
Problem - what is 14 divided by 14?
D / FR / EQ / SENSE
Calculation for (0.582 + 0.018) divided
by (0.40 - 0.28) DEC / S / D / EQ
Estimate & compute 1.47 x 2 10/21
Explain
E / DEC / M / EQ / SENSE
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3

1

3

+2

3

0

-

-

3

0

3

+3

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

3

1

0

-1

3

0

3

+3

3

2

3

+1

3

2

3

+1

3

0

3

+3

3

0

3

+3

3

0

3

+3

3

0

3

+3

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

Table 27. Teacher Pre-Post Test Summary (Knight)

Test
Item

Topic/Codes

Point
Worth

PreScore

PostScore

Differen
ce

#1

Grouping by Tens and Ones
NL / SENSE / MOD / PV

3

2

3

+1

#2

Fill-in Table - Equivalencies
FR / DEC / PER / EQ

12

6

10

+4

3

-

-

-

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#5

Word Problem - Ratio & Proportion
MOD, SENSE, P

3

1

3

+2

#6

Addition & Subtraction in Base Four
PV / S / SENSE

3

0

3

+3

#7

Placing Numbers on the Number Line
NL / DEC / FR / SENSE / E

6

3

4

+1

#8

The Number of Hundredths for 12.34
A/N / SENSE / >1 / EQ

3

0

3

+3

#9

Three Percent Problems
PER / SENSE / EQ

3

0

3

+3

#10

Greatest Common Factor
M / D / SENSE

3

0

3

+3

#11

Least Common Multiple
M / D / SENSE

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#12

Using the Area Model
M / Amod / SENSE

3

1

3

+2

3

0

1

+1

3

2

-

-

* No Problem Shown

#3

#4

#13

#14

True/False - Even Numbers, Division by 0,
Meaning
FACT, D, SENSE

Using the Number Line to Estimate 2.4
divided by 3/5
NL / E / D / DEC / FR / SENSE
* Item not included - used in pre-test but
not in post-test
Computation with Integers
S/SENSE
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#15

#16

#17

#18

#19

#20

#21

#22

#23

#24

#25

#26

#27

Word Problem Requiring Pedagogical
Response
M / DEC / SENSE / EQ
* Problem only in pre-test
Computation with exponents, fractions,
and integers
FR / SENSE
Creating a word problem for 4 !4 divided
by 3/8
TWP / SENSE / D / FR
Express (3/5 - 2/7) - (1/5 - 1/10) as a
fraction in lowest terms
FR / SENSE / S
Find two different numbers between
1 2/5 and 1 41/100
SENSE / FR
If +A is divided by +B, is the result
always smaller?
SENSE / D
How to explain .42 is not larger than .9
Pedagogy/Meaning
DEC / SENSE / PV
Word Problem - Three and a half of
cheese packages weighing 1 3A lb.
SENSE / FR
Geometry visual for !4
MOD / FR / EQ / SENSE
Word Problem - average speed of object
traveling 2/5 mi. in 3/7 sec.
SENSE/FR/D/A/N
Problem - what is 14 divided by Vi?
D / FR / EQ / SENSE
Calculation for (0.582 + 0.018) divided
by (0.40 - 0.28) =
DEC / S / D / EQ
Estimate & compute 1.47 x 2 10/21
Explain
E / DEC / M / EQ / SENSE
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+2

3

0

2

3

1

-

3

0

0

0

3

0

1

+1

3

0

0

0

3

0

0

0

3

2

3

+1

3

3

1

-2

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

3

0

0

0

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

3

3

0

-3

3

0

1

+1

1

Table 28. Teacher Pre-Post Test Summary (Lakett)

Test
Item

Topic/Codes

Point Worth

PreScore

PostScore

Differenc
e

#1

Grouping by Tens and Ones
NL / SENSE / MOD / PV

3

1

2

+1

#2

Fill-in Table - Equivalencies
FR / DEC / PER / EQ

12

12

12

Correct
Pre & Post

3

-

-

-

3

0

3

+3

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

* No Problem Shown
#3

#5

True/False - Even Numbers, Division by 0,
Meaning
FACT, D, SENSE
Word Problem - Ratio & Proportion
MOD, SENSE, P

#6

Addition & Subtraction in Base Four
PV / S / SENSE

3

0

3

+3

#7

Placing Numbers on the Number Line
NL / DEC / FR / SENSE / E

6

5

5

0

#8

The Number of Hundredths for 12.34
A/N / SENSE / >1 / EQ

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

#9

Three Percent Problems
PER / SENSE / EQ

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

#10

Greatest Common Factor
M / D / SENSE

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

#11

Least Common Multiple
M / D / SENSE

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

#12

Using the Area Model
M / Amod / SENSE

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

3

3

3

Correct
Pre & Post

#4

#13

#14

#15

#16

#17

Using the Number Line to Estimate 2.4 divided
by 3/5
NL / E / D / DEC / FR / SENSE
* Item not included - used in pre-test but not in
post-test
Computation with Integers
S / SENSE
Word Problem Requiring Pedagogical
Response
M / DEC / SENSE / EQ
* Problem only in pre-test
Computation with exponents, fractions,
and integers
FR /SENSE
Creating a word problem for 4 Vi divided
by 3/8
TWP / SENSE / D / FR
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3

1

3

+2

3

2

3

+1

3

0

3

+3

#18

Express (3/5 - 2/7) — (1/5 — 1/10) as a
fraction in lowest terms
FR / SENSE / S

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#19

Find two different numbers between
1 2/5 and 1 41/100
SENSE / FR

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

3

3

0

-3

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

3

3

2

-1

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

3

0

3

+3

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#26

Calculation for (0.582 + 0.018) divided
by (0.40 - 0.28) =
DEC / S / D / EQ

3

3

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#27

Estimate & compute 1.47 x 2 10/21
Explain
E / DEC / M / EQ / SENSE

3

0

3

Correct
Pre &
Post

#20

#21

#22

#23

#24

#25

If +A is divided by +B, is the result
always smaller?
SENSE / D
How to explain .42 is not larger than .9
Pedagogy/Meaning
DEC / SENSE / PV
Word Problem - Three and a half of
cheese packages weighing 1 3A lb.
SENSE / FR
Geometry visual for lA
MOD / FR / EQ / SENSE

Word Problem - average speed of object
traveling 2/5 mi. in 3/7 sec.
SENSE / FR / D / A/N
Problem - what is 14 divided by V2?
D / FR / EQ / SENSE
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Table 29. Pre/Post Test Percent Gains

MMI
Model/Theme

Forest
Pre/Post

Knight
Pre/Post

Lakett
Pre/Post

Overall
Pre/Post

>1
(Test Item #2)

+50%

+33%

100% Pre/Post

+31%

NL&E
(Test Item #7)

Pre/Post 83%

+17%

Pre/Post 83%

+13%

+100%

+33%

Pre/Post 100%

+54%

Pre/Post 100%

+33%

+100%

+48%

Pre/Post 100%

+67%

Pre/Post 100%

+6%

Pre/Post 100%

+100%

Pre/Post 100%

+32%

+100%

Pre/Post 0%

+100%

+45%

(Test Item
#13)
(Test Item
#27)

Amod & UN
(Test Item
#12)

A/N
(Test Item #8)

TWP
(Test Item
#17)
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Mass Insight

I E
(
EDUCATION

Name:

MM I In The Classroom
For this MMI in the Classroom assignment, we would like you to actively put your new knowledge into
practice Please choose a different topic than you used in the previous MMI in the Classroom
assignment. We would like you to exercise skills in different aspects of this course so that you can
determine which areas are useful to you and which are not.
•
•
•

Summarize a lesson that you gave that was impacted by the knowledge that you’ve received
from your MMI experience thus far
Explain the goal of the lesson
Write a reflection that includes your thoughts and the students’ reaction to the lesson.

A summary, a description of the goal, and response are the only components necessary for this
assignment; a forma! lesson plan is not necessary'

For teachers taking this class for graduate credit: Please
• Create 2 problems to assess whether the students learned the desired material
• Give these problems to the students
• Hand in the problems and summarize how the students performed on these problems

© 2005 Dy Michael R. Klugcrnvan. Massachusetts Mathematics Institute All rights reserved
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HW_Another_MMI in the Classroom doc 1 120/06

Massachusetts Mathematics Institute
Daily Evaluation Form
Name (optional):__-

Grade (optional):——_

Dale.-

1. Please rate today’s content and provide additional comments below or on the back.
1 (lowest)

2

3

4

5 (highest)

2. Please rate today's lesson delivery and provide additional comments below or on the back.
1 (lowest)

2

3

4

5 (highest)

3. Please rate today’s group work and provide additional comments below or on the back.
1 (lowest)

2

3

4

5 (highest)

4. What was helpful about today’s work? Try to include at least one new insight that grew out of
today’s session.

5. What could have been better about today’s work?

6.

Did today help give you ideas about material you might want to present to your students?

7. Write one “burning question” you have today about this session
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Massachusetts Mathematics Institute

2005-2006

Evaluation Form for Making Sense of Numbers
Grade (optional):_

Name (optional):

01
Date

Today concludes the course Mathematics as a Second Language. We would appreciate your thoughtful
responses to the following questions. Please be as specific as possible and answer the questions as
completely as you can. Use the back side or additional sheets if you need more room.

1

2

Are there any specific ways that you plan to teach mathematics to your students differently as a result
of this having taken the MMJ course. This is the most important question so please be specific.
Thank you Some possible topics include
i. Numbers as adjectives modifying nouns
ii. The geometry of the number line
iii. The many ways of expressing division (fractions, rates, ratios, "out of,” etc )
iv. Understanding of the 4 operations with whole numbers, fractions, decimals, negative
numbers.
v. Problem solving using the mathematics we have learned

How w'etl has this course met your needs and expectations? Describe the overall value of the MM1
experience. For example, did you learn a iot? How lias your mathematical thinking and/or
disposition toward mathematics changed as a result of your MMI experience to date0 What do you
see as lasting benefits, etc

1/30,06 IS 12

MSNEval doc
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3

Please compare this course to other professional development courses you have taken. What would
you like to see from other courses added to this one? How might this courses have offered you
professional development in ways that other courses have not?

4. What about the MMI to date should be improved?

Massachusetts Mathematics Institute

Page 2

280

2003-2004

5

What about the MM3 to date is particularly good and should not be changed9

6 Please add any general comments or suggestions.

Massachusetts Mathematics Institute

Page 3

281

2003-2004

Table 30. Teacher Final Evaluation Summary (Forest)

#1 Specific ways that you
plan to teach mathematics
to your students
differently as a result of
MMI

I have incorporated the adjective/noun theme already for addition
nnrl <nihtrartirm The number line has been extremelv effective as a
tool to teach addition and subtraction. It provides a great visual
tool for students to really grasp the concepts. I’m just beginning to
teach fractions. As my understanding has now changed, I find
myself explaining the concept more effectively (parts of a whole).
I also now use several different examples of a whole, not just the
traditional square and circle.

#2 Did you leam a lot?
How has your
mathematical thinking
changed as a result of
MMI?

I learned a tremendous amount — thank you! I’ve never been
comfortable with math. The procedures taught in this course
helped to “retrain” my brain. I have a much better understanding
of the concepts covered and I think this has made me a much
better teacher. I’m able to explain concepts more effectively and
I’m now able to give new ways to solve problems.

#3 What would you like
to see other courses
added to this one?

Nothing has even compared! I got more out of this course than all
the others combined. Other courses have given methods, but no
explanation of why we should use them. Gaining a deeper
understanding of mathematical concepts helps tremendously.

#4 What about the MMI
to date that should be
improved?

I really liked the course as a whole. I think there should be more
frequent breaks; sometimes too much information was given and it
was a little overwhelming, especially when a new topic was
introduced right at the end of class.

#5 What about the MMI
to date that is particularly
good and should not be
changed?

The material that was covered should not be changed.

#6 Please add any general
comments or suggestions

Thank you for helping me get over a lot of my fears of math and
for making me a better teacher of math!
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Table 31. Teacher Final Evaluation Summary (Knight)

# 1 Specific ways that you plan
to teach mathematics to your
students differently as a result
of MM I

I feel as though I am a completely different math teacher as a result of taking the
two MMI courses. I have a “tool box” I can go to in order to teach one skill in
several different ways. Knowing multiple ways to teach one concept is vital
because every child is a different kind of learner. I am now able to use
manipulatives, the number line and estimation when teaching place value. I am
also able to teach my second graders why place value is important and what
numbers really mean. Prior to this course my background knowledge was limited
because I was always taught to just “do it” and in college there were not many
course offered on how to “teach math.”
I feel like my students truly understand numbers and could take large numbers
and pull them apart and explain to me what their value meant.

#2 Did you learn a lot? How
has your mathematical thinking
changed as a result of MM1?

The MMI classes gave me the background knowledge that I seriously lacked and
it also gave me the confidence to try out new things, try them out again if they
didn't go so smoothly and create lessons without having to only rely on the
textbook. For me, this is a lasting benefit because I am able to use what I have
learned in class and apply it to my teaching - the classes bridged the gap between
mathematics and mathematical thinking.

#3 What would you like to see
other courses added to this
one?

Professional development is critical when teaching. Often it is easy to slip into a
routine and teach the exact same lessons in the exact same way, despite the fact
that every class varies from year to year. With professional development I feel
you really become a more skilled teacher and you gain insight into how to teach
in a different manner. With professional development you are able to revisit
concepts you may have learned in the past but just “forgot” and you are able to
collaborate with other teachers, which is a powerful experience. Teaching can be
an isolating profession at times and there is so much to do in one day that it is
hard to engage in conversations to see what others are doing. Professional
development provides an opportunity for teachers to come together and iron out
problems, share their thoughts, and come up with solutions together.

#4 What about the MMI to date
that should be improved?

I would like the handouts and templates to be sent to teachers via email. In this
way the teachers can spend less time on recreating some of the helpful handouts
and spend more time on making the appropriate adjustments to better suit the
grade level they are teaching.

#5 What about the MMI to date
that is particularly good and
should not be changed?

For me, the MMI in Your Classroom assignments were the most valuable. They
pushed my thinking and made my lessons more thoughtful and detailed.
Don’t’ change the group work sessions and discussions. They were extremely
helpful. It was nice to work with other teachers from different grade levels and
get their insight. For instance, I really loved working with Doug. He was able to
show me other ways of coming to a solution and I was able to show him how the
concept plays out at the elementary level.

#6 Please add any general
comments or suggestions

I enjoyed the classes, despite the times I felt I couldn’t figure out what I was
doing. I made it a point to seek out help when I felt frustrated and mathematically
challenged. The MMI course made me a better teacher and I hope there are more
courses offered in the near future. I would also like it if there were shorter
“refresher” courses offered; this way the math would stay “fresh” in your mind
and not forgotten.
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Table 32. Teacher Final Course Evaluation Summary (Lakett)

#1 Specific ways that
you plan to teach
mathematics to your
students differently as a
result of MMI

I use the adjective/noun theme for adding and subtracting.
I’ve tried to make connections to the Singapore Math
program which my school is using. I will be sure to use the
area model even with multiplication of decimals.

#2 Did you learn a lot?
How has your
mathematical thinking
changed as a result of
MMI?

I am quite pleased with this course. I saw new things and
refreshed concepts that I’d known but had gotten away from.
I loved the new ways of looking at things, for example
partial quotient division.

#3 What would you
like to see other
courses added to this
one?

This was one of the BEST professional developments I’ve
ever done! There was a progressive order and it was
practical. I was always able to bring something back to my
classroom. I liked the group work and collaborating with
others.

#4 What about the
MMI to date that
should be improved?

The full day sessions are long and please don’t schedule any
Saturdays just before Christmas. I think the course went
beyond teachers who teach at the lower grades. Maybe the
course should be grouped by grade level or ability.

#5 What about the
MMI to date that is
particularly good and
should not be changed?

The order of the material presented to very good. The
homework was good and related to what we had just been
working on.

#6 Please add any
general comments or
suggestions

No comments were written.

Pre/Post-Interview Questionnaire
Sections 1 and 2 are post questionnaire items.
Sections 3-6 are pre/post questionnaire items.
Before meeting with you for the post-interview, would you please respond to the
following questions, some of which were asked in the pre-interview to make comparisons
before and after the MMI institute. I realize that these questions require time to reflect
before responding and hope that you are able to respond with particular details that
reflect any changes that you have made in your thinking about mathematics and teaching
of mathematics. I appreciate the time you will take for your thoughtful responses. Please
feel free to use the back side of the paper and even additional paper so that your written
responses are fully expressed.

[1.] Mathematics Knowledge
1. How would you describe what mathematics is? Would a diagram help you to describe
or define what mathematics is?

2. What mathematics did you learn in the MMI institute? Please try to give specific
examples.

3. How has mathematics changed for you after taking the MMI institute?
Has MMI helped you to understand new things about mathematics?
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[2.] Mathematics Content Knowledge
1. How has MMI affected your mathematics teaching? (If possible, please include one or
two specific descriptions.)

2. What would you say your class has had difficulty with? Is there anything in MMI that
helped?

3. Does MMI make a significant difference in your classroom teaching of mathematics?
If yes, please describe how and if not, what else would you say is needed.

4. Do you feel more confident teaching mathematics after taking MMI? If yes, please
describe how your confidence grew and if not, please describe what is uncomfortable
about mathematics for you.

5. When working on an “MMI in Your Classroom” assignment, how did you augment the
lesson with more mathematics?
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[3.] Teacher Thinking
For the statements below, indicate your agreement or disagreement by circling the
number that best expresses what you think about the statement. Your replies to these
statements can range from strongly disagree (1) to strongly agree (7). If you are not
sure, circle number 4 (in the middle). Feel free to add your comments to your choices.
1.

Doing math is usually a matter of working logically in a step-by-step fashion.

Disagree
2.

7

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

If students get into arguments about ideas or procedures in math class, it can
impede their learning of math.

Disagree
8.

6

One can learn a lot by watching an expert mathematician “think aloud” while
solving problems.

Disagree
7.

5

If elementary students use calculators, they won’t learn the math they need to
know.

Disagree
6.

4

For students to get better at math they need to practice a lot.

Disagree
5.

3

When students can’t solve problems, it’s usually because they can’t remember the
right formula.

Disagree
4.

2

High school algebra is totally unlike anything presented to students in the lower
grades.

Disagree
3.

1

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

In learning math, students must master topics and skills at one level before going
on.

Disagree

1

2

3

4

5
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6

7

Agree

9.

A teacher should wait until pupils are developmental^ ready before introducing
new ideas and skills.

Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

10. It is important for pupils to master the basic computational skills before studying
topics like probability and logic.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

11. Since older students can reason abstractly, the use of models and other visual aids
becomes less necessary.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

12. If a student asks a question in math, the teacher should know the answer.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

13. Understanding math as a discipline is important for teaching math at any level.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

14. In order to teach problem solving, teachers themselves have to do a lot of math
problem solving.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

15. Teachers should not necessarily answer students’ questions but should let them
puzzle things out themselves.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

16. Students should “show their work” when they solve math problems.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

17. The most important issue is not whether the answer to any math problem is
correct, but whether students can explain their answers.
Disagree

1

2

3

4

5
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6

7

Agree

[4.] Content Knowledge Problems
1. Some fifth grade teachers noticed that several of their students were making the same
mistake in multiplying large numbers. In trying to calculate 123 x 645, the students
seemed to be forgetting to “move the numbers” over on each line. They were doing the
following:
123
X
645
615
492
738
1845
While the teachers agreed that this was a problem, they did not agree on what to do about
it. What would you do if you were teaching these students?

2. Imagine that one of your students comes to class very excited. She tells you that she
has figured out a theory that you never told the class. She explains that she has
discovered that as the perimeter of a closed figure increases, the area also increases. She
shows you to prove what she is doing: How would you respond to this student?
Square is 4 ft. x 4 ft.
Perimeter of square = 16 ft.
Area of square = 16 square ft.

Rectangle is 4 ft. x 8 ft.
Perimeter of rectangle = 24 ft.
Area of rectangle = 32 square ft.

3. Division by fractions is often confusing. People seem to have different approaches to
solving problems involving division with fractions. How were you taught to solve a
problem like this one?
1 % divided by Vi
What makes this especially difficult?
What would you say is a good situation or story or model for 1 3A divided by Vi ?
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4. Suppose you have a pupil who asks you what 7 divided by 0 is. How would you
respond?

5. Suppose you were teaching algebra. How would you help your students to solve
equations like this: x/0.2 = 5
How could a student make sense of this?

6. Your students are working on subtraction with “borrowing.” You have given them the
problem 36-19. One of your students says that she has come up with a much simpler
method. Here is what she shows you:
36
19
-3

+20
17
She explains that 6-9 equals -3, and 30-10 equals 20, and -3 + 20 equals 17.
If you were the teacher, what would you do?

7. Four teachers - Cass, Jay, Sam and Randy - describe their role as teachers in helping
their students learn mathematics.
Cass: “I mainly see my role as a facilitator. I try to provide opportunities and resources
for my students to discover or construct mathematical concepts for themselves.”
Jay: “I think I need to provide more guidance than that. I try to lead my students to figure
things out by asking pointed questions that I hope will get them to the answer without my
telling them.”
Sam: “I emphasize group discussion of math in my classroom. We talk about concepts
and problems together, exploring the meaning and evaluating the reasoning that underlies
different strategies. My role is to initiate and guide these discussions.”
Randy: “That’s all nice, but students really won’t learn math unless you go over the
material in a detailed and structured way. I think it’s my job to explain, to show students
how to do the work, and to give them practice doing it.”
Which teacher do you think will be most successful in teaching for understanding? Why?
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[5.1 What would you say about the following “rules of thumb” that people often use
when teaching or doing math?

•

You can’t subtract a larger number from a smaller number.

•

Any number divided by itself is 1.

•

When you multiply any number by 10, just move the decimal point one place to
the right.

•

Always do the same thing to both sides of the equation.

To divide fractions, invert and multiply.

[6.] Selected MMI Pre/Post Test Items
1. It takes 5 cups of water to cook 3.6 cups of rice. How many cups of water will be
needed to cook 8.1 cups of rice?

2. Compute:
a) 75 is 30% of what number?
b) 30 is what percent of 75?
c) What is 75% of 30?

3. Use the area model to explain the following computation: 14 x 23

4. Use the number line to estimate 2.4 divided by 3/5 without making use of invert and
multiply.

5. If an object travels 2/5 of a mile in 3/7 of a minute, what is its average speed in miles
per minute?
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Teacher Thinking

For the statements below, indicate your agreement or disagreement by circling the
number that best expresses what you think about the statement. Your replies to these
statements can range from strongly disagree (I) to strongly agree (7). If you are not
sure, circle number 4 (in the middle).

1. Doing math is usually a matter of working logically in a step-by-step fashion.

Disagree

7

Agree

I am not sure how to answer this one. Vm going to mildly disagree.

2. High school algebra is totally unlike anything presented to students in the lower
grades.

7

Disagree

Agree

False! Totally false! You're really building upon building... it all depends on the
previous years.
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When students can't solve problems, it's usually because they can't remember the
riaht formula.
v
\

.K.

L
•
1

Disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

No, it’s usually because they can 7 understand what they’re doing. They have no
“numeracy " skills. They don 7 know how to estimate. They don 7 have number sense.

4.

For students to get better at math they need to practice a lot.

Agree

Disagree

Absolutely! You can 7 just hold onto concepts unless you practice. Just look at some
teachers that we have who’ve seen a lot of math, but they’ve been teaching second
grade for twenty years. They have second grade math skills.

5.

If elementary students use calculators, thev won’t leant the math thev need to
know.
0

V

Disagree

0

Agree

The negatives of the calculator could outweigh the positives at the elementary' level.
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6.

One can learn a lot by watching an expert mathematician '‘think aloud” while
solving problems.
K

*

F

I.

-$

Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

It depends on the mathematician and on how much the mathematician cares that other
people understand what he or she is saying.

7.

If students get into arguments about ideas or procedures in math class, it can
impede their learning of math.

Disagree

1

7

Agree

Total disagreement! Of course you have to discuss. All you really need as you engage
in any education is “engagement ” and a discussion or argument is engaging period!

8.

In learning math, students must master topics and skills at one level before going
on.

Disagree

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

75% agreement! I don 7 think you should just hammer the same thing over and over
again until they get it. You need to move it, but don 7 jump three years ahead.
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9.

A teacher should wait until pupils are developmental!}' ready before introducing
new ideas and skills.

Disagree
w-

12

3

4

5

6

7

Agree
w

I need to learn more in this area, but I'm concerned with how easily some educators
determine that someone is a certain age and therefore they're not developmentally
ready, therefore we 're not going to touch the subject. I know a five-year old who
knows ninth grade algebra. Believe me, they get the concepts, so don 7 tell me that a
five-year old can 7 do “v. ”

0. It is important for pupils to master the basic computational skills before studying
topics like probability and logic.

.

Disagree

'“t

i

Agree

False! .Xot before, but you have better be working on those basic computational skills.
I cannot overstate how important the basic computational skills are. Of course, that
doesn 7 mean you can 7 talk about other things.
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11. Since older students can reason abstractly, the use of models and other visual aids
becomes less necessary.

F
*

L

Disagree

Agree

It depends on the older student. Again, developmental/}' ready doesn V purely relate to
age. It's what the student has been exposed to. / think manipulatives are beautiful
things for kids who never got it in the first place. It also gives them a support that they
can actually see something and its ' very comforting.

12. If a student asks a question in math, the teacher should know the answer.

7

Disagree

Agree

Should know the answer-yes - or how to obtain the answer!

13. Understanding math as a discipline is important for teaching math at any level

L

Agree

Disagree

Yes...mathematics as a whole system...it needs to be thought of as connected
ideas...that all sorts of things are related to each other.
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14. In order to teach problem solving, teachers themselves have to do a lot of math
problem solving.

Disagree

2

Agree

3

Yes, or somehow magically be good at it!

15. Teachers should not necessarily answer students' questions but should let them
puzzle things out themselves.

Disagree

?

Agree

Mostly agree! There are circumstances where a student will be frustrated. It’s just
something that a teacher has to deal with. I support teaching a student to struggle that is critical. If they don ’ learn to struggle, then things have to be handed to them.
Then they 'll never be good at math. They should also not be learning that they are
failures...so there is a balance. You need to manage that balance as a teacher.
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16. Students should “show their work” when they solve math problems.

K

Disagree

2

3

4

5

6

7

Agree

Absolutely! Beyond a doubt! The ability to communicate is a critical part - being able
to explain your own thinking -1 highly support that!

17. The most important issue is not whether the answer to any math problem is
correct, but whether students can explain their answers.

L
*

Disagree

?

3

4

5

6

7

These two concepts are both critically important!
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Agree

Table 33. Teacher Thinking Summary (Forest)

Item #

Forest’s Pre-Interview

Forest’s Post-Interview

Professional
Development Instructor

1

7

4

2-3

2

6

2

1

3

1

2

1

4

6

7

7

5

4

7

2-4

6

1

2

3-5

7

2

2

1

8

6

5

5-7

9

5

4

2-4

10

5

4

1

11

1

1

2-3

12

6

4

3-5

13

6

4

6-7

14

6

4

6-7

15

5

4

5-6

16

6

6

7

17

5

4

3-5
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Table 34. Teacher Thinking Summary (Knight)

Item #

Knight’s Pre-Interview

Knight’s Post-Interview

Professional
Development Instructor

1

5

2

2-3

2

2

1

1

3

5

1

1

4

4

7

7

5

5

4

2-4

6

7

7

3-5

7

3

6

1

8

5

4

5-7

9

1

4

2-4

10

2

3

1

11

2

1

2-3

12

2

3

3-5

13

7

4

6-7

14

7

7

6-7

15

7

4

5-6

16

7

7

7

17

4

5

3-5
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Table 35. Teacher Thinking Summary (Lakett)

Item #

Lakett’s Pre-Interview

Lakett’s Post-Interview

Professional
Development Instructor

1

4

6

2-3

2

1

2

1

3

2

2

1

4

7

6

7

5

5

4

2-4

6

7

6

3-5

7

1

6

1

8

6

7

5-7

9

6

3

2-4

10

3

2

1

11

2

2

2-3

12

2

3

3-5

13

6

6

6-7

14

7

6

6-7

15

7

5

5-6

16

7

7

7

17

6

6

3-5
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Content Knowledge Problems
Responses from the MMI Course Instructor
1. Some fifth grade teachers noticed that several of their students were making the same
mistake in multiplying large numbers. In trying to calculate 123 x 645, the students
seemed to be forgetting to “move the numbers” over on each line. They were doing the
following:
123
X
645
615
492
738
1845
While the teachers agreed that this was a problem, they did not agree on what to do about
it. What would you do if you were teaching these students?

I would ask them to estimate first and see that the answer cannot be correct. I would
then use an example with fewer digits to help the student understand place value,
the area model, and partial products better.

2. Imagine that one of your students comes to class very excited. She tells you that she
has figured out a theory that you never told the class. She explains that she has
discovered that as the perimeter of a closed figure increases, the area also increases. She
shows you to prove what she is doing: How would you respond to this student?
Square is 4 ft. x 4 ft.
Perimeter of square = 16 ft.
Area of square = 16 square ft.

Rectangle is 4 ft. x 8 ft.
Perimeter of rectangle = 24 ft.
Area of rectangle = 32 square ft.

That is 2 good examples. I wonder whether there are any rectangles which have a
perimeter bigger than 24 ft but an area less than 32 square ft. Hmmmm. Once the
student is able to find a counter example I would want to discuss what we mean by
proof vs. a couple of examples.

3. Division by fractions is often confusing. People seem to have different approaches to
solving problems involving division with fractions. How were you taught to solve a
problem like this one?
1 3/4 divided by Vz
What makes this especially difficult?

“Flip and multiply”
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What would you say is a good situation or story or model for 1 3A divided by Vi ?

A recipe calls for Vi cup of flour. I have 13A cups of flour. How many recipes can I
make?

4. Suppose you have a pupil who asks you what 7 divided by 0 is. How would you
respond?

I would draw a connection to multiplication. What multiplication problem do we
need to solve or to answer this? ? x 0 = 7. Uh oh, I don’t think there is any such
number.

5. Suppose you were teaching algebra. How would you help your students to solve
equations like this: x/0.2 = 5
How could a student make sense of this?

It depends on the physical nature of the problem. Without knowing that, I would
try to guide the student to understand the relationship between multiplication and
division. How many times does 0.2 go into x? Well the answer is 5. So what might
x be? But I would want to know what the student was thinking and see if that helps
direct my teaching.

6. Your students are working on subtraction with “borrowing.” You have given them the
problem 36 — 19. One of your students says that she has come up with a much simpler
method. Here is what she shows you:
36

19
-3

+20
17
She explains that 6 - 9 equals -3, and 30-10 equals 20, and -3 + 20 equals 17.
If you were the teacher, what would you do?

Give her a big pat on the back. This approach works in general. I would also make
sure that she is eventually comfortable with the standard algorithm for subtraction
at some point.
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7. Four teachers - Cass, Jay, Sam and Randy - describe their role as teachers in helping
their students learn mathematics.
Cass: “I mainly see my role as a facilitator. I try to provide opportunities and resources
for my students to discover or construct mathematical concepts for themselves.”
Jay: “I think I need to provide more guidance than that. I try to lead my students to figure
things out by asking pointed questions that I hope will get them to the answer without my
telling them.”
Sam: “I emphasize group discussion of math in my classroom. We talk about concepts
and problems together, exploring the meaning and evaluating the reasoning that underlies
different strategies. My role is to initiate and guide these discussions.”
Randy: “That’s all nice, but students really won’t learn math unless you go over the
material in a detailed and structured way. I think it’s my job to explain, to show students
how to do the work, and to give them practice doing it.”
Which teacher do you think will be most successful in teaching for understanding? Why?

I think there is a time and place for each of these roles and that it depends on the
circumstances. Students need practice to master skills. At the same time, they need
to be able to explore, discover and make connections. In addition, some concepts
require a lot of guidance from a teacher and it is important that students can
explain their reasoning in an articulate manner. I find it hard to choose
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Table 36. Teacher Content Knowledge Problems Comparison (Forest)
Forest Response
Pre-Interview
I’d start by teaching place
value - multiplying ones by
ones, then tens by tens. You
need a “0” to hold the ones
place.

Forest Response
Post-Interview
.1 would begin by reviewing
place value and regrouping with
concrete materials, for example,
base ten blocks.

I would ask the student to
show me the shapes and ask
her why she thinks that the
area increases when the
perimeter increases. This is
not something I teach.
Turn 1 % into a fraction. Set
it up as 7/4 divided by Vi. I
don’t know a story situation

Ms. Forest did not respond to
this problem in the post
interview.

#4

There is nothing you can
multiply zero by to get
seven.

I would use the number line to
show this and ask: how many 0’s
fit into 7?

#5

I would change x/0.2 = 5
into 5 x 0.2 = what?

Use the comparison rule. 0.2 x 5
= what?

#6

I don’t think the student is
correct. I would show her a
simpler method. Good time
for manipulatives.

This is the “difference” rule. I
would give other examples to
verify if the rule works.

#7

I’m a combination of all
four. Every group of
students is different so you
have to change the way you
teach depending on the kids
in front of you.

I would choose Jay. He is
guiding students to discover and
setting foundations.

#
#1

#2

#3

Procedural doesn’t explain why.
“An electrician needs to cut half
inch pieces of wire from 1 3A
inches. How many pieces?
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Professional Development
Instructor’s Response
Estimate first to see that the
answer cannot be correct, use
and example with fewer digits
to help the student understand
place value, the area model,
and partial products better.
That is 2 good examples. Are
there any rectangles which
have a perimeter bigger than
24 ft. but with an area less
than 32 square feet (proof vs.
couple of examples)
Flip & multiply
A recipe calls for Vi cup of
flour. I have 1 3A cups of flour.
How many recipes can I
make?
Draw a connection to
multiplication. What
multiplication problem do we
need to solve this? 1x0-1
There isn’t any such number.
Understand the relationship
between multiplication and
division. How many times
does 0.2 go into x? Answer =
5, so what might x be?
The approach works in
general. Make sure she is
comfortable with the standard
algorithm for subtraction as
well.
There is a time and place for
each of these rolls. Students
need practice to master skills
but also need to explore,
discover and make
connections. Some concepts
require a lot of guidance from
a teacher and students need to
explain their reasoning in an
articulate manner.

Table 37. Teacher Content Knowledge Problems Comparison (Knight)

Knight Response
Pre-Interview
Revert to “this is the ones
column, tens column, and
hundreds column. When
you’re multiplying here,
you’re multiplying in the
ones column, etc.”
I have no idea. I would have
to say it works in reverse.

Knight Response
Post-Interview
Make a visual of the hundreds,
tens, and ones columns and
review what they mean.

#3

I guess I would change this
into an improper fraction
and then flip them upside
down.

I would use the number line and
ask students how many “halves”
can fit into 1 3A? Estimate first.

#4

Seven divided by 0...I guess
you can’t divide...you have
seven but you don’t have
any groups.

Ms. Knight did not respond to
this problem on the post¬
interview.

#5

Don’t you want to cancel
something out? You need to
bring something by itself.
Hopefully, after the algebra
course, I’ll remember.
I guess that’s fine...it’s
another way, her own way
of doing it.

Ms. Knight did not respond to
this problem on the post¬
interview.

#
#1

#2

#6

#7

I think Cass is too loosely
constructed. I like Sam’s
approach the most, but Sam
and Randy’s approaches
would work the best.

I would challenge the student’s
theory with other problems to
see if her theory holds true in
other instances.

I would reinforce her way of
thinking because she truly
understands place value. I would
show her other ways to compute
the answer.
I think they all have good
qualities. For me as a second
grade teacher I think Sam’s
approach is great, but I’ll also
want to use the next step with
Randy’s approach as well.
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Professional Development
Instructor’s Response
Estimate first to see that the
answer cannot be correct, use
and example with fewer digits
to help the student understand
place value, the area model,
and partial products better.
That is 2 good examples. Are
there any rectangles which
have a perimeter bigger than
24 ft. but with an area less
than 32 square feet (proof vs.
couple of examples)
Flip & multiply
A recipe calls for !4 cup of
flour. I have 1 3A cups of flour.
How many recipes can I
make?
Draw a connection to
multiplication. What
multiplication problem do we
need to solve this? ? x 0 = 7
There isn’t any such number.
Understand the relationship
between multiplication and
division. How many times
does 0.2 go into x? Answer =
5, so what might x be?
The approach works in
general. Make sure she is
comfortable with the standard
algorithm for subtraction as
well.
There is a time and place for
each of these rolls. Students
need practice to master skills
but also need to explore,
discover and make
connections. Some concepts
require a lot of guidance from
a teacher and students need to
explain their reasoning in an
articulate manner.

Table 38. Teacher Content Knowledge Problems Comparison (Lakett)

#
#1

Lakett Response
Pre-Interview
I would write out the steps,
remembering that you need
a place holder.

Lakett Response
Post-Interview
I would explain that they were
partially correct. I would explain
that the “4 x 123” is really “40 x
123.” I would also show the area
model and talk about the
distributive rule.
Though it appears to make
sense, it isn’t always true. I
would draw a rectangle 1 by 16
then 2 by 8. Both have the same
perimeter but different areas.

#2

1 don’t know. 1 feel on the
spot with this one.

#3

Invert the divisor and
multiply. I don’t know a
story problem

Teach understanding of dividing
by Vi and ending up with a larger
number. The number line would
show this problem well.

#4

There is no value as to what
you are dividing into seven.

Based on the idea that division is
the inverse to multiplication, 0 x
some number cannot give you
seven.

#5

.2 (x/.2) = 5 (.2) = 1

I would ask my students to
isolate the “x.” The two sides of
the equation must balance.

#6

I would say she is doing
some form of compensation.
I’d ask her to explain what
she sees.

Wow! Aren’t you clever to
understand!

#7

I’m Randy. I hate to say it. I
wish I wasn’t Randy. I think
a good teacher has to be a
little bit of all four.

Each teacher has the right idea
and they’ll all be successful
depending on the kind of
students in front of them.
Students have different needs
and each of these teachers
respond to different needs.
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Professional Development
Instructor’s Response
Estimate first to see that the
answer cannot be correct, use
and example with fewer digits
to help the student understand
place value, the area model,
and partial products better.
That is 2 good examples. Are
there any rectangles which
have a perimeter bigger than
24 ft. but with an area less
than 32 square feet (proof vs.
couple of examples)
Flip & multiply
A recipe calls for Vi cup of
flour. I have 1 Va cups of flour.
How many recipes can I
make?
Draw a connection to
multiplication. What
multiplication problem do we
need to solve this? ? x 0 = 7
There isn’t any such number.
Understand the relationship
between multiplication and
division. How many times
does 0.2 go into x? Answer =
5, so what might x be?
The approach works in
general. Make sure she is
comfortable with the standard
algorithm for subtraction as
well.
There is a time and place for
each of these rolls. Students
need practice to master skills
but also need to explore,
discover and make
connections. Some concepts
require a lot of guidance from
a teacher and students need to
explain their reasoning in an
articulate manner.

Rules of Thumb
Responses by the MMI Course Instructor
What would you say about the following “rules of thumb” statements that people often
use when teaching or doing math?

•

You can’t subtract a larger number from a smaller number.

This is not true. The solution will be a negative number. If this is used in the early
grades it may hurt students later. It even has impact on a student’s ability to
compute 23-15. Students often subtract the 3 from the 5.

•

Any number divided by itself is 1.

This is true in all cases except “0”. Also, an explanation of “why” would be useful.

•

When you multiply any number by 10, just move the decimal point one place to
the right.

Though this always works, it doesn’t help a student understand “why”. The effect of
moving the decimal place to the right is to move each place value one place to the
left. This multiplies each place 10 which is the desired result.

•

Always do the same thing to both sides of the equation.

Again, although true, it does not explain “why.” I would discuss the meaning of
“equal” and what impact doing the same thing on both sides of an equation has on
equality.
When you’re doing the same thing to both sides of the equation, you’re not changing
the relationship between whatever variables are in the equation. When you divide
both sides by three, what happens to the line that represents the relationship
between x andj? The line does not get “flatter” when you’re dividing by three.
Build a T-chart; nothing has changed. The relationship has been maintained. By
simplifying it or solving it, the relationship stays the same.

•

To divide fractions, invert and multiply.

I am fairly comfortable with this rule as an efficient way to compute. However,
there needs to be a lot of discussion with students to make sure that they understand
the meaning of division and how it relates to fractions.
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Table 39. Rules of Thumb: Comparison of Forest with Professional Development
Instructor
#
#1
You can’t
subtract a
larger
number
from a
smaller
number.
#2
Any
number
divided by
itself is 1.
#3
When you
multiply
any
number by
10, just
move the
decimal
point one
place to
the right.
#4
Always
dot the
same
thing to
both sides
of the
equation.
#5
To divide
fractions,
invert and
multiply.

Forest Response
Pre-Interview
You can subtract a larger
number from a smaller
number. You end up with
negative numbers.

Forest Response
Post-Interview
Use the number line to
demonstrate that this
statement is false.

Professional Development
Instructors’ Response
Not true - the solution will
be a negative number. If
used in early grades it could
have an impact on a
student’s ability to compute
23-15 (students often
subtract the 3 from the 5).

True!

Again, I would use the
number line to demonstrate
why this is true.

True in all cases except “0.”
An explanation of “why”
would be useful.

It is important for students
to understand why.

Students need to understand
“why.” I would discuss
place value and use base ten
blocks to show why it
works.

Always works but doesn’t
help a student understand
“why.” The effect of
moving the decimal place to
the right is to move each
place value one place to the
left. This multiplies each
place 10, which is the
desired result.

That’s what I was taught to
do.

Use a pan balance to show
that things need to be the
same.

True but doesn’t explain
“why.” Discuss the meaning
of “equal” and what impact
doing the same thing on
both sides of an equation
has on equality.

That is the way that I was
taught. I don’t understand
why.

Too procedural! It would be
better to use the number line
and ask how many times
“x” can fit into “y.”

I am fairly comfortable with
this rule as an efficient way
to compute. There needs to
be a lot of discussion with
students to make sure that
they understand the
meaning of division and
how it relates to fractions.
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Table 40. Rules of Thumb: Comparison of Knight with Professional Development
Instructor
#
#1
You can’t
subtract a
larger
number
from a
smaller
number.
#2
Any
number
divided by
itself is 1.
#3
When you
multiply
any
number by
10, just
move the
decimal
point one
place to
the right.
#4
Always do
the same
thing to
both sides
of the
equation.
#5
To divide
fractions,
invert and
multiply.

Knight Response
Pre-Interview
I don’t know...it
wouldn’t matter.

Knight Response
Post-Interview
I often say this as well because we
don’t explore negative numbers too
often, but older grades should
explore this.

Professional Development
Instructors’ Response
Not true - the solution will
be a negative number. If
used in early grades it could
have an impact on a
student’s ability to compute
23-15 (students often
subtract the 3 from the 5).

I don’t know.

Ms. Knight did not respond to this
rule of thumb.

True in all cases except “0.”
An explanation of “why”
would be useful.

Did we say “no” to
that in the MMI
course?

I think this concept is too abstract
and students will apply this too
broadly without thinking or
understanding why.

Always works but doesn’t
help a student understand
“why.” The effect of
moving the decimal place to
the right is to move each
place value one place to the
left. This multiplies each
place 10, which is the
desired result.

Yes!

It depends of the problem you are
solving. It isn’t always true.

True but doesn’t explain
“why.” Discuss the meaning
of “equal” and what impact
doing the same thing on
both sides of an equation
has on equality.

That’s what I was
taught!

That is what I was always taught!

I am fairly comfortable with
this rule as an efficient way
to compute. There needs to
be a lot of discussion with
students to make sure that
they understand the
meaning of division and
how it relates to fractions.
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Table 41. Rules of Thumb: Comparison of Lakett with Professional Development
Instructor
#
#1
You can’t
subtract a
larger
number
from a
smaller
number.
#2
Any
number
divided by
itself is 1.
#3
When you
multiply
any
number by
10, just
move the
decimal
point one
place to
the right.
#4
Always do
the same
thing to
both sides
of the
equation.
#5
To divide
fractions,
invert and
multiply.

Lakett Response
Pre-Interview
Not true! It’s like
saying you can’t divide
by bigger numbers!

Lakett Response
Post-Interview
Only if you want a positive
outcome!

Professional Development
Instructors’ Response
Not true - the solution
will be a negative
number. If used in early
grades it could have an
impact on a student’s
ability to compute 23-15
(students often subtract
the 3 from the 5).
True in all cases except
“0.” An explanation of
“why” would be useful.

Yes! I would give the
example of 2/2 because
I want them to
understand that the
fraction bar means to
divide.
I am guilty of using this
rule of thumb without
explaining why.

Yes! It helps with equivalent
fractions, for example, 35/35 = 1.

Understanding that a number
multiplied by 10 is increasing by
ten is more important.

Always works but doesn’t
help a student understand
“why.” The effect of
moving the decimal place
to the right is to move
each place value one
place to the left. This
multiplies each place 10,
which is the desired
result.

Yes! It is a balance.

The equal sign means “balance.”

Yes! Otherwise, I
would have to explain it
and I don’t think that I
can.

The inverse is opposite.
Multiplication is the inverse of
division.

True but doesn’t explain
“why.” Discuss the
meaning of “equal” and
what impact doing the
same thing on both sides
of an equation has on
equality.
I am fairly comfortable
with this rule as an
efficient way to compute.
There needs to be a lot of
discussion with students
to make sure that they
understand the meaning
of division and how it
relates to fractions.
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APPENDIX E
INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
TEACHER PRE-INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
TEACHER POST-INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
SPECIAL MMI COURSE INSTRUCTOR INTERVIEW QUESTIONS
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Pre-Interview Questions
Section 1 - Background

[ 1.] When you think back to your own experiences in elementary school, what stands out
to you?
What do you remember about learning math in elementary school (materials used, your
teachers, feelings about math class, how you felt about yourself in relation to others in
your class)?
What do you remember about learning math in junior high/high school (what math
classes you took, material you learned, your teachers, feelings about math, how you felt
about yourself in relation to others in your class)?

[2.] How did your mother and/or father (or other family or friend members) affect your
interest or participation in mathematics?

[3.] What mathematics courses did you take in college? How would you describe each
course for material learned, your teachers, how you felt about math, and how you felt
about yourself in relation to others in your class?
What stands out to you about math in college?

[4.] I’d like you to think of someone you know who’s good at mathematics... Who is it?
Why do you think of_as good at math? What does he or she do?
What’s your hunch about why this person is good at math? Can you give an example?

[5.] What about the flip side of the coin - do you know anyone whom you consider to be
not very good at mathematics?
Why do you think of_as not very good at math?
Do you have any ideas about why_is not very good at math?

[6.] Are there some things in mathematics or about mathematics that you especially
like/enjoy? Are there some things in mathematics or about mathematics that you
especially dislike?

[7.] How would you describe what mathematics is? Would a diagram help you to
describe or define what mathematics is?
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Section 2 - Teaching/Assessing Math

[8.] How do you think teachers learn mathematics and how do they learn to teach
mathematics? What do teachers need to know in order to teach mathematics well?
[9.] What are the main pieces of mathematics teaching that are emphasized in this MMI?
Why are they important? Look for the following:
• Number line
•
•

Area Model (Area Mantra)
Bases

•

Game of 24

•
•
•

Ten Rules of Arithmetic
Group work (less lecture)
Mental Math

•

Estimation

•

Multiplication is repeated addition

•
•

Teachers devising word problems to fit an example
Teaching “Toward Algebra” approach

•
•

Geometry-Arithmetic Connections
Fundamental Theorem of Arithmetic

•

Multiples

•
•

Division is comparing 2 numbers
Adjective/Noun Theme

•

“Undoing” Theme

How is MMI comiected to Singapore Math?
[10.] What are the key mathematical concepts that the teachers need to understand? What
experiences help teachers to learn these key mathematical concepts? What does a typical
math lesson need to have?
[11.] For successful mathematics teaching and learning, what should teachers be doing in
their classrooms?
What manipulatives do you think are helpful in the teaching of mathematics?
[12.] How do you think MMI is going so far?
What would you say teachers are having difficulty with? Why?
[13.] How does the adjective/noun theme connect in mathematics?
How does the “undoing” theme connect in mathematics?
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[14.] There may be topics that you understand better than others. Can you think of
something in mathematics that you feel that you yourself understand really well?
When/where did you learn it? How do you think you came to understand it well?
What about the other side of this? Can you think of something in mathematics that you
feel you really don’t understand very well? Can you tell me more about it? What about it
makes you feel that you really don’t understand this? Did when/where you were
supposed to have learned it play any role? Why do you think you didn’t get it?

[15.] When students can’t figure out something, what do you do?

[16.] Why do you ask for “another way” to solve a problem?

Post-Interview Questions
Spring, 2006

1.

What does deep understanding of mathematics mean to you? How does a person
acquire it? How would an elementary teacher use this type of understanding in his
or her teaching of mathematics?

2.

Please tell me some specific things you learned from MMI that you didn’t know
before you took the course. How have these helped in your mathematics teaching?

3.

How did you use the MMI professional development learning in your classroom?
How did you use the instructor’s math models of number line, area model,
comparison model, etc.? What happened in your MMI in Your Classroom
assignments?

4.

What changes have you made in your teaching of mathematics since participating
in MMI?

5.

The MMI instructor has emphasized practice, persistence, and working through
math slowly to make sense of it. What is your reaction to these ideas?

6.

What did you find in the second MMI course that connects to elementary
mathematics? What is your reaction to the instructor’s emphasis in the second
course on “rate”?

7.

Why do you think a person would say they can’t learn mathematics or they’re not
good at mathematics?

8.

At the very beginning of a mathematics lesson, do you have a focus or
idea/concept that you want students to have by the end of the lesson?

9. What are things that happen in elementary school that take the focus away from
mathematics?
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Special MM1 Course Instructor Interview Questions

1.

What does the district want you to do for the district and for its teachers?

2.

How do you think teachers actually learn mathematics?

3.

What are the main pieces of mathematics teaching that you are
emphasizing in this revised MMI?

4.

You’ve brought in Singapore Math. Do you really like that?

5.

What would you hope that I would be seeing from the teachers that I am
observing that relates exactly to what you’re teaching? Have you seen any
of that in the MMI in Your Classroom assignments?

6.

How do you think MMI is going for you right now.. .so far, in these seven
days? When teachers use the daily evaluations, are they highly rating the
content?

7.

In general, what did the pre-tests show?

8.

The rest of the interview questions pertain to interview questionnaire items
that the study teachers have been asked to respond to. Please go through
these and respond as you would want the teachers to respond.
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APPENDIX F
OBSERVATION DATA

THE MMI COURSE CODING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

MMI Curriculum Topic List
Curriculum Topics and Codes Time Line
Third Day of Professional Development: Curriculum Topics and Codes
Code Use Diagram of One Lesson (contains math concepts, models and themes)
Code Use Triad Diagram
MMI Instructor’s Daily Code Use (includes coding of the pre/post test)

TEACHER CODING
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pre-Observation Coding
Post-Observation Coding
MMI in Your Classroom Coding
Teacher Coding Totals
Concept Code Use Time Line
Models and Themes Code Use Time Line
Summary of Teacher Code Totals
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MMI CURRICULUM TOPIC LIST (11-29-05 through 2-7-06)
Codes are connected to curriculum topics.
Session #1: November 29, 2005
• Pre-Test (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER, P, R, DR) (MOD, NL,
Amod, Cmod) (PRAC, E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• The Ten Rules of Arithmetic (substitution rule, commutative rule for addition and
multiplication, associative rule for addition and multiplication, the zero rule, the
inverse rule for addition and multiplication, the one rule, and the distributive rule)
(SENSE, M, D, EQ, F, DR) (-) (UN)
“The Potato Race” problem (SENSE) (MOD, NL) (A/N)

•

Tally Mark Problems (SENSE, M, D, EQ) (MOD) (-)
First Day Challenge Problems (SENSE, PV, M, EQ) (MOD) (FACTS)
Place Value Challenge Problems (SENSE, PV, D, EQ, F, DEC) (MOD) (>l,

•

•
•

TWP)
•

Summation Challenge Problems (SENSE) (MOD) (TWP)
Homework (SENSE, PV, EQ, F, DEC, PER) (MOD, NL) (PRAC, TWP)

•

Session #2: December 6, 2005
• Going over Homework (D, DR) (-) (-)
• The Number Line (SENSE, PV, S, F, DEC) (MOD) (UN)
•

•

Comparison Model (SENSE) (NL) (PRAC, TWP)
MCAS Number Line Problems (SENSE, S, EQ, F, DEC, R) (MOD, NL, Cmod)

(~)
•
•

Place Value (SENSE, S) (MOD) (UN)
Base Ten Addition and Subtraction (SENSE, PV, S) (MOD) (FACTS)

•

Alphametics (SENSE, PV) (-) (PRAC, FACTS, >1)
Place Value Homework (SENSE, PV, S, M, DEC) (MOD, NL, Cmod) (FACTS,

•

MM, TWP)
Session #3: December 10, 2005
• Reporting out on Homework (SENSE, PV, M, DEC) (MOD, NL, Cmod)

(FACTS, TWP)
•
•
•
•
•

The Distributive Rule (M, EQ) (MOD, Amod) (PRAC)
History of Numbers (SENSE, M, EQ) (NL, Amod) (>1)
Product of Two Numbers - is the area of a rectangle that has each a factor as the
length of a side (SENSE, M, F, DEC, DR) (Amod) (PRAC, UN)
Distributive Property (SENSE, M) (MOD, Amod) (PRAC, UN, >1)
Multiplication with Base 10 Manipulatives (SENSE, PV, M, DR) (MOD, Amod)

(PRAC, FACTS, >1)
•

Multiplication Algorithms (SENSE, PV, M, DR) (MOD, Amod) (PRAC, FACTS,

A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
•

Multiplication Using Adjective/Noun Theme (SENSE, PV, M, EQ) (MOD)

(PRAC, FACTS, A/N, >1)
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•

MCAS Multiplication Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DR) (MOD) (E,

FACTS, MM, >1, SWF)
•

Mental Math Vocabulary (SENSE, EQ) (MOD; (PRAC, FACTS, MM)

•

What is Division? (SENSE, PV, S, D, EQ) (MOD, NL) (PRAC, E, FACTS, UN,

>1)
•

MCAS Division Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, PER) (MOD, Cmod)

(PRAC, E, FACTS, UN)
•
•

•
•

Multiplication and Division Homework (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, DEC, DR)
(MOD, NL, Amod? (PRAC, E, FACTS, MM, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
MMI in the Classroom (-) (-) (TWP)
Base Fin Multiplication Tables (PV, M) (MOD) (FACTS)
Base Fin Multiplication and Division (SENSE, PV, M, D, EQ) (MOD) (PRAC,

FACTS, A/N, UN)
•

MCAS Comparison Model of Subtraction Problems (SENSE, S, M, EQ) (MOD,
Cmod) (FACTS, UN)

Session #4: December 17, 2005
•

Evaluation Comments from Last Session (M, D) (NL, Amod, Cmod) (E, A/N,

UN)
•

Review (SENSE, M) (MOD, Amod) (A/N)

•
•

Fractions (F) (MOD, NL) (-)
What is 1/3? (SENSE, F, PER) (MOD, NL) (E, >/, TWP, SWP)

•

Fractions of a Whole (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F, PER) (MOD, Amod) (E, FACTS,

>1)
•

MCAS Mathematics Practice Test Grade 3 (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F) (MOD,
NL, Cmod) (E, FACTS, UN, SWP)

•
•

What Does Equal Mean? (SENSE, EQ, F) (MOD) (FACTS, A/N)
Mental Math Exercises - Sharing (SENSE, PV, S, M, EQ, F) (MOD) (PRAC,

FACTS, MM, A/N)
•
•

Equivalent Fractions (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DR) (MOD, NL, Amod,
Cmod) (PRAC, E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
MCAS Fraction Problems (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER) (MOD, Cmod)

(E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1)
•

•

Mental Math (PV, S, EQ) (-) (UN, >1)
Introduction to Fractions Problem Set (SENSE, F) (NL) (E, FACTS, MM, A/N,

>1)
•

Same Change, Same Difference, Any Order Rule, and Distributive Rule (SENSE,
S, M, DR) (NL, Amod) (MM, >1)

•
•
•

Divisibility (SENSE, M, D) (-) (FACTS, >1)
Divisibility Rules (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F) (NL) (E, FACTS, >1)
Addition and Subtraction of Fractions (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, R) (MOD, NL,
Cmod) (E)
Homework (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, PER) (MOD, NL) (MM, A/N, >1)

•
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Session #5: January 10, 2006
• Using Zero as a Number (SENSE, M, D, F, PER) (MOD) (FACTS)
• Checking on Homework (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F) (MOD, NL) (A/N, UN, >1)
• Fraction Work from One Math Coach (SENSE, EQ, F, R) (MOD, NL) (FACTS,
A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• Introduction to Fractions Problems Set (SENSE, EQ, F) (MOD, NL) (E, FACTS,
A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• Prime Numbers (SENSE, M, D) (MOD) (PRAC, FACTS, >1)
• Primes and Composites (SENSE, M, D) (MOD) (PRAC, FACTS)
• The 100 Table (SENSE, M, D) (MOD) (PRAC, FACTS)
• Different Uses of Dice in the Classroom (SENSE, M, EQ, F) (MOD) (E, UN,
TWP)
• Addition and Multiplication with Rods (SENSE, S, M, EQ, F) (MOD, NL)
(PRAC, E, >1)
• Exact Multiplication of Fractions (SENSE, M, EQ, F) (Amod) (E, FACTS, A/N)
• Fraction Multiplication (SENSE, M, F, R) (NL, Amod) (PRAC, E, FACTS, A/N,
TWP)
• Fraction Multiplication and Division Homework (S, M, D, F, R) (NL, Amod,
Cmod) (E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• Division of Fractions Problem Set (SENSE, D, F, R) (MOD, NL) (PRAC, E, A/N,
>1, TWP)
• Fraction Challenge Problems (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F, PER, R) (MOD) (E, MM)

Session #6: January 17, 2006
• Discussion about Estimation (SENSE, S) (-) (E, MM, TWP)
• Homework Discussion (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, PER, DR) (NL, Amod) (E,
A/N, UN, TWP)
• Factoring (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F) (MOD, Amod) (PRAC, E, FACTS UN, >1)
• Prime Factorization (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F) (MOD) (E, FACTS, UN)
• Factoring Fractions (S, M, D, EQ, F, R) (-) (PRAC, FACTS, UN, >1, TWP)
• Greatest Common Factor (SENSE, M, D, F) (-) (FACTS, UN, >1, TWP)
• Euclid’s Algorithm for the GCF (SENSE, M, D, F) (-) (PRAC, FACTS, UN)
• Multiples Problems (SENSE, M, R) (-) (-)
• Mental Math Practice (SENSE, S, M, D) (Cmod) (PRAC, MM)
• Least Common Multiple (SENSE, M, D, F) (-) (PRAC, FACTS, UN)
• Division of Fractions (SENSE, M, D, F) (MOD, NL, Cmod) (PRAC, E, A/N, >1)
• Proportional Thinking Problems (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, P, R) (Cmod)
(A/N)
• Factoring, LCM, GCF, Fractions Homework (SENSE, M, D) (-) (PRAC, UN, >1)
• Division of Fractions Problem Set (SENSE, M, D, F, R) (MOD, NL, Cmod)
(PRAC, E, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
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Session #7: January 21, 2006
• Comments from last session’s evaluations (SENSE, D, F) (-) (A/N, >1)
• Homework (SENSE, M, D, F, R) (MOD, NL, Cmod) (E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1,
TWP)
• Proportional Thinking Problems (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, P, R) (MOD,
Cmod) (PRAC, E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1)
• Proportional Thinking Problems Continued (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F, P, R) (MOD)
(A/N)
• MMI in the Classroom sharing (SENSE, S, EQ, F) (MOD, NL, Cmod) (PRAC, E,
FACTS, MM, A/N, UN, >1, SWP)
• Decimal Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, EQ, F, DEC) (MOD, NL, Cmod) (A/N)
• More Decimal Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER, P, R)
(MOD, NL, Amod, Cmod) (PRAC, E, FACTS, A/N, UN)
• Mental Math Activity on Percents (SENSE, EQ, F, PER) (-) (MM)
• Decimals and Percents Homework (SENSE, PV, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER, P, R)
(NL) (PRAC, E, A/N, UN, >1 TWP)
• Making Sense of Numbers End of Course Review (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F,
DEC, PER, P, R, DR) (Amod, Cmod) (PRAC, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• Percent Problems (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER, R) (MOD, NL) (A/N, >1)

Session #8: January 31, 2006
• Last Session’s Evaluations and Review Questions (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F,
DEC, P, R, DR) (MOD, NL, Amod, Cmod) (E, FACTS, A/N)
• Mental Math Activity (M) (-) (MM)
• Percent Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER, R) (MOD, NL) (E,
A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• Post-Test (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, PER, P, R, DR) (MOD, NL,
Amod, Cmod) (PRAC, E, FACTS, A/N, UN, >1, TWP)
• MMI Final Evaluation Form (SENSE, D, F, R) (NL), (A/N, >1)
• History of Mathematics (SENSE, S) (MOD, NL, Cmod) (PRAC, A/N, >1)
• Where are Signed Numbers? (SENSE) (-) (FACTS, >1)
• Addition and Subtraction of Signed Numbers (SENSE, S) (NL, Cmod) (-)
• Subtraction of Negative Numbers (SENSE, S, EQ) (-) (-)
• Signed Number Addition and Subtraction (SENSE, S, EQ, F, DEC) (NL) (TWP)
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• Review: Adding and Subtracting Signed Numbers (SENSE, S, F) (MOD, NL,
Cmod) (-)
• Questions after Teachers Look at their Pre/Post Test Inventories (SENSE, S, M,
D, EQ, F) (Cmod) (A/N, >1)
• Multiplication of Signed Numbers (SENSE, S, M, DR) (NL) (E, FACTS, UN,
TWP)
• Division of Signed Numbers (SENSE, S, D) (NL) (E, A/N, UN)
• Signed Number Multiplication and Division (SENSE, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC)
(NL) (UN, TWP)
• Use of Exponents (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F) (MOD, Amod) (PRAC, FACTS,
>1, TWP)
• Exponents Information Page (M, D, EQ) (-) (FACTS, UN)
• Negative Exponents (SENSE, M, D, EQ, F) (MOD, Cmod) (UN, >1)
• Undoing Exponents (M, D) (MOD) (UN, >1)
• Exponents Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC, R) (MOD) (PRAC,
FACTS, A/N, UN, >1)
• Scientific Notation Problems (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, DEC) (Cmod) (E,
FACTS, A/N, >1)
• Signed Numbers and Exponents Homework (SENSE, PV, S, M, D, EQ, F, DEC)
(MOD, NL) (E, FACTS, UN, TWP)
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Table 42. Curriculum Topics and Codes Time Line
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PrePostTest

Table 45. MMI Instructor’s Daily Code Use (includes coding of the pre/post test)
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Table 46. Pre-Observation Coding (Forest)
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Table 47. Pre-Observation Coding (Knight)
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Table 48. Pre-Observation Coding (Lakett)
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Table 49. Post-Observation Coding (Forest)
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Table 51. Post-Observation Coding (Lakett)
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Table 52. MMI in Your Classroom Coding (Forest)
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Table 53. MMI in Your Classroom Coding (Knight)
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Table 54. Teacher Coding Totals (Forest)
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Table 56. Teacher Coding Totals (Lakett)
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Table 57. Concept Code Use Time Line (Forest)
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